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前言
Recent corpus-based studies have shifted from lexical to pattern analysis (Hunston &
Francis, 1999). Corpus examination based on a single word has been undertaken for
years and this project intended to inspect patterns of language using lexical bundles
and longer sequence of words. Adopting Biber et al.’s (2004) lexical bundle
framework, the project further presented refinements of methodologies. Lexical
bundles or idiomatic expressions found within these corpora were presented utilizing
both general corpus and a self-compiled dissertation corpus. Measurement of
probability and semantic relatedness were also performed to reflect upon the
fixedness of a string of expression.
研究目的
Based on the approved project, the following research questions were addressed.
(These research questions were the results of modification based on the proposal reviews and the PI’s
own consideration of possible execution of the project within one year. The first question below shows
an adjustment of corpora used for this project – though still keeping a general versus a specific one.
The second and third research questions are modification and expansion of the original second research
1

question.)

1. What might be the distributions of preposition-containing lexical bundles in a
general corpus versus an academic corpus of specific genre (dissertation
abstracts)?
2. How will a preposition behave (similarly or differently) with and without the
presence of a verb preceding a lexical string? [Thus, this research question
explores the verb+particle strings versus strings that contain particles only]
3. How can the strength of connection between a verb and particle be measured?
What could be the possible patterns for idiomatic versus free combinations of
verb-particle constructions?
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These were the original two research questions intended for two years respectively:
(a) What are the distributions of the different types of verb-particle constructions found in academic
dissertation abstracts in local versus overseas universities (particularly in the U.S. and in Canada)?
How do the results provide implications toward expanding the framework of lexical bundles and
toward teaching and learning of verb-particle constructions?
(b) By focusing on the particles on and in, what types of literal and figurative meanings can one
discover based on the different uses of on-ness (put on, take on, carry on, etc.) and in-ness (put in,
take in, hand in, etc.)? What could be the possible patterns for idiomatic versus free combinations
of verb-particle constructions and what could be the reasons for some less possible combinations?
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文獻探討
Multi-word units may appear in various forms (light verb constructions, idioms,
phrasal verbs, etc.). Verb-particle constructions refer to phrases which “consist of a
head verb and one or more obligatory particles, in the form of intransitive prepositions
(e.g., hand in), adjectives (e.g., cut short) or verbs (e.g., let go)” (Baldwin, 2005: 399).
Many previous studies (e.g., Fraser (1976), Dikken (1995), and Bannard (2005)) have
investigated verb-particle constructions from both theoretical and computational
perspectives.
On the other hand, in a study by Biber et al. (2004), they suggested that a
frequency-driven approach can be utilized to extract fixed sequences of words from
specific register. These fixed sequences of words are called ‘lexical bundles,’ referring
to ‘multi-word sequences’ in specific registers such that in university teaching
(spoken) and textbook (written). Biber (2009) further examined several fillers in
lexical bundles such as [the * of the] in academic prose. He compared the words in the
of the asterisk slots which might be filled by similar or different nouns when different
prepositions were concerned (e.g., at the *of, on the * of, it the * of, and to the * of).
研究方法
The methodology employed was mainly data-driven, utilizing corpora data for
exploration of patterns of lexical bundles. Furthermore, computation of probability
and semantic relatedness was undertaken in the investigation of the patterns of lexical
bundles or strings of words in corpora. More specific elaboration of methodology will
be given below.
結果與討論（含結論與建議）
Lexical Bundles
In order to test the patterns of lexical bundles in a general corpus, Chung, Chao,
Lan, and Lin (2011) examined twenty-two prepositions (about, above, across, after,
against, among, around, as, at, beside, by, down, for, from, in, into, like, of, off, on,
onto, and with) in the written portion of the British National Corpus. Through the
BNCWeb (Hoffmann et al., 2008), all occurrences of these twenty-two prepositions in
both patterns of [PREPOSITION the NOUN of] (373,258 instances) and [VERB
PREPOSITION the NOUN of] (86,877 instances) were extracted. The purpose of
designing these two patterns was to observe whether a lexical bundle will behave
similarly or differently (research question 2) when a verb is present (as in submitted
by the time of) or absent (only by the time of). Chung et al. postulated a testable
hypothesis that “the groups of words that appear with a similar preposition would
share some similarities in semantic features” (pg. 6). In order to verify this hypothesis,
2
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they (a) searched for distribution patterns of both constructions; (b) conducted an
experiment in which human subjects were asked to tag the semantic categories of the
nouns (and verbs); and (c) designed a computer program in which the semantic
similarities of the words in the similar positions could be computed through finding
possible shared hypernyms of any two words. These steps allowed them to arrive at
the following conclusions: First, a four-word-lexical bundle is less constrained than a
five-word lexical bundle. This is commonsensical because with the presence of a verb
(submitted in the earlier example), the noun that follows (time) is often constrained
when the verb is present (thus, by the sight of, by the look of, etc. were found with the
four-word bundles but are not possible combinations with the additional verb
submitted). Second, some prepositions (against, around) were found less constrained
by the verbs – similar nouns were found for cases when the verb is present and absent.
For example, in against the background of and around the time of, the nouns
(background and time) remain prominent regardless whether or not a verb is present
before the preposition. These cases were predicted to possess weaker connection with
the verbs than with the nouns that follow (thus, answering the research question 4).
Third, the semantic-coding experiment showed that the list of nouns (coding of verbs
was not completed at the stage of writing this report) do show similarities of meanings
as their most frequent category of meaning reflects an average of 23.97% from the
total number of nouns. Fourth, when a computational program was written, the results
of the following table were found. Some prepositions (as, with, from, and of) showed
to display a higher z-score (a measurement of similarity) for the list of nouns that fall
into the [PREPOSITION the NOUN of] construction (indicated by the column named
‘Nouns’); some others (off and by) show to display comparatively higher scores for
the verbs in the pattern [VERB PREPOSITION the NOUN of] (shown in the column
named ‘Verbs’).
Total Z-scores of Different Types of Nouns and Verbs (Chung, Chao, Lan, and Lin, 2011: 15)

Prep
as
with
from
of
across
like
around
against
among

Total Z-score
Nouns
Verbs

Prep

12.01
11.72
11.65
10.25
1.94
1.73
1.49
1.21
0.97

off
onto
above
in
down
on
about
into
for

-1.5
-1.25
-2.41
-0.08
-0.7
0.03
1.60
0.07
0.31
3

Total Z-score
Nouns
Verbs
-0.17
-0.42
-0.73
-1.19
-1.8
-3.25
-4.36
-4.86
-5.35

1.22
-0.51
0.14
0.83
-1.09
-1.66
-0.35
-2.21
-2.19
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at
beside

-0.01
-0.13

0.87
0.04

after
by

-6.14
-7.82

-0.51
4.90

The ones with higher z-scores with the nouns (as, with, from, and of) yet display low
scores (all in negative z-scores) with the verbs. By, on the contrary, displays
extremely low z-score for nouns than for verbs. These above showed that as, with,
from, and of are often collocated with nouns that are high in similarity but when a
verb is present, the similarity of the verbs is negative. This shows that these four
prepositions are possibly free combinations and their strength with the verbs is less
strong than those which possess higher value for verbs. Off and by are the two
prepositions that show higher values for verbs, indicating their stronger semantic
meaning with the verbs than with the nouns. These results will help answer the third
research questions earlier about the degree of fixedness or free combination.
In a different study, Chung and Chao (2011) examined specific lexical bundles
that were found in the economic dissertation abstracts produced by Taiwanese
learners. Using a part-of-speech tagger called CLAWS (Garside, 1987), Chung and
Chao extracted all multi-word sequences containing prepositions from the corpus. An
example of these ditto tags is by_II31 means_II32 of_II33, in which these three words
are tagged as a multi-word sequence. The patterns extracted are twelve
preposition-containing lexical bundles such as according to, away from, in
accordance with, etc. which are tagged as idiomatic expressions in CLAWS.
Using a similar methodology, Chung and Chao derived 26 patterns from these
twelve lexical bundles. A possible slot was defined as any word that may appear in
any position of the multi-word sequence. Thus, by means of will enable slot-filling in
three different positions, namely * means of, by * of, and by means *, a similar logic
following Biber et al. Chung and Chao then computed the probability of the above
lexical bundles to appear as fixed expressions in the corpus. This was carried out
through computing the probability of according to in * to, and according *
respectively. Several findings were observed: First, it was found that certain strings (*
means of, in accordance *, or even due *) are highly predictive. This is not the case
when only a preposition is left (e.g., * to from due to). It is, thus, the presence of
certain words (usually not a single preposition) in a lexical string that might determine
whether a string will become fixed or not (thus, answering the issue of fixedness of a
lexical bundle). Second, lexical bundles with higher predictability generally return
higher z-scores in terms of the semantic similarities of any missing slots. In contrast,
lexical bundles with lower predictability (below 50%) return lower z-scores because
of the vast many types of possible words that can fill in a missing slot. This thus
explains the relationship between fixedness of constructions and the semantic
relatedness of words with similar or almost similar constructions.
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In Chen et al. (Forthcoming), they examined [V NP1 into NP2] constructions and
proposed that this construction enables a third PP-attachment structure which is
different from the two (VP-attachment and NP-attachment) that have been established
in previous literature. They found that a third type exist (spending themselves into
poverty; vote an individual into the presidency) which can only be explained using
construction grammar or caused-motion construction.
The above three papers contain important research finding regarding fixedness of
lexical bundles. Furthermore, an important hypothesis was attested using both
psycholinguistic and computational methodologies.
Prepositions-related
In addition to the above-mentioned papers, Chung and Tseng’s (2011) study of to
in a learner corpus was seen. The results showed that learners’ errors occur in
combination which are larger than two words (e.g., according to, intend to, etc.) when
to is concerned. Any combinations under two words are possibly conventionalized
and learners hardly committed errors in producing them. If error analysis was
intended for to, longer string of words is thus necessary. In Chung’s (2011c) invited
conference speaker’s talk, the preposition after was inspected. Chung pointed out that
this preposition was seldom studied (unlike on, in, at) because it was said to contain
less complex meaning (only ‘behind’ and ‘order’). Chung thus searched in the corpus
and found that the distinguishing features of after lie not in its meanings but its
collocated patterns. After was found to strongly collocate with adverbs of swiftness
(shortly after, immediately after) and preciseness (particularly after, especially after).
More importantly, the nouns that follow after are either indicating bounded events
(war, election, period) or inchoative changes (birth, arrival, death). The results again
suggest that an inspection into lexical bundles or strings of words is necessary. Chung
also found that the phrasal-verb status of VERB-after combination is not strong –
only look after and name after were found among the top collocates of the preposition
(some even criticized that these two are not phrasal verbs, though listed in dictionary
of phrasal verbs). In a different study, Chen and Chung (2010) investigated the
possible uses of online resources and corpora to teach polysemous phrasal verbs
related to pull in/off/up. Chung (2010b), on the other hand, examined the use of
verb-particle constructions with engine, information, and data produced by learners in
Taiwan. (Details of this paper will be presented in the travel grant section.)
In two other talks by the PI, preposition patterns in corpora were presented.
Metaphor-related
In addition to the above-mentioned research outcomes, there were also
5
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metaphor-related papers published after the execution of the last NSC projects. These
papers are such as Chung and Huang’s (2010) study on source domains of metaphors;
Lin and Chung’s (2010) study on the semantic relatedness of CHALLENGE; Hsu and
Chung’s (2011) of Mandarin soaking verbs; Wang and Chung’s (2010) study on
HAPPEN, Wang and Chung’s (2011) study on teaching vocabulary through using
corpora; as well as Chen and Chung’s (2011) study on the writing of a computer
science scholar. Another paper related to studies of vocabulary lists are such as
Skoufaki, Chung and Chao (2011).
In addition to the above, Chung (2011a) and Chung (2010a) are two
SSCI-indexed papers on the topic of Malay ter- and Malay classifier buah. Both
papers used corpus linguistics methodology and presented connection among
seemingly unrelated meanings. In October 2011, Chung (2011b) will feature an
examination of the Malay preposition di and dalam, a topic of the current NSC project,
which reflects the PI’s interest in prepositions in cross-linguistic comparisons.
The PI’s research team has published one book chapter on the preposition to,
four journal papers (including three SSCI-indexed), seven papers in conference
proceedings (with full papers), and five conference papers. The PI has given four talks
(including one conference invited speaker’s talk), two dissertation-directing, one NSC
College Student Project directing, and multiple reviews of papers submitted to Taiwan
Journal of TESOL, English Teaching and Learning, Journal of Pragmatics, Language
and Linguistics, etc.
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Abstract
Technology provides language teachers with tools that diversify classroom instruction.
While much research has explored the teaching of vocabulary words with the help of computer
tools such as cloze-builder, hypertext, dictionary use and concordance (Horst, Cobb & Nicolae,
2005; Peters, 2007), little attention has been paid to phrasal verbs as the teaching target. Phrasal
verbs are complex in both form and meaning. The particles of phrasal verbs sometimes need to
be distinguished from prepositions for parsing (e.g., pull in thousands of new investors and pull
in opposite direction). In addition, some phrasal verbs are polysemous which require contextual
clues for pinning down the precise meaning. Previous studies in second language research have
demonstrated that learners have difficulties with phrasal verbs especially whose first language
lacks phrasal verbs (Liao & Fukuya, 2004; Yasuda, 2010). In this paper, we design tasks that
involve the use of online tools, namely, concordance, dictionary and a quiz generator to enhance
learners learning three polysemous phrasal verbs, pull in, pull off and pull up. Pedagogical
implications are discussed.
1. Introduction
Computers, according to Kern (2006), have three roles in CALL, namely, tutor, tool and
medium. Much effort has been made to demonstrate the importance of technology in fostering
vocabulary retention by providing in-depth processing with online activities such as
cloze-builder, hypertext, dictionary use and concordance (Horst, Cobb & Nicolae, 2005; Peters,
2007). However, to our best knowledge, few of the studies included phrasal verbs as their target
teaching materials although phrasal verbs have been recognized as challenging for ESL learners
(Dagut & Laufer, 1985; Larsen-Freeman, 1991; Liao & Fukuya, 2004; Liu, 2008; Side, 1990).
These studies found that ESL/EFL learners sometimes have problems with phrasal verbs (e.g.,
come across, look up, and hang up), particularly in their figurative meanings and semantic
opaqueness (e.g., come across does not mean ‘come and cross the road,’ etc.). Side (1990), for
example, points out that both size and seemingly random combination of phrasal verbs puzzle
learners (e.g., make and go can both be combined with up/away/off, etc.). In addition, in another
study examining EFL learners’ use of avoidance strategy, Liao and Fukuya (2004) found that
figurative phrasal verbs are more likely to be avoided by Chinese learners of English,
particularly at lower proficiency level. Therefore, how EFL/ESL instructors can facilitate
learners to confront such difficulty is worth pursuing.

As Hyland (2002) has mentioned that a research-based learning approach could facilitate
learners in identifying contextual meanings. This study adopts three online activities, namely,
dictionary use, concordance and quiz-generator, to enhance learners’ awareness of the
polysemous nature of phrasal verbs associated with the verb pull, a frequently used English word
which can be found in the 500-1000 word range in the General Service List (West, 1953), but it
is rich in phrasal verb forms with a fair number of particles including away, back, down, in, into,
off, out, over, through, together and up. While the majority of the phrasal forms are semantically
transparent (e.g., pull back, pull together, and pull through), pull in, pull up and pull off are more
polysemous in nature. The classroom activity involves the following steps. First, Cambridge
International Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs is used to identify the meanings of the targets. Then,
the concordance and sort functions of BNCWeb are used to obtain query results. Next, the query
results are examined to match with the dictionary entries. Finally, a quiz-creating program,
Wondershare QuizCreator 3.0 Beta, is used to allow learners to generate a quiz of five questions
based on the corpus data and their understanding of the phrasal verbs.
This study attempts to provide an instruction on how phrasal verbs can be taught with the
aid of online tools. These tools are particularly useful and needed for learning words or phrasal
verbs with multiple and/or figurative meanings. By critically examining the data, in-depth
processing would be involved to facilitate memory retention through learning.
2. Literature Review
A brief overview of research in cognitive linguistics on phrasal verbs and their applications
to second language research will be discussed in the following subsections.
2.1 A Cognitive Perspective to Phrasal Verbs
Research in cognitive linguistics has changed our interpretation of idiomatic expressions
such as phrasal verbs. Empirical evidence has been amounted in the last two decades to refute
the traditional view on idiomatic expressions as arbitrary and non-compositional. In other words,
cognitive linguists posit that idiomatic expressions are systematically organized in our mental
lexicon based on metaphorical extensions such as conceptual metaphor or orientational metaphor
(Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). Orientational metaphors are realized by particles that concern with
spatial orientations based on our bodily experience. Particles have been analyzed and served as
good illustrations of image schema (e.g., Lakoff, 1987). Tyler and Evans (2003) provide a
framework of analysis that explains how spatio-physical conception of in and on can give rise to
non-spatial or non-physical concepts of the particles. They state that “the spatial scene relating to
in involves a containment function, which encompasses several consequences such as locating
and limiting the activities of the contained entity” (Tyler & Evans, 2003; p. ix). Side (1990)

offers general definition for off to indicate distance in time or space, departure, removal,
disconnection and separation. Up has a core meaning that denotes going an upward direction and
extended meanings of action completion and for a purpose. However, some studies have
demonstrated that a particle may exhibit more than one meaning at a time. For example,
Machonis (2009) examines over 300 transitive and neutral compositional phrasal verbs
containing the particle up listed in several publications of phrasal verbs. The results show that the
meanings associated with the compositional phrasal verbs under analysis tend to cluster. The
most frequent combination was completed action and high intensity (25%), whereas other
combinations such as direction and completed action (4.6%), direction and high intensity (0.3%),
and the combination of all three (0.7%) are much less frequent. In sum, this review illustrates the
complex nature of particles which is strikingly difficult for second language learners (e.g., Side,
1990). Previous research suggests that particles of phrasal verbs also play an important role in
contributing the meaning of phrasal verbs, and learners are likely to benefit from learning of the
particles for meaningful interpretation of phrasal verbs. The next section will discuss some
applications of the cognitive perspective to phrasal verbs in second language learning
2.2 Phrasal verbs in Second Language (L2)
A number of L2 researchers/instructors have acknowledged that learners have problems for
learning phrasal verbs (e.g, Liu, 2008; Liao & Fukuya, 2004; Side, 1990; Yasuda, 2010). Liu
(2008) lists the following three reasons to account for the challenge encountered by L2 learners.
First, some phrasal verbs have figurative meanings in addition to literal (e.g., fall apart means
break down or unable to work effectively). Second, some phrasal verbs are opaque without
having compositionality and figurative sense (e.g., turn up means appear). Third, phrasal verbs
often have more than one meaning (e.g., turn on means both switch on and excite).
Liao & Fukuya (2004) investigated the strategy adopted by Chinese learners of English at
both intermediate and advanced levels when confronted with questions contain both literal and
figurative phrasal verbs. They found that Chinese learners of English resort to an avoidance
strategy depending on their proficiency level and the presence of figurative phrasal verbs. The
researchers conclude that learners’ avoidance behavior with figurative phrasal verbs is part of the
interlanguage development. A more recent study conducted by Yasuda (2010) provides empirical
evidence that supports for learning phrasal verbs through conceptual metaphors. A group of
Japanese EFL undergraduate students undertaking a lesson in orientational metaphors were
found to perform better than the control group who learned phrasal verbs through translation. In
brief, these studies suggest that phrasal verbs require explicit instruction to help learners cope
with the seemingly random verb-particle combinations. The meanings of each particle appear to
help learners have a better grasp of phrasal verbs. In the following section, we focus on the verb

pull combined with three particles in a lesson that involves hands-on activities. With the help of
these online tools, learners would have deeper understanding with phrasal verbs.
3. Methodology
3.1 Target Phrasal Verbs: Pull in/off/up
The verb pull is a frequently used English word which can be found in the 500-1000 word
range in the General Service List (West, 1953). It is productive in phrasal verb forms which
associate with particles such as away, back, down, in, into, off, out, over, through, together and
up. While the majority of the phrasal forms are semantically transparent (e.g., pull back, pull
together, and pull through), pull in, pull up and pull off are more polysemous in nature. For
example, all three have figurative meanings in addition to literal (e.g., pull in a big crowd means
attract the crowd) and some are semantically opaque (e.g., pull off the deal means successfully
complete an agreement). Moreover, these phrasal verbs have more than one meaning as shown in
Table 1. Due to such complexity, learners tend to have problems learning the multiple meanings
of these phrasal units.
Table 1 Senses of pull in/off/up
Phrasal

Particle

verbs

interpretatio

Senses

Examples from BNCWeb

ns
pull in containment

S1: (Informal) if the police …to keep your arrest rate up than to

sb

pull someone in, they take go out and pull in some black kids
that person to a police station off the street.

/

pull sb

because they think they have
done something wrong.

in
containment

S2: If an event, especially a …the one hundred and first Crufts
show, pulls people in, a lot of Show, which is expected to pull in a
people go to see it.
hundred thousand visitors by the time
it closes on Sunday.

pull in containment

S3: To earn a large amount of If it is a runaway success the draw

sth

money.

/

pull sth
in
pull in

containment

could pull in more than £3 billion,
creating at least two new millionaires
each…

S4: If a train pulls in or pulls …waiting for the train to pull in and
into a station, it arrives there. stop.

containment

S5: If a car pulls in or pulls and thought he was going to be hit,
into a place, it moves to the and had to pull in to the side of the
side of the road or to another road.
place where it can stop.

pull off departure

S1: If a car pulls off or it pulls After another mile or so, Ellwood

(sth)

off a main road, it leaves that saw them pull off into the gated
main road, often in order to driveway of a hotel.
turn into a smaller road

pull off separation
sth
/
pull sth

S2: To succeed in doing or …backing Billy Bingham to pull
achieving something difficult off another World Cup miracle.

off
pull up

action
completion

S1: If a car pulls up, it stops, Evelyn heard a car pull up and poked
often for a short time.
her head through the heavy curtains
of the front room

pull up direction/for
sth
/ a purpose

S2: To move a piece of …because she told him to pull up a
furniture [esp. chair] near to chair and warm himself by the fire.

pull sth
up

something or someone.

Pull sb for a
purpose
up

S3: To tell someone that they …but you sound angry when you say

Pull sb for a
purpose
up

have done something wrong.

that you expect me to pull you up or
not describing her as a lover, too.
S4: If someone pulls you up The only solution to the ‘opponent
or if you pull yourself up, you block’ is to pull yourself up by your
improve your situation or bootstraps so that you come to
your skill at something.

believe that you can…

3.2 Online Tasks
To illustrate the polysemous nature of pull phrasal verbs to learners, online Cambridge
International Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs is used for students to identify various senses for each
phrasal unit, followed by a match to the core meaning(s) of each particle. Students then use the
concordance function of BNCweb to obtain authentic data. The search procedure involves a
general query of each phrasal unit (e.g., pull * in), followed by the use of Sort function to
roughly cluster similar objects from the queried sentences. After data collection, students are
advised to find and fill in at least one example for each of the senses as demonstrated in Table 1.
Finally, students are instructed to create a quiz of five questions by using the software

Wondershare QuizCreator 3.0 Beta and by centering on identifying the correct senses for each
sentence. QuizCreator allows the creation of questions in several test types including true or false,
multiple choice, multiple response, fill in the blanks, matching, sequencing and short essay
questions. Figure 1 is an illustration of creating a multiple choice question with QuizCreator.

Figure 1: A demonstration of a multiple choice question in QuizCreator.
The software allows feedback of the answers to the questions and provides a scoring system to
be specified with a passing rate as shown in Figure 2. After constructing all five questions, the
quiz can be previewed and then published onto a webpage. Figure 3 and 4 demonstrate the
appearance of a question on a computer screen and immediate feedback after answer submission,
respectively.

Figure 2: An overview of the quiz.

Figure 3: An illustration of the final output of a question appearing on the computer screen.

Figure 4: Immediate feedback after answer submission.
After completion of the quiz, an overall evaluation will be provided (see Figure 5). Finally, each
question in the quiz can be reviewed to identify the errors (see Figure 6).

Figure 5: The result page summarizing a test-taker’s performance.

Figure 6: A review of the quiz with answers provided.
4. Pedagogical Implications
The use of online tools has several implications for lexical pedagogy particularly in L2
context. First, the use of online dictionary alongside with queried corpus results not only
provides authentic materials but also raises learners’ awareness that each dictionary entry is not
equal in distribution. Second, the incorporation of authentic materials gathered from the corpus
serves as good input for tasks organized by computer application programs such as QuizCreator.
Simple and user-friendly software would be feasible for in-class activity. In the main,
research-based learning involving online activities as described in this article diversifies
classroom activities and provides learners with opportunity for in-depth processing. This method
can be particularly useful for tackling linguistic expressions such as idioms or phrasal verbs that
have been found to be challenging for L2 learners.
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Second language scholars on the Periphery encounter a lot of difficulties in
publication in mainstream journals (Swales, 1990; Belcher, 2007). However, the
homogeneity of either the Center or Periphery has rarely been questioned. In this
study, we explore the English publishing experience of a Taiwanese scholar who had
obtained his degrees at a local university. In contrast to those second language
scholars who had obtained their higher degrees from mainstream English-speaking
countries, locally educated scholars are disadvantageous at two levels. The first is
their limited strings attached to the Center. The second concerns their limited
exposure to English (Flowerdew, 2000). With a growing number of doctoral graduates
from non-English-speaking educational institutions such as those in Taiwan, how
writing instructors can help these researchers in their English publications therefore
becomes crucial. This study investigates the writing problems encountered by our
informant and his emerging writing strategies at different stages of the past ten-year
research career. We analyze various reviewers’ comments on the informant’s writing
in 24 manuscripts as the basis. Further data collection through interviews and
anecdotal notes based on informal discussions are also added. The preliminary results
show that reviewers’ comments on writing, such as “The whole paper requires a
major English revision” or “This letter…is well written and appropriate for this
venue”, can serve as an important venue for building our informant’s confidence in
English academic writing. We will conclude our study with some suggestions for EAP
curriculum design in Taiwan for technical writing based on an insider’s perspective.
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50 words summary
This study explores the English publishing experience of a Taiwanese scholar who
had obtained his degrees at a local university. Through an analysis of reviewers’
comments on 24 manuscripts and interviews with the informant, preliminarily we
found his confidence in writing was partly established through the review process.
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ABSTRACT
The Conceptual Metaphor Theory (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980; Lakoff, 1993)
proposes a scenario-approach to conceptual metaphors, whereby prior knowledge of
the mapped domains (target domains and source domains) is assumed to already exist
before conceptual metaphors are created. However, this prior knowledge is not
constrained. In this work, we instead propose that collocations can be integrated into
lexical and computational methods to determine and constrain source domains. Our
study uses a large sampling of corpora data and four computational steps to
determine source domains. The results show that source domains can be identified
through computational and criteria-based methodologies. This study will provide
evidence to integrate linguistic collocations in order to test the Conceptual Metaphor
Theory. Our results support the use of data-driven principles to predict the cognitively
motivated conceptual relation between source and target domains.
SUBJECT KEYWORDS
Conceptual metaphors

Source domain

Collocations

Bottom-up approach

Corpus

1. INTRODUCTION
Bottom-up approaches to linguistic research usually ‘begin with an extensive (not
selective) set of data, make minimal generalizations about the data, and are much less in
the business of suggesting global cognitive structures that account for the data’ (Kövecses,
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2006: 191). For example, Conceptual Metaphor Theory does not specify what concepts
can be considered a coherent source domain. Studies that work within this theory also
have different ways of determining the scope of source domains (Charteris-Black and
Ennis, 2001; Charteris-Black and Musolf, 2003; White, 2003; Chung et al., 2003; etc.).
The variety of methods employed in the determination of source domains is also due to
the limitations of the model regarding the provision of quantitative data to build a logical
statistical analysis. In addition, no specific principles can be said to exist between the
source-target domain mappings. Instead, the Conceptual Metaphor Theory operates
through Idealized Cognitive Models (ICMs) (Lakoff, 1993) that assumes the existence of
a cluster of concepts, from which a conceptual category can be derived. These ‘cognitive
models structure thought and are used in forming categories’ (Lakoff, 1993: 13). Lakoff
emphasizes the variation in ‘classical’ categories using ICMs. He claims that ‘classical’
categories are based on ‘folk theory’ (Lakoff, 1993: 5). He goes on to state that how
laymen categorize things in their daily lives may not be true scientifically. For example, a
person will naturally categorize colors according to the visual experiences encountered in
his or her daily life but the person has no way of knowing whether or not these categories
are the same as those of any other community (Lakoff, 1993: 24-6). Because Lakoff
suggests that ICMs are based on subconscious conceptual knowledge, he does not
attempt to differentiate between various communities.
This paper approaches the issues of source domain determination from a
data-driven and bottom-up approach. We suggest that the criteria used in determining
source domains can be stated clearly using frequency patterns found in collocations.
In view of the problems in identifying source domains, two research questions are
postulated in this paper:
(1) (a) Can source domains be empirically determined in a principled
way?
(b) Can a bottom-up approach to source domain determination solve
source domain indeterminacy in the Conceptual Metaphor Theory?
The hypotheses for these two research questions are:
(2) (a) Lexical and computational methods are able to reduce human
subjectivity in determining source domains.
(b) A bottom-up approach can help solve source domain
indeterminacy in Conceptual Metaphor Theory.
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These two hypotheses will be examined based on the Taiwan data in the Chinese
Gigaword Corpus version 1.0 (Graff and Chen, 2003). (This corpus contains data
from Taiwan and China, but this paper will discuss the Taiwan data only.)1 Taiwan
data are taken from the Central News Agency of Taiwan (CNA).
2. A BOTTOM-UP APPROACH TO SOURCE DOMAIN DETERMINATION
A bottom-up approach to determining source domains has been looked at in
studies such as Charteris-Black and Ennis (2001) and Chung et al. (2003). These
studies do not try to claim universal regularities but, rather, draw conclusions from
the results of the (sampled) data analyzed. Nevertheless, the source domains
identified by these studies are based on different levels of abstraction.
One example of studies is found in Charteris-Black and Ennis’ (2001)
examination of metaphor in Spanish and English financial reports. In this study, the
authors collected financial reports from newspapers published during the October
1997 stock market crash. In terms of similarities, both Spanish and English are
shown to have used the conceptual metaphors ECONOMY IS AN ORGANISM and
MARKET MOVEMENTS ARE PHYSICAL MOVEMENTS. Both languages also
describe the downward spiral of the market as NATURAL DISASTERS. The authors
also find that more psychological metaphors are found in the Spanish data (pánico
‘panic,’ tranquilizador ‘calming,’ desconfianza ‘distrust,’ etc.), while more
metaphors related to nautical movement are found in the English data (‘plunge,’
‘weather the storm,’ ‘haven,’ etc.). In a separate study, Charteris-Black and Musolff
(2003) compare metaphors for euro trading in British and German reports and find
that both languages have metaphors that describe euro trading as an up/down
movement and as being healthy. They note that the British use more combat
metaphors in their reports compared to those of the Germans, owing to the fact that
the German reports perceive the trading of the euro as beneficial action. Another
study of interest is that of O’Connor (1998), which examines FINANCE metaphors
in Spanish and suggests that MONEY and FINANCE metaphors can be categorized
into three different types, i.e., SOLID, LIQUID and GAS. It is seldom questioned,
however, whether or not SOLID, LIQUID and GAS are suitable source domains. In
the examination of euro metaphors in British and Italian newspapers, Semino (2002)
also suggests the use of the source domain of BIRTH; we can see that the levels of
abstraction differ amongst the source domains determined by these different studies.
Although these studies provide a comparative examination of conceptual
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metaphors in different languages, these papers do not clearly define the scope of a
source domain. For instance, the source domain can be as general as ‘PHYSICAL
MOVEMENTS’ in MARKET MOVEMENTS ARE PHYSICAL MOVEMENTS
(Charteris-Black and Ennis, 2001) or as specific as ‘COMBAT’ in EURO TRADING
IS COMBAT (Charteris-Black and Musolff, 2003), in which COMBAT is also a type
of PHYSICAL MOVEMENT.
The problems associated with identifying source domains are acknowledged
by Chung et al. (2003, 2004ab, 2005). In particular, Chung et al. (2003) re-analyze
the metaphor MARKET MOVEMENTS ARE NAUTICAL OR ARE WAYS OF
MOVING IN THE WATER in Charteris-Black and Ennis (2001).2 They proceed to
re-categorize the items into two source domains, i.e., BOAT (with the linguistic items
of ‘plunge,’ ‘ripples,’ ‘floating,’ ‘bale out,’ ‘dive,’ ‘anchor’ and ‘flagship’) and
OCEAN WATER (‘haven,’ ‘turn tide’ and ‘calm’). Their re-analysis also illustrates
that a general source domain can be divided into more specific domains, such as
BOAT and OCEAN WATER, which allows for different linguistic interpretations to
take place.
In terms of computational works that make use of a bottom-up approach,
Mason (2004) stands out as one example that also works within the paradigm of
collocation. Mason was the first dissertation that used large corpora (i.e., the Web)
and domain-specific documents to determine the selectional preferences of verbs that
are used metaphorically.3 For instance, when Mason examines words, such as ‘pour,’
‘flow’ and ‘freeze,’ he finds a selectional preference for ‘liquid’ and ‘assets.’ He then,
accordingly, decides that the conceptual metaphor is FINANCE IS LAB based on a
polarity measure. However, the way Mason defines source domains raises a labeling
issue: Specifically, the final labeling for the conceptual metaphor FINANCE IS LAB
(FINANCE for ‘assets’ and LAB for ‘liquid’) is subjectively determined. Mason
(2004) does not explain why ‘assets’ cannot be a source domain by itself but, instead,
must be assigned to another source domain of FINANCE. Likewise, he also does not
explain why he has grouped ‘liquid’ as a part of LAB.
Another computational work that also makes use of the selectional restriction
paradigm is that of Wilks (1975). A newer version of this work can be seen in Fass and
Wilks (1983: 179). Fass and Wilks implement a system called ‘Preference Semantics,’
a model that suggests a ‘semantic formula’ to be the representation of each word-sense.
For instance, the word ‘drink’ shows the sense-frame for the word ‘drink.’
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(3) ((*ANI SUBJ) (((FLOW STUFF) OBJE)
(MOVE CAUSE)))
This formula suggests that ‘drink’ ‘is an action, preferably done by animate things
(*ANI SUBJ) to liquids ((FLOW STUFF) OBJE). The SUBJ (subject) displays the
preferred agents of actions, while the OBJE (object) displays the preferred objects or
patients’ (Fass and Wilks, 1983: 179).4 Sense-frames such as (3) serve as templates to
decide whether a query sentence violates the template. If the literal templates are
violated, a metaphorical interpretation will then be derived. This system, which was
built in the late 1970s, also operates under the traditional pragmatic interpretation of
Searle (1979), where a falsehood decision has to be made before a metaphorical
interpretation is employed.
The bottom-up approach to metaphor identification has the advantage of
having empirical evidence, but it also has a large disadvantage: the problem of how
to label source domains. When lexical items have been collected under different
groups using a bottom-up approach, a final category name must be assigned
manually to the source domains in the end. This is a weakness in all studies
previously mentioned, where the automatic naming of a source domain is an issue
that is not easily resolved. If we look at the sense-frame of Fass and Wilks (1983),
there is no indication of what the source domain is. In fact, most metaphor
identification like this downplays the roles of source domains because the aim is
always to identify metaphors, not the source domains. This problem, however, will
be limited in this paper, because the source domains will be determined at the outset
of the study. For example, when Mason (2004) found the use of ‘pour’ with ‘money’
as well as ‘pour’ with ‘liquid,’ he could have searched for all other collocates of
‘pour’ in a general corpus so that clusters of words relating to ‘liquid’ could have
been found in order to identify what the source domain for ‘pour’ is. For example, if
‘pour’ takes an argument that belongs to the source domain of LIQUID, automatic
extraction of metaphors can be easily accomplished by ruling out collocates of ‘pour’
that are not LIQUID. However, this step is not carried out in Mason (2004). Instead,
he assigns ‘liquid’ to LAB by intuition without first ascertaining the existence of the
domain of ‘liquid.’
The observations made from the previous studies show that the definitions for
source domain vary. As all of these variations rely on the individual author’s
judgment to make a final decision, all of the aforementioned studies have notably
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different criteria for source domain determination. The main factor at the root of this
inconsistency is the fact that what constitutes a source domain has always been based
on intuition. In the next section, we will outline our data-driven and bottom-up
approach to source domain determination.
3. A DATA-DRIVEN BOTTOM-UP APPROACH TO SOURCE DOMAIN
DETERMINATION
In terms of taking a bottom-up approach, this paper emphasizes the importance
of collocation in metaphor analysis. Previous studies that have examined this aspect
of metaphor analysis include Deignan (1999, 2005) and Stefanowitsch (2005, 2006).
In particular, Stefanowitsch (2006) argues that the literal meanings of the metaphors
can be identified when a metaphor’s target domain terms are replaced by its source
domain terms. For example, in the sentence ‘He shot down all of my arguments,’
‘arguments’ can be replaced by words such as ‘planes’ and ‘missiles’ to form the
literal meaning of the sentence.5
A similar method also proves workable with Chinese metaphors, as illustrated
in (4), where examples of the metaphorical uses of 经济 jing1ji4 ‘economy’ with
起飞 qi3fei1 ‘take off’ and 瘫 痪 tan1huan4 ‘paralytic’ can be seen. In these
examples, all lexical items carrying the target domain information are in boxes; those
carrying the source domain information are underlined. These two types of
information are mapped in the formation of conceptual metaphors.
(4) (a)

以免
yi3mian3
to.avoid

苏联

经济

瘫痪

su1lian2

jing1ji4

tan1huan4

economy

paralytic

Soviet.Union

‘In order to avoid the economy of the Soviet Union becoming
paralytic…’
(b)

但

在

台湾

dan4

zai4

tai2wan1

but

at

Taiwan

经济
jing1ji4
economy

‘But after the economy of Taiwan takes off…’

起飞
qi3fei1
take.off

后
hou4
after
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In order to ascertain whether the replacement of the target domain can indeed yield
the literal meanings of these sentences, the following tests are carried out to see
which terms can successfully replace the target domain of 经济 jing1ji4 ‘economy’
in each sentence. For example, in (4a), 经济 瘫痪 jing1ji4 tan1huan4 ‘the economy
is paralytic’ can be replaced by 老人瘫痪 lao3ren2 tan1huan4 ‘the old man is
paralytic’ as well as 病人瘫痪 bing4ren2 tan1huan4 ‘the patient is paralytic’ based
on intuition. As for (4b), 经济 jing1ji4 ‘economy’ can be substituted by 飞机
fei1ji1 ‘airplane’ as well as 蝴蝶 hu2die2 ‘butterfly.’ These replaced terms are
possible collocates that provide clues as to what the source domains could be for
these metaphors.
In order to test a group of Chinese metaphorical expressions in terms of their
source domains, 651 types of metaphorical expressions (such as 成长 cheng2zhang3
‘grow/growth,’ 瘫 痪 tan1huan4 ‘paralytic’ and 起 飞 qi3fei1 ‘take off,’ without
considering their tokens of occurrences) were collected from the first 4 per cent of the
instances for 经济 jing1ji4 ‘economy’ in the Taiwan data of the Chinese Gigaword
corpus.6 These types of metaphorical expressions were extracted based on manual
analysis of the corpora instances, employing the criterion of deciding whether the
target domains are used with expressions that are potentially from a different
knowledge domain (or are used literally). For example, the use of 策略 ce4lue4
‘tactics’ in (5a) is identified as a type of metaphorical expression because, intuitively,
策略 ce4lue4 ‘tactics’ does not belong to the literal uses of 经济 jing1ji4 ‘economy.’
This means that 策略 ce4lue4 ‘tactics’ possibly comes from a different domain that
may not be part of the literal meanings of 经济 jing1ji4 ‘economy.’
(5) (a) 使

双方

经济

策略

采取

同一

步调

shi3 shuang1fang1 jing1ji4 ce4lue4 cai3qu3 tong2 yi1 bu4diao4
cause both.sides

economy tactic

adopt

same one step

‘To cause the economic tactics of both sides to adopt the same step…’
(b) 但是
dan4shi4
but
层次

困扰

经济

正常

运行

的

深

kun4rao3 jing1ji4 zheng4chang2 yun4xing2 de shen1
disturb

economy

问题 ，

normal

尚未

operate DE deep
解决
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ceng2ci4

wen4ti2

shang4wei4

jie3jue2

level

question

not.yet

solve

‘...but the seriousness of the problem that is disturbing the normal
functioning of the economy has not yet been solved.’
At the same time, an additional criterion may be employed in the identification
of metaphorical expressions: that is, by observing whether or not a target domain can
be put in the place of the source domain. This follows the criteria of Stefanowitsch’s
Metaphorical Pattern Analysis (2006). For example, 经济 策略 jing1ji4 ce4lue4
‘economic tactics’ (5a) and 经济 运行 jing1ji4 yun4xing2 ‘the functioning of the
economy’ (5b) are metaphors, because 经 济 jing1ji4 ‘economy’ as the target
domains can be replaced by words such as 战争 zhan4zheng1 ‘war’ or 机器 ji1qi4
‘machine,’ respectively, when used literally.7 The examples in (5) may thus be
identified as metaphorical expressions. An example of a non-metaphorical expression
is the use of 学者 xue2zhe3 ‘scholar’ in (6), in which the first 经济 jing1ji4
‘economy’ is used literally.
(6) 经济
jing1ji4
economy

学者

专家

多

xue2zhe3 zhuan1jia1
scholar

expert

不

敢

看好

duo1 bu4 gan3

kan4hao3

many

look.good

今年

的

经济

jin1nian2

de

jing1ji4

qian2jing3

this.year

DE

economy

prospect

Neg. dare

前景

‘A majority of the expert scholars in economy do not hope much for this
year’s economic prospect.’
In this example, the use of 学者 xue2zhe3 ‘scholar’ does not need to be replaced by
another literal collocate because it itself contains a literal meaning.
From the examples in (4) and (5), we know that it is necessary that the
metaphorical expressions are, in particular, grammatical relations to the target
domains—for instance, examples in (4a and 4b) and (5b) have 经 济 jing1ji4
‘economy’ as the subject of their metaphorical expression, while the example in (5a)
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has 经济 jing1ji4 ‘economy’ as a modifier term. A further example can be found in
伤 害 经 济 shang1hai4 jing1ji4 ‘to hurt the economy’ where 经 济 jing1ji4
‘economy’ is the object of 伤害 shang1hai4 ‘hurt.’ Therefore, it is important that
the replaced terms are in particular grammatical relations in addition to being literal
collocates, as the grammatical positions of target domains appear to play a crucial
role when this approach is employed.
In order to determine the patterns of collocates that are arranged in different
grammatical relations with 经济 jing1ji4 ‘economy,’ we use the saliency lists from
the Chinese Sketch Engine. Sketch Engine (Kilgarriff and Tugwell, 2001) is a system
that provides the collocations of words according to grammatical relations. The
Chinese Sketch Engine was created by Kilgarriff et al. (2005), and it has the same
functions as the English Sketch Engine, i.e., it also arranges collocates for query
words in grammatical relations. Each grammatical relation has a saliency value listed
in descending order, from the most salient to the least salient. Figure 1 shows a
snapshot of the search results for 成长 cheng2zhang3 ‘grow/growth’ in the Chinese
Sketch Engine.
Figure 1: Collocates of 成长 cheng2zhang3 ‘grow/growth’ in the
Chinese Sketch Engine8

In the Chinese Sketch Engine, all collocates are arranged according to grammatical
relation, as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, in order to find literal terms that can
replace 经 济 jing1ji4 ‘economy’ in a metaphorical phrase, such as 经济 成 长
jing1ji4 cheng2zhang3 ‘the economy grows’ in the SUBJECT column in Figure 1,
literal collocates that appear in the same grammatical relation as 经济 jing1ji4
‘economy’ can be sought out in the Chinese Sketch Engine. If a metaphorical
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expression can also be used in different relations such as SUBJECT in 经济瘫痪
jing1ji4 tan1huan4 ‘the economy is paralytic’ as well as MODIFIER in the example
瘫痪的 经济 tan1huan4 de jing1ji4 ‘the economy that is paralytic,’ then more than
one grammatical relation will be collected for each type of metaphorical expression
(all grammatical relations are in small capitals.).9
In our approach, four main steps are taken to determine source domains. These
steps are given in Figure 2. The first step, shown in (B1) of Figure 2, is to extract
different grammatical relations in the Chinese Sketch Engine that contain the target
domain terms ( 经 济 jing1ji4 ‘economy’).10 These grammatical relations are
collected automatically. After this has been completed, step two (B2) will then divide
the collocate lists into significant and non-significant lists, in order to reduce the
number of collocates that are of no significance and that will only create noise in the
analysis. Step three (B3) involves the clustering of the selected collocates according
to their WordNet synsets. After the selected collocates are clustered, their source
domain names will be determined by searching for their shared WordNet hypernyms
within the clusters (B4).
Figure 2: Steps Involved in the Bottom-up Approach to Source Domain Determination

B4

B3

B2

Select bottom nodes at WordNet hierarchies for source domain names

Cluster all collocates above the cut-off points based on their WordNet concepts

Find significant collocates by computing cut-off points automatically
Use only significant collocates

Automatically collect all grammatical relations (with collocates) from Sketch
B1

Engine for each type of metaphorical expression
Manually analyzed types of metaphorical expressions

Bottom-up Approach to Source Domain Determination

Each step is elaborated and exemplified below.
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3.1 Extraction of Collocates from the Chinese Sketch Engine (Step One)
Based on the 651 types of metaphorical expressions from CNA, each type of
metaphorical expression will be searched in the Chinese Sketch Engine so as to
retrieve all uses of these expressions in the corpus. Only the grammatical relations
where these types of metaphorical expressions co-occur with 经 济 jing1ji4
‘economy’ will be selected. For example, Figure 1 previously shows the various
grammatical relations of collocates for 成长 cheng2zhang3 ‘grow/growth.’ If only
the relation of SUBJECT is required (as the target domain of 经 济 jing1ji4
‘economy’ forms constructions with only 成长 cheng2zhang3 ‘grow/growth’ in this
relation), the other relations will not be extracted. If 经济 jing1ji4 ‘economy’ and
成长 cheng2zhang3 ‘grow/growth’ appear in several grammatical relations, all of
these grammatical relations will be extracted.
One way to filter out the unwanted relations is to search for whether 经济
jing1ji4 ‘economy’ appears in any of the collocates of any of the relations. Once 经
济 jing1ji4 ‘economy’ is spotted, the relations containing 经济 jing1ji4 ‘economy’
will be extracted, and the relations that do not contain 经济 jing1ji4 ‘economy’ will
be filtered out.11 Some types of the metaphorical expressions will have more
grammatical relations than others if their target domains are found in several
relations (such as SUBJECT, OBJECT, MODIFIER, etc.).
3.2 Computing Cut-off Points (Step Two)
In the Chinese Sketch Engine, each grammatical relation has a saliency value
listed in descending order, from the most salient to the least salient. The lists are long,
with many collocates, including significant ones and non-significant ones. In this
second step, all saliency lists are programmed and their cut-off points are computed
automatically. In order to include only significant collocates in each list, the saliency
lists will be cut into significant and non-significant lists using one of the methods
(mean of means) proposed in Chung et al. (2007). The purpose of computing cut-off
points for the saliency lists is to find significant collocates for each grammatical
relation to determine the source domain. In calculating ‘mean of means,’ a threshold
value is computed based on the mean of a group of means (cf. Chung et al., 2007;
Chung, 2007). This threshold value is calculated based on each grammatical relation,
and a mean is computed from a group of means of saliency values. The final mean is
the cut-off point of each grammatical list. Our results produce cut-off points, on
average, after 30 per cent of each grammatical relation (i.e., after one-third of the
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significant collocates are found, the remaining ones are considered non-significant).
We use only the significant collocates for determining source domains. The
non-significant collocates will be dropped after this second step.
3.3 Clustering (Step Three)
Earlier in this section, we have discussed that in examples such as 经济起飞
jing1ji4 qi3fei1 ‘economy takes off,’ the target domain of 经济 jing1ji4 ‘economy’
can possibly be replaced by stating 飞机起飞 fei1ji1 qi3fei1 ‘airplane takes off’ as
well as 蝴蝶 起飞 hu2die2 qi3fei1 ‘butterfly takes off’ (by intuition). The terms
replacing 经济 jing1ji4 ‘economy’ will appear in the same collocation list as 经济
jing1ji4 ‘economy’ in the Chinese Sketch Engine. In Figure 3, the occurrences of 经
济 jing1ji4 ‘economy,’ as well as other possible replacement terms such as 飞机
fei1ji1 ‘airplane’ and 班机 ban1ji1 ‘airliner,’ are found in the same collocation list
of 起飞 qi3fei1 ‘take off’ when searched for in CNA.
Figure 3: Collocates of SUBJECT of 起飞 qi3fei1 ‘take off’ in the CNA in the
Chinese Sketch Engine

By utilizing the results of computed cut-off points, we are better equipped to
select collocates that are significant (above the cut-off points), which, in turn, can
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then be used to carry out the analyses of source domains.
Step three will take collocates above the cut-off points and group them into
different clusters of concepts. Therefore, we need a resource that provides all of the
concept information for collocates, such as 飞机 fei1ji1 ‘airplane,’ 班机 ban1ji1
‘airliner’ and other collocates in Figure 3. The purpose for doing so, it must be
stressed, is to figure out which possible concepts are involved within all the
surrounding words of a metaphorical expression, such as 起飞 qi3fei1 ‘take off.’
The resource that we use is called WordNet (http://wordnet.princeton.edu/). WordNet
provides all the senses of a particular word and its semantic relations (hypernyms,
hyponyms, synonyms, etc.) to other words. In a way, WordNet provides the
conceptual information we need for this step. However, since the original WordNet
allows searches only in English, we use an additional two resources that provide a
bilingual interface for WordNet. These two resources are (a) SinicaBow, or the
Academia

Sinica

Bilingual

Ontological

WordNet

(Huang

et

al.,

2004)

(http://bow.sinica.edu.tw/); and (b) Academia Sinica in-house database of the
Chinese-English Merged Word List (hereafter ‘the Merged Word List’), which
contains translated Chinese-English words collected from several bilingual
dictionaries.12 These two resources allow both Chinese and English searches of
WordNet senses and their upper ontological concepts. In order to ensure uniformity
of conceptual representation, only Wordnet senses are used in this study, in contrast
to our previous study (Huang et al. 2006) where ontological concepts play a central
role. These resources are needed because only through the mappings can the
WordNet concepts of each collocate be found. For example, 飞机 fei1ji1 ‘airplane’
has two senses in WordNet, shown in (7). The synsets (or synonym sets) for each
sense are given in brackets.
(7) WordNet 1.7.1 senses for 飞机 fei1ji1 ‘airplane’
(a) A vehicle that can fly (synset: aircraft)
(b) An aircraft that has a fixed wing and is powered by propellers or
jets (synsets: airplane, aeroplane, plane)
The synsets provide information regarding the conceptual hierarchy of each sense.
For example, in (8), we can see that both ‘aircraft’ and ‘airplane, aeroplane, plane’
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are related to one another, and they all fall under the similar hypernym concepts of
‘craft,’ ‘vehicle,’ etc. (up till ‘entity, physical_thing’).
(8) Root of ‘entity, physical_thing’:
entity, physical_thing
 object, physical_object
 artifact, artefact
 instrumentality, instrumentation
 conveyance, transport
 vehicle
 craft
 aircraft
 heavier-than-air_craft
 airplane, aeroplane, plane
 airliner
It is this hierarchical information that we need in this step.
After each collocate has been mapped to WordNet, each type of metaphorical
expression (such as 成长 cheng2zhang3 ‘grow/growth,’ 起飞 qi3fei1 ‘take off’
and 瘫痪 tan1huan4 ‘paralytic’) will yield one or more WordNet senses, depending
on the number of senses they possess. The lists of collocates with returned senses are
then clustered according to their concepts in the WordNet hierarchies. (Those that do
not return any senses will be dropped in later analyses.)13
We then measure the conceptual density of a branch of concepts (such as that
in (8)) by counting the number of types of collocates (such as 飞 机 fei1ji1
‘airplane,’ 班机 ban1ji1 ‘airliner’ and 客机 ke4ji1 ‘passenger plane’ in Figure 3
previously) that fall under a particular branch in WordNet. The more types of
collocates that fall under a WordNet branch, the higher the conceptual density is for
this WordNet branch. WordNet has three main parts-of-speech, namely ‘noun,’ ‘verb’
and ‘adjective.’ We utilize only the WordNet ‘noun’ hierarchy because collocates that
replace the target domain of 经济 jing1ji4 ‘economy’ (which is a noun) are also
nouns.14 Under ‘noun,’ there are nine main branches, given in (9), and these branches
are branches that the different collocates of a metaphorical expression will cluster
around. The clustering of types of collocates around these branches provides
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information regarding which concepts most often appear among collocates.
(9) (a) Act, human_action, human_activity
(b) Possession
(c) Entity, physical_thing
(d) Psychological_feature
(e) State
(f) Event
(g) Group, grouping
(h) Phenomenon
(i) Abstraction
In the WordNet ‘noun’ hierarchy, there may be several senses found for a
similar type of collocate. Table 1 shows the senses for 飞机 fei1ji1 ‘airplane,’ 班机
ban1ji1 ‘airliner,’ and 投资 tou2zi1 ‘invest/investment’ and their selected senses,
which are under the ‘noun’ hierarchy of WordNet (those ‘Yes’s in column three of
Table 1). All senses that are ‘verbs’ (those ‘No’s in column three) are removed in
later analysis (cf. endnote 14).
Table 1 shows 飞机 fei1ji1 ‘airplane’ to have two senses that are nouns; 班
机 ban1ji1 ‘airliner’ and 投资 tou2zi1 ‘invest/investment’ have three senses that
are nouns. These senses will be grouped separately in the clustering process. As a
result, the clustering of collocates in each grammatical relation may depend on the
number of senses each collocate has, in addition to whether or not these senses fall
under a similar top level. However, these different numbers of senses for each
collocate should not be a conflicting factor for the clustering process, because
clustering using different senses will only make the analyses more precise. If a
collocate has a sense that is in contradiction to the meaning of the target domains,
this sense will be an outlier that does not form main clusters with those that match
the meaning when used with the target domains. Furthermore, different senses may
fall under different top levels of the WordNet hierarchy if they have different
meanings. These top levels are shown in the last column in Table 1.
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Table 1: Tabulated WordNet Information from SinicaBow
Types of

WordNet

Collocates

1.7.1 IDs

飞机

02337628N

Noun

Yes

fei1ji1
‘airplane’ 02341562N

02551844N

Yes

Yes

班机
ban1ji1

02340817N

Yes

00230281N

Yes

‘airliner’

WordNet Definitions

Synsets

a vehicle that can fly

aircraft

an aircraft that has a fixed

airplane

wing and is powered by

aeroplane

entity,
physical_thing
entity,
physical_thing

plane

a liner with cabins for

cabin_

entity,

liner

physical_thing

passengers
a commercial airplane that
carries passengers

airliner

between designated

physical_thing

human_action,
human_activity

the act of investing; laying
out money or capital in an investing,
enterprise with the

entity,

act,
flight

airports

Yes

Noun Hierarchy

propellers or jets

a scheduled trip by plane

00836949N

Top Level in the

investment

expectation of profit

act,
human_action,
human_activity

convert (short-term
floating debt) into
01748713V

No

long-term debt that bears

---

fixed interest and is

投资

represented by bonds

tou2zi1
‘invest/
investment’

fund

00836658N

Yes

the act of financing

financing,
funding
capitaliz-

00720048N

Yes

the act of capitalizing on
an opportunity

ation,
capitalisation

act,
human_action,
human_activity
act,
human_action,
human_activity

invest, put,
01788571V

No

make an investment

commit,
place

---
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For example, both senses of 飞机 fei1ji1 ‘airplane’ are in the top level of
‘entity, physical_thing’; 班 机 ban1ji1 ‘airliner’ has two senses that fall under
‘entity, physical_thing’ and one sense under ‘act, human_action, human_activity.’ On
the other hand, all three senses of 投资 tou2zi1 ‘invest/investment’ are under ‘act,
human_action, human_activity.’ Therefore, it is possible that some senses will fall in
either a similar or different top level in the WordNet ‘noun’ hierarchy, depending on
the meanings of these senses. These different senses will be clustered according to
the WordNet noun hierarchy.
Figure 4 shows a computer program application that has been used to view the
allocation of collocates to WordNet nodes.15 On the left is a list of types of
metaphorical expressions, and on the right is the number of types of collocates as
well as other relevant information (not used at the present stage) for each level in the
WordNet hierarchy of ‘noun.’
Figure 4 shows the highlighted row (on the right) to be the branch with the
highest conceptual density in the WordNet hierarchy of ‘noun.’ The number ‘35’ in
the ‘Types’ column illustrates that there are 35 types of collocates accumulated under
this branch of ‘entity, physical_thing.’ (The other columns are additional information
regarding each branch, which will not be discussed in detail here.)
Figure 5 shows how the top levels from Figure 4 can be expanded. Figure 5
displays the expansion up to the second level, while Figure 6 shows expansion up to
the end of this same level. In each level, if there are types of collocates falling under
it, the types of collocates will be displayed in the second column (see ‘Cn Synset’ in
Figure 6). As mentioned, the accumulated number of types of collocates will be
shown in the column of ‘Types.’ For example, the accumulated number of types of
collocates at the top level of ‘entity, physical_thing’ is 35, resulting in its highest
conceptual density in Figure 4.

(the number of types
of collocates in each

Hierarchy
of Noun

level)

Conceptual Density
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Figure 4: Allocation of Collocates to WordNet Nodes
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Level

Second

Level

First

Figure 5: Expanded WordNet Hierarchy

Level

Collocates at Second

Number of Types of

Highest Accumulated
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Tenth Level

Ninth Level

Eighth Level

Sixth Level

Eleventh/Bottom Level
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Seventh Level

Fifth Level

Fourth Level

Third Level

Second Level

First Level

Figure 6: Expanded WordNet Hierarchy (a zoom-in of the window)
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Once the top level with the highest conceptual density is found, its hyponyms
with the highest accumulated values can also be found. For ease of reading, only
collocates at the bottom of each top node will be displayed for the coming discussion.
The methodology for selecting collocates at the bottom nodes is described below.
From Figure 5, it has been determined that the level under ‘entity,
physical_thing’ with the highest accumulated types of collocates is ‘object,
physical_object.’ Under this level, its number of accumulated types of collocates is
26 (comparing 26 with 1, 5, 2 and 1 in the ‘Types’ column). Therefore, this node will
be selected. Subsequently, under ‘object, physical_object,’ comes ‘artifact, artefact’
(third level in Figure 6), which has the highest accumulated number of types of
collocates (22) and will, therefore, be selected. This process continues on in this
fashion until the bottom level. At the last two levels, ‘airplane, aeroplane, plane’
(tenth level), ‘airliner’ and ‘fighter, fighter_aircraft, attack_aircraft’ (both at eleventh
level) can be found. In the final analysis, ‘airliner’ has ultimately been selected for
the reason that it has more accumulated number of types of collocates (2) than
‘fighter, fighter_aircraft, attack_aircraft’ (1). In the event that there are two nodes
with the same scores at the end, both nodes will be selected for further analyses.
Table 2 shows the two top levels with the highest and second-highest values of
conceptual

density,

respectively

(i.e.,

‘entity,

physical_thing’

and

‘psychological_feature’ from Figure 4), for 起飞 qi3fei1 ‘takeoff.’ This means that
‘airliner’ (see arrow in Table 2) is the bottom node of the hierarchy with the highest
conceptual density. The second highest is ‘fashion,’ whose hierarchy is also given in
Table 2. The rank of conceptual density is given in the first column, while the second
column shows collocates that appear at the bottom node of the hierarchy in column
four (The English translation for the collocates is based on the mapping results from
SinicaBow and the Merged Word List.). Column three shows the accumulated number
of types of collocates, which is the reference for determining conceptual density.
Table 2 clearly shows the branch that has the highest conceptual density to be
represented by 客机 ke4ji1 ‘passenger plane’ and 班机 ban1ji1 ‘airliner’ under the
branch of ‘entity, physical_thing.’ In the last column of Table 2, the hierarchy for
‘entity, physical_thing’ is spread out. The last node of ‘airliner’ is the place where
客机 ke4ji1 ‘passenger plane’ and 班机 ban1ji1 ‘airliner’ are found.
Based on the above criteria stated, regarding the selection of bottom nodes as a
representation of a whole branch of the top levels, a program was created to
automatically extract all relevant bottom nodes with a high conceptual density.
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However, selecting one single level with the highest conceptual density (shaded level
in Figures 4, 5 and 6) may not be adequate, because some types of metaphorical
expressions may have a high conceptual density for metaphorical expressions, which
falls under the top level of ‘abstraction.’16
Table 2: The Top Two Branches under the WordNet ‘Noun’ Hierarchy with the
Highest Conceptual Density (CD) for 起飞 qi3fei1 ‘takeoff’
Rank
of CD

Bottom Node

Accumulated

(Freq./

Types of

Saliency)

Collocates

客机 ke4ji4
‘passenger
plane’
(67/48.4)
1

35
班机
ban1ji4
‘airliner’
(248/33.92)

2

时尚
shi2shang4
‘contemporary’
(4/11.78)

8

Hierarchy (with Accumulated Types of
Collocates)

Entity,physical_thing (35)
 object,physical_object (26)
 artifact,artefect (22)
 instrumentality,instrumentation (14)
 conveyance,transport (10)
 vehicle (10)
 craft (9)
 aircraft (6)
 heavier-than-air_craft (5)
 airplane,aeroplane,plane (4)
 airliner (2)
Psychological_feature (8)
 cognition,knowledge, noesis (7)
 process,cognitive_process,
mental_process,
operation,cognitive_operation (4)
 basic_cognitive_process (4)
 discrimination,secernment (2)
 taste,appreciation,
discernment, perceptiveness (2)
 vogue,trend,style (2)
 fashion (1)

In order to avoid selecting the top level, which returns source domains that are
non-concrete (such as the example in 复苏 fu4su1 ‘recover/recovery’ in endnote 16),
we select more than one level for source domain analysis. Since there are nine levels
in total (see (9)), we select the first three levels (30 per cent) as a start.17 This
decision is arrived at because, from our previous results of cut-off points, we have
realized that the salient results usually appear within the first 30 per cent of the
listing. The following will further elaborate upon our observations regarding the top
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three levels.18
Figure 7 shows the conceptual density for the SUBJECT relation of 成长
cheng2zhang3 ‘grow/growth.’ The results indicate that the level with the highest
conceptual density (column entitled ‘Types’) is ‘abstraction’ with an accumulated 91
types of collocates. This means that most collocates replacing 经 济 jing1ji4
‘economy’ in 经 济 成 长 jing1ji4 cheng2zhang3 ‘economy grows’ are probably
metaphors as well. This reflects what has been discussed earlier, specifically that
when the majority of collocates of a type of metaphorical expression are defined as
abstract, their conceptual densities will tend to be abstract as well.
Figure 7: The First Level with the Highest Conceptual Density for the SUBJECT
Relation of 成长 cheng2zhang3 ‘grow/growth.’

The level of ‘abstraction’ is not helpful in determining what the source
domains could be, as source domains are usually more concrete. Therefore, in order
to avoid selecting one single top level with the highest conceptual density (which
may include abstract concepts), this section experiments with the top three levels
possessing the

highest conceptual density for each grammatical relation in each

type of metaphorical expression.19 Therefore, for the SUBJECT relation of 成长
cheng2zhang3 ‘grow/growth,’ the top three levels selected (in the box) are
‘abstraction,’ ‘act, human_action, human_activity’ and ‘entity, physical_thing.’
To clarify the discussion regarding the selection of top levels in WordNet
‘noun’ hierarchy, each type of metaphorical expression will have three top levels
with the highest conceptual density for each of the grammatical relations it possesses.
For example, 瘫 痪 tan1huan4 ‘paralytic’ may have two types of grammatical
relations that contain 经济 jing1ji4 ‘economy,’ i.e., SUBJECT and MODIFIER. For
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each of these relations, three top levels have been selected. Analyses of these levels
will be the final step as discussed in the following section.
3.4 Analyses of Source Domain Names (Step Four)
As stated in the previous section, the three top levels from the WordNet ‘noun’
hierarchy with the highest conceptual density values will be extracted automatically
with an especially designed program. The results will then be tabulated. Table 3
shows the results for the SUBJECT relation of 成长 cheng2zhang3 ‘grow/growth.’
Table 3: Selected Three Top Levels with the Highest Conceptual Density (CD)
for the SUBJECT relation of 成长 cheng2zhang3 ‘grow/growth’
Types of
Metaphorical

Rel.

Expressions

Rank

Bottom Node

Synsets at

of CD

(Freq./Saliency)

Bottom Nodes

1

货币 huo4bi4
(89/9.79)

money

Abstraction

1

货币 huo4bi4
(89/9.79)

coinage, mintage,
specie,

Abstraction

1

存款
cun2kuan3
(56/9.17)

1
成长
cheng2zhang3
‘grow/growth’

2
Subject

2

3

预算 yu4suan4
(187/12.88)
小孩 xiao3hai2
(21/9.48)
小孩 xiao3hai2
(21/9.48)
产量
chan3liang4

Top Level

metal_money
deposit, bank_
deposit
budget
kiddy
bairn

fruitage

(44/12.86)

Abstraction

Abstraction
Entity,physical_
thing
Entity,physical_
thing
Act,human_
action,
human_activity

生产量
sheng1chan3
3

liang4
(22/16.21)
产量
chan3liang4
(44/12.86)

capacity

Act,human_
action,
human_activity
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The top level (number ‘1’ in column three) with the highest conceptual density value is
‘abstraction,’ meaning that collocates that replace the target domains used with 成长
cheng2zhang3 ‘grow/growth’ are mostly clustered around the concept of ‘abstraction.’
From Table 3, too, we see that 货币 huo4bi4 ‘coinage’ appears twice under the top level
of ‘abstraction’ with the synsets of ‘money’ and ‘coinage, mintage, specie, metal_money’
(column five). These two different synsets show that 货币 huo4bi4 ‘coinage’ has two
different senses selected because both of these senses obtained the same conceptual
density value under ‘abstraction.’ Therefore, they are both selected in the process
mentioned previously. A similar case can be found with 小孩 xiao3hai2 ‘kiddy/bairn’
where both of its senses (‘kiddy’ and ‘bairn’) are also selected as the bottom node of
‘entity, physical_thing.’ The second top level (number ‘2’ in column three) is present
under the top level of ‘entity, physical_thing,’ while the third top level (number ‘3’), with
the third-highest conceptual density value, is present under the top level of ‘act,
human_action, human_activity.’ Each type of metaphorical expression will have these
three levels in each of their relations.
This most concrete concept will be selected from among ranks numbered ‘1’ to
‘3’ in the example shown in Table 3. All bottom nodes of these three rankings
(shaded) are considered possible source domains for 成 长

cheng2zhang3

‘grow/growth,’ as these bottom nodes show the most specific concepts of the selected
branches. As an example, the hierarchical structure for ‘entity, physical_thing’ with
the bottom node of 小孩 xiao3hai2 ‘kiddy/bairn’ is shown in (10); 小孩 xiao3hai2
‘kiddy/bairn’ is the most specific concept of the branch it belongs to.
(10) entity, physical_thing
object, physical_object
 living_thing, animate_thing
organism, being
person, individual, someone, somebody, mortal, human, soul
 juvenile, juvenile_person
 child, kid, youngster, minor, shaver, nipper,
small_fry, toddler, tike, tyke, fry, nestling
 kiddy 小孩 xiao3hai2 ‘kiddy/bairn’
 bairn 小孩 xiao3hai2 ‘kiddy/bairn’
In (10), we see that 小孩 xiao3hai2 ‘kiddy/bairn’ also has two senses in WordNet
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that fall under ‘entity, physical_thing,’ indicating that these two bottom nodes are the
most specific concept of upper concepts, such as ‘living_thing,’ ‘organism,’ etc.
(from general to specific).
In the beginning of this paper, we have posed questions regarding the
indeterminacy of source domains by different studies. However, from our results of
source domain determination, we can provide an explanation for this indeterminacy
of source domains, i.e., different studies make different decisions regarding source
domains (such as ORGANISM in Stefanowistch (2005) and Charteris-Black and
Ennis (2001) as well as PERSON in Chung et al. (2005) for ‘growth’) because they
refer to the different levels of abstraction, as displayed in (10). However, what is
advantaged in our approach is that we are able to show the whole conceptual
hierarchy for a particular source domain, and we make our selection of source
domains based on the most specific concept (since the approach is bottom-up). From
our results in Table 3, too, we can see that, unlike the English ‘growth,’ the senses of
成 长 cheng2zhang3 ‘grow/growth’ in Chinese do not encompass the meaning
PLANT, as has been suggested by Kövecses (2002) and Charteris-Black (2004) for
the source domain of ‘growth’ in English.
Based on the examples in Table 3, it can be seen that source domains selected,
which make use of collocates, are for specific source domains. Our results, however,
contain abstract source domains (such as 货 币 huo4bi4 ‘coinage’ for 成 长
cheng2zhang3 ‘grow/growth’) if these abstract concepts are also conceptually salient.
Nevertheless, we keep these source domains because they show how both concrete
(such as 小孩 xiao3hai2 ‘kiddy/bairn’) and metaphorical concepts can be found
using the collocational approach. As future work, we intend to evaluate the concrete
versus abstract source domains based on subjects’ ratings in psycholinguistic
experiments.
4. SOURCE DOMAINS IN THE BOTTOM-UP APPROACH
The source domains of the bottom-up approach come from the bottom nodes of
the top three levels of WordNet ‘noun’ hierarchy that have the highest conceptual
density. The top ten source domains for 经济 jing1ji4 ‘economy’ can be seen in
Table 4.20 For the source domains in the bottom-up approach, both Chinese and
English translations are provided. An impression we receive from this data regarding
these source domains is that the names for the English source domains may not
match those of the Chinese. Primary focus should be given to the Chinese source
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domains, as Chinese collocates are represented by the bottom nodes and their English
translations come from their mappings in WordNet provided through SinicaBow and
the Merged Word List.
In Table 4, the top ten source domains are given. These source domains have
been determined through the prototypical approach, whereby the most condensed
concept of each type of metaphorical expression is analyzed.21 As mentioned, the
major reference to the source domains should be based on the Chinese terms. These
source domains are unlike those suggested by Lakoff and Johnson (1980) and Lakoff
(1993), which are pre-determined (such as BUILDING, FOOD, etc.) insofar as these
source domains are determined using computational method.
Table 4: The Top Ten Source Domains Most Frequently Used for 经济 jing1ji4
‘economy’ in the Bottom-up Approach22
Tokens of Metaphorical
Source Domains

Expressions under Each
Source Domain

Percentages (Overall
Tokens of Metaphorical
Expressions
8,648)

军队/TROOP

2,283

26.40

产量/FRUITAGE

1,599

18.49

货币/COINAGE

1,576

18.22

道德/VIRTUE

1,529

17.68

生产量/CAPACITY

1,465

16.94

网络/WORLD WIDE WEB

1,449

16.76

目标/AIM

1,411

16.32

限制/CONSTRAINT

1,403

16.22

住宅/RESIDENCE

1,398

16.17

国家/STATE

1,393

16.11

Our method maps a metaphorical expression (e.g., 成 长 cheng2zhang3
‘grow/growth’) to one or more source domains (considering the different senses of a
word). Thus, the same types of metaphorical expressions may be repeated in different
source domains. Since this is the case, the number of tokens of metaphorical
expressions in the second column may contain repeated metaphorical expressions in
different source domains. Therefore, their percentages in the third column are the
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percentages per total number of tokens of metaphorical expressions for 经 济
jing1ji4 ‘economy.’ For example, we can see from Table 4 that 军 队 /TROOP
constitutes 26.40 per cent (2,283) of the total 8,648 tokens of metaphorical
expressions, indicating that from all the tokens of metaphorical expressions found for
经 济 jing1ji4 ‘economy,’ 26.40 per cent are mapped to 军 队 /TROOP. This
constitutes the most frequently mapped source domain for 经济 jing1ji4 ‘economy.’
Examples of types of metaphorical expressions that fall under 军队/TROOP
are shown in (11).
(11) ECONOMY IS A 军队/TROOP
并

认为

我方

bing4

ren4wei2

wo3fang1

also

believe

our.side

经济

实力

jing1ji4

shi2li4

economy

strength

雄厚
xiong2hou4
solid

‘(Someone) also believes that the strength of our economy is
solid.’
In (11), the economy is seen as a troop in terms of its strength. As mentioned, the
same types of metaphorical expressions may appear in several source domains. The
metaphorical expression 实力 shi2li4 ‘strength,’ therefore, appears in the following
source domains displayed in (12).
(12)

实力 shi2li4 ‘strength’23
垒球/BASEBALL
差异/DIFFERENTIA
表现/DISPLAY
投手/PITCHER
选手/BASKETBALL_PLAYER
歌手/SONGSTER
军队/TROOP
敌人/ENEMY
棒球队/BASEBALL_CLUB
偶像/IDOL
演员/BARNSTORMER
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In (12), we see the source domains that 实力 shi2li4 ‘strength’ belongs to, which
have been decided upon based on the most often occurring collocates of 实力
shi2li4 ‘strength.’ These source domains, as mentioned, are specific, as the approach
is

bottom-up.

For

example,

垒 球 /BASEBALL,

投 手 /PITCHER,

选 手

/BASKETBALL_PLAYER and 棒球队/BASEBALL_CLUB may be regarded as
types of sports. (Nevertheless, in the bottom-up approach, only the bottom nodes are
obtained; they are only merged if we look at their upper levels.) Since the approach
is bottom-up, the source domains obtained through this approach always indicate one
part of the information within a larger domain.
For the current paper, we do not discuss in depth the types of metaphorical
expressions found within each source domain. We have generally discussed the steps
leading to the determination of the source domains, as well as the results of the
source domains. Ongoing psycholinguistic experiments have been carried out to
evaluate the results within each source domain.
5. CONCLUSION
The two research questions we asked at the beginning of this paper are (1a)
Can source domains be empirically determined in a principled way? and (1b) Can a
bottom-up approach to source domain determination solve source domain
indeterminacy in the Conceptual Metaphor Theory? We showed in this paper that a
data-driven, bottom-up approach can resolve source domain indeterminacy. This
allows for a potential solution to the issue of how to define source domains in
Conceptual Metaphor Theory. In addition, we also prove that lexical and
computational methods can be employed to determine source domains. Our
data-driven resolution of source domain determination is based on frequency of
collocational patterns, and this should allow more robust comparative studies of
conceptual metaphors in the future.
We have used collocations through the Chinese Sketch Engine to find out the
most frequently appearing concepts of a metaphorical expression. This is done by
mapping the collocates to concepts in the WordNet hierarchy. In addition, we have
also implemented the use of cut-off points in this approach. As indicated in Chung et
al. (2007) and in this paper, cut-off points are an important feature of empirical and
statistical research. We show in this paper that the application of cut-off points helps
bring out the significant collocates needed for source domain determination.
Although we propose that a bottom-up approach helps in the determination of
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source domains, we are, by no means, rejecting the top-down approach. A top-down
approach may produce different source domains, as we can anticipate from the
following quotation from Kövecses (2006: 192; capital added): ‘[T]op-down
researchers primarily look for and find regularities, whereas bottom-up researche[r]s
tend to find irregularities in their data.’24 Therefore, differences are expected when
comparing our results to that of a top-down approach. Further studies will be needed
to compare the two approaches.
To sum up, by using a data-driven and corpus-based approach, we are able to
test a cognitive model. It supports the view that there is a tie between linguistic
analyses and cognitive models, where linguistic patterns can reflect what a cognitive
model should be. This is the premise of the Conceptual Mapping (CM) model of
metaphor proposed by Ahrens (2002, In press). In addition, this study will contribute to
research in defining domain information, as we suggest that domain information can be
extracted based on frequency and collocations. Due to its data-driven and quantitative
nature, our approach can be applied to language technology. Our study demonstrates
the feasibility of a corpus-based and data-driven approach towards discovery and
representation of concepts and knowledge structures.

NOTES
1. The Chinese Gigaword corpus (there are versions 1.0 and 2.0) constitutes the
largest Mandarin corpora to date. It contains an archive of newswire texts from the
Central News Agency of Taiwan (CNA) and the Xinhua News Agency of Beijing
(XIN) (as well as the addition of Zaobao Newspaper for version 2.0). The data for
CNA was collected between January 1991 and December 2002, while the data for
XIN was collected between December 1990 and September 2002. The content of this
corpus consists of a recompilation of previous smaller corpora, such as some of XIN
news texts that have been released as LDC previous old corpora. Examples of
previous releases are Mandarin Chinese News Text (Wu, 1995) and the TREC (Text
Retrieval Conference) Mandarin corpus (Rogers, 2000). This Gigaword corpus
produces a huge database encompassing approximately one billion (1,000,000,000)
characters and 667,498,342 segmented words (CNA comprises a total of 429,094,907
words while XIN contains 238,403,435 words). Word segmentation was carried out
at the Academia Sinica CKIP group (Chinese Knowledge and Information Process)
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before the corpus was automatically tagged (Ma and Huang, 2006; Huang, 2007).
2. This conceptual metaphor is a specific example of MARKET MOVEMENTS ARE
PHYSICAL MOVEMENTS in Charteris-Black and Ennis (2001). Therefore,
Charteris-Black and Ennis (2001) suggest several conceptual metaphors, which are
arranged in several levels of abstraction.
3. Mason (2004) does not call it collocation.
4. The Preference Semantics suggests a sense-frame that utilizes selectional
restriction, which Fass and Wilks (1983: 180-1) called ‘preference-as-restriction.’
The system, known as Met*, uses 500 sense-frames, and the system uses these
sense-frames to decide whether a sentence is literal or non-literal based on whether
or not this sentence violates the sense-frame.
5. Deignan (2005: 219-20) has made an observation regarding ‘all guns blazing’ and
‘shoot down in flames.’ She suggests that these expressions are used more often as
metaphorical meanings than literal meanings. Literal uses, according to her, usually
appear in a different order, such as ‘flames were fanning outwards.’ However, she
does not provide an explanation for this phenomenon.
6. Chung et al. (2005), in a previous study, found that 经济 jing1ji4 ‘economy’
yields a variety of source domains and, thus, is a robust example of a target domain.
Their analysis was based on a smaller corpus; the analysis of the same target domain
using the Gigaword corpus will likely yield results that are even more robust and
reliable (cf. Chung, 2007). The term 经济 jing1ji4 ‘economy’ has a total 1,295,965
instances (0.19 per cent) in the entire Gigaword corpus, and within this, there are
623,775 instances from CNA. The first 4 percent constitutes 24,951 instances, and
they happen to come from the same year, 1991, in the Chinese Gigaword corpus 1.0.
The fact that in the early 1990s the economy began to improve makes data from the
early 1990s linguistically valuable. As an additional step, however, all possible
coordinated constructions (such as 经济 jing1ji4 ‘economy’ and X, 经济 jing1ji4
‘economy’ and Y, etc.) in the data were removed manually, as we intend to look for
‘clean’ data for 经济 jing1ji4 ‘economy’ where all coordinated constructions will
not affect their results.
7. In the case of (5b), when two metaphorical expressions can be identified (困扰
kun4rao3 ‘disturb’ and 运行 yun4xing2 ‘operate’), only the one directly related to
the target domain of 经济 jing1ji4 ‘economy’ will be counted; 困扰 kun4rao3
‘disturb’ is related to 运 行
‘economy.’

yun4xing2 ‘operate’ rather than 经 济

jing1ji4
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8. This figure shows only the snapshot for the top collocates of 成长 cheng2zhang3
‘grow/growth.’
9. Some of the grammatical relations in the Chinese Sketch Engine are based on
English grammar, which has been applied to Chinese incorrectly. However, most of
the results and collocates are correct.
10. All programs used in this paper were prepared by Petr Šimon.
11. During the process of collecting grammatical relations from the Chinese Sketch
Engine, it was discovered that certain types of metaphorical expressions that cannot
be found (about 5 per cent) exist, one of the reasons being segmentation problems.
The other reasons are technical problems and construction problems. Technical
problems refer, in particular, to not having enough corpora instances for a particular
word to form Word Sketches that are statistically meaningful. Construction problems,
on the other hand, arise when constructions that cannot be broken down into smaller
units with the same meanings occur, i.e., some metaphorical expressions are found in
constructions, and searching for specific grammatical relations will lose the
metaphorical meanings.
12. This database consists of 527,132 Chinese-English translations (151,305 English
words and 283,572 Chinese words).
13. When searching for the WordNet senses through SinicaBow and the Merged
Word List, some metaphorical expressions will not return any senses if these
metaphorical expressions are not found in SinicaBow. These metaphorical
expressions will then be dropped in later analyses, as their WordNet concepts cannot
be found due to lack of words in the databases. However, the percentage of
non-found metaphorical expressions constitutes only about 20 per cent of the total
types of metaphorical expressions (cf. Chung, 2007: 141).
14. In identifying metaphors for our keywords, only the noun form of 经济 jing1ji4
‘economy’ is selected for metaphor analyses. Therefore, collocates that appear in the
same grammatical constructions with this target domain should also be nouns, and
only the ‘noun’ hierarchy of WordNet will be considered for conceptual density. This
is because when a word acts as both a noun and a verb (such as 投资 tou2zi1
‘invest/investment’), senses with both nouns and verbs will be extracted from
WordNet. However, since only the noun meanings (which may act as SUBJECT,
OBJECT, NOUN_MODIFIER, etc.) may replace this target domain, which are also
nouns, the other parts-of-speech other than nouns (such as verbs and adjectives) will
be filtered out when measuring conceptual density. Adjectives are also filtered out
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because all target domains remain as nouns, even when they modify other nouns. By
filtering out adjectives, we can also filter out unnecessary meaning, such as
‘economic’ for 经济 jing1ji4.
15. In order to view the clustering results of the WordNet noun hierarchy, a
visualization application was created by Petr Šimon for the purpose of this paper.
16. Table A shows the list of collocates for 复苏 fu4su1 ‘recover/recovery.’ We can
see that most collocates are related to ‘non-physical’ recovery. The meaning of
bodily recovery can only be seen when 脑 nao3 ‘brain’ appears (shaded).

Table A: Collocates of SUBJECTS of 复苏 fu4su1 ‘recover/recovery’ in the CNA of
the Chinese Sketch Engine
Collocates

English Gloss

Frequencies

Saliencies

景气 jing3qi3

prosperity

4039

85.75

经济 jing1ji4

economy

6290

53.78

militarism

43

30.25

房市 fang2shi4

market of real property

33

27.68

触底 chu4di3

bottom out

7

18.59

产业 chan3ye4

property

204

18.58

万物 wan4wu4

the whole creation

9

18.52

旅游业 lu3you2ye4

tourism industry

34

18.28

营建业 ying2jian4ye4

construction work

10

17.67

tourism industry

14

17.66

基本面 ji1ben3mian4

basis

17

15.95

才能 cai2neng2

capability

69

14.28

经济体 jing1ji4ti3

economic system

14

14.01

房地产 fang2di4chan3

real property

30

13.03

周期性 zhou1qi2xing4

cyclic

5

12.64

脑 nao3

brain

11

12.27

军国主义 jun1guo2
zhu3yi4

观光业
guan1guang1ye4

制造业 zhi4zao4ye4

manufacture industry

20

11.47

循环 xun4huan2

loop

14

10.73

In cases like this, the concept with the highest conceptual density is likely to be
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metaphorical.
17. Figure 7 shows to have less than nine levels because not all levels are involved in
that particular use of 起飞 qi3fei1 ‘take off.’
18. One can analyze more levels as a comparison. However, the inclusion of more
levels will introduce noise into the results.
19. Selecting two levels may also be problematic, since half of the source domains
might be concrete while the other half might be abstract. Therefore, the decision has
been made to select the top three.
20. Even though the collocates come from different relations of the same type of
metaphorical expression (such as SUBJECT, OBJECT, etc., which have their own
results of source domains), the final top source domains shown in Table 4 are the
most often occurring ones, regardless of differences between relations.
21. Each Chinese source domain can sometimes be mapped to several English
translations (such as ASSIGNMENT and JOB for 工作). The translations given in
this

table

are

usually the

first

ones

in

a

string

of names

(such

as

‘state,nation,country,land,commonwealth,res_publica,body_politic’). When there are
several different strings of names provided, the most often occurring ones will be
selected manually.
22. The prototypical approach, however, allows generic terms, such as 局 面
/SITUATION, 方面/ASPECT, 基础/BASIS, 问题/MATTER, etc., to be selected as
the most condensed concepts, because these terms appear frequently with any target
domains, even if they may not carry the source domain information. As a result, we
need to filter out these terms manually. These top ten source domains were the
remaining ones after we filtered out the generic terms.
23. The generic term 方面/ASPECT has been removed. The translation PITCHER is
manually added for 投手 tou3shou3 (replacing the original BOWLER) because
BOWLER is probably a mismatch found in SinicaBow.
24. Squared brackets indicate correction of Kövecses’ (2006: 192) use of
“researches” instead of “researchers.”
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搭配词组于概念隐喻源域建立之结合研究
锺晓芳
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题要
概念隐喻理论 (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980; Lakoff, 1993) 提出了 scenario-approach
的概念隐喻方法。是该方法假设，在概念隐喻建立之前，其相对应之领域 (目标
域及源域) 知识是存在的。然而，该方法却忽略了其源域领域信息是从何处所产
生的重要性。
本研究使用以语料库驱动之由下而上的方法，并且提出搭配词组能与词汇
相合并，以及在判定源域时之计算方式。其中，我们使用了一个大量的语料库
抽样数据，并利用四个步骤来判定源域。实验的结果显示，源域可以透过以准
则为基础的方式来辨识。
本研究将提供整合语言学搭配词组之证据，用以证明或推翻像概念隐喻理
论之类的认知模型。该结果将能促进在计算及心理语言学之源域辨识评估工作。
本研究之结果证实，以量化分析方法得以推论出，源域与目标域间之认知概念关系。
关键词
隐喻源域

隐喻概念

搭配词组

由下而上的方式

语料库驱动
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Topic strand: Linguistic Analyses of Corpora
Preposition-Containing Lexical Bundles and Idiomatic Expressions in Economics
Dissertations

Abstract
Recent corpus-based studies have shifted from lexical to pattern analysis (Hunston &
Francis, 1999). Adopting Biber et al.’s (2004) lexical bundle framework, this paper
utilizes a self-compiled dissertation corpus and investigates the preposition-containing
lexical bundles or idiomatic expressions found within this corpus. The corpus
comprises 999,567 words with 4,195 dissertation abstracts from 51 institutes in
Taiwan collected from 1996 through 2008. We first used the ditto tags from CLAWS7
tagsets to retrieve all multi-word sequences containing prepositions from the corpora.
An example of these ditto tags is by_II31 means_II32 of_II33, in which these three
words are tagged as a multi-word sequence. In total, twelve patterns were found from
all the dissertations, given in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Preposition-containing Lexical Bundles
according to

away from

in accordance with

rather than

as for

by means of

in terms of

such as

as to

due to

instead of

with regard to

From these twelve patterns, 29 possible slots were derived. A possible slot was
defined as any word that may appear in any position of the multi-word sequence.
Thus, by means of will enable slot-filling in three different positions, namely * means
of, by * of, and by means *. We then searched in the whole dissertation corpus for any
words that will fill respective slot. Probability was calculated for each slot to be filled
by another word. The results are given in Table 2 below. It was found that some slots
are predictable as lexical bundles, reaching a 100% probability. Some lexical bundles
show lower probability to be identified as a string. Examples with lowest probability
scores are mostly strings containing two words with the preposition appearing on the
right (* for, * to, * from, * of, and * as).
Slots

Freq.

II combination

Freq.

Probability

* means of

9

by means of

9

100

by means *

9

by means of

9

100

in terms *

9

in terms of

9

100
2

* accordance with

3

in accordance with

3

100

* regard to

3

with regard to

3

100

in accordance *

3

in accordance with

3

100

with * to

3

with regard to

3

100

with regard *

3

with regard to

3

100

away *

2

away from

2

100

instead *

2

instead of

2

100

such *

19

such as

18

95

due *

9

due to

8

89

according *

7

according to

6

86

* terms of

11

in terms of

9

82

by * of

11

by means of

9

82

in * of

13

in terms of

9

69

in * with

5

in accordance with

3

60

rather *

4

rather than

2

50

Some two-word bundle such as away *, instead *, such *, due *, and according *
produce a high probability score, indicating the strength of the combinations to be
used idiomatically as a string.
Such study will provide useful information about chunks of words most often
appearing in dissertation abstracts, as well as chunks of words most frequently used
by a group of graduate students from a particular genre. Since the frequencies in Table
2 are low, it is also worth investigating whether or not these bundles are lowly
appearing strings in the dissertation abstracts as compared to others produced by
graduate students in the States.
References
Biber, Douglas, Susan Conrad and Viviana Cortes. 2004 “If you look at…: Lexical
Bundles in University Teaching and Textbooks.” Applied Linguistics. 25(3). pp.
371-405.
Hunston, Susan and Gill Francis. 1999. Pattern Grammar: A Corpus-drivenApproach
to the Lexical Grammar of English. Amsterdam and Philadelphia: John
Benjamins.
Summary
Following Biber et al.’s (2004) lexical bundle framework, this paper analyzes 4,195
dissertation abstracts in economics from 51 institutes in Taiwan. Lexical bundles were
automatically collected using the ditto tags from the CLAWS7 tagsets and the
3

probability of each slot of respective lexical bundle to be filled was calculated. The
results show that some lexical bundles (by means of, in terms of, in accordance with,
away from, instead of, etc.) show a 100% probability score. Some, usually two-word
bundles with prepositions on the right of the strings (according to, due to, etc.), are
unpredictable.
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SIAW-FONG CHUNG / YU-WEN TSENG

Learning Prepositions: A Corpus-based Study in
Taiwan EFL Contexts1
Abstract
This preliminary corpus-based study aims to explore how the English preposition to is
used by Taiwanese undergraduate learners of English. Through analyzing the collocations of to on the immediate left (L1) and right (R1) in a learner corpus built from essays collected from undergraduate (sophomore) learners of English, we counted their
total occurrences in the corpus and the frequency at which a particular word appears
on the L1 or R1 of to. We also observed that the collocates most frequently combined
by the learners are used correctly, as learners' errors only occur with words appearing
in lower frequency (e.g. *become to, *enter to). In addition, five hundred instances were
randomly selected to further scrutinize the distributions of sense and errors committed, from which the influence of language transfer and some patterns of how preposition to is used are examined.

1.

Introduction

Language transfer (cf. Gass / Selinker (eds.)1983, Kellerman / Perdue 1992) is an
issue widely discussed in second language acquisition, and preposition is one of
the areas in which cases of language transfer can be found. Language transfer,
in a basic sense, refers to the phenomena of transferring the structural patterns
of native language to that of the target language. Selinker (1983) discussed three
possible kinds of language transfer. Positive transfer is a predominant pattern of
one of two alternative linguistic items in the native language which is a nonerror compared with the target language; negative transfer is identified as a
process in which the predominant pattern of one of two alternative linguistic
items in the native language is an error in target language. The third type, neutral language transfer, differs from the previous two in that there is no predominance of either of two alternative linguistic items in the native language. On the
1

We would like to thank the NCCU Foreign Language Learner Corpus Project and the National
Science Council project of Siaw-Fong Chung (Project Number: NSC 97-2410-H-004-001) for supporting this work. We would also like to thank the members from Corpus Research Group, the
anonymous reviewers and the participants from the Grammar and Corpora 2009 conference for
their comments on this work.
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other hand, Odlin (1989) further elaborated on the classifications of learners'
language performance on negative transfer. It could be underproduction, rendering avoidance strategy due to unfamiliarity with certain structures, overproduction of particular language forms to avoid using unfamiliar structures,
substitution of the target language forms with a native language one, calque,
which refers to a word in a language as a translation of a word in another language, and alternations of structures. For language avoidance, Schachter (1974)
proposed that in the analysis of learner language, in addition to focusing on the
language produced by learners, those linguistic structures or expressions that
are consistently avoided in usage are worth tending to as well.
Another issue which is usually related to preposition is the image schema theory (Johnson 1987, Lakoff 1987). It is claimed that a large number of metaphorical expressions are instantiated from some basic image-schemas, as the spatial
constructs provided by Johnson (1987), including CONTAINER, PATH, POINT,
SURFACE, etc., from which more abstract concepts are mapped and metaphors
projected. There is a schematic pattern in which an internal structure is present.
For example, the PATH schema involves a starting point, an end-point, and a
sequence of locations that link the starting point to the end-point. When we
begin at the starting point and arrive at the end-point, we would pass through
these locations that connect these points. Expressions with the preposition to
correspond to the PATH schema, as illustrated in example (1):
(1)

Your brother drives his car to the hospital fast. (S008_010.txt)

Source
(starting point)

Goal: The hospital
(ending point)

In example (1), your brother does the motion of driving from a starting point
to reach the goal of this path, or the end-point, the hospital. Throughout this
path to the hospital, the car passes through many different locations connected
by this motion.
From these studies one can see that prepositions have been examined in different facets, but not many studies have examined prepositions used by learners.
This study attempts to fill this gap by examining the preposition to found in
EFL students' writing. More specifically, this paper intends to answer the following questions: How do the senses of to pattern in a learner corpus? What is
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the frequency of the collocates of to and what does the frequency imply? Furthermore, we also attempt to answer what might cause the occurrences of errors with regard to the use of to, if any.
2.

Methodology

In order to observe how Taiwanese EFL learners use the preposition to in English, essays were collected from undergraduate (sophomore) learners of English
at National Chengchi University, Taiwan. The purpose is to observe the collocational patterns of to and the possible errors which occur due to several causes.
A corpus was built based on this purpose. Both Wordsmith (Scott 1999) and
AntConc (Anthony 2005) tools were used for the analyses discussed here. One
hundred and fourteen essays were collected and they have amounted to 69 407
tokens with 6 295 word types. Its type-token ratio, an index used to indicate the
variedness of vocabulary in texts, is about 9.07%.2 On average, each essay constitutes about 609 words. For the preposition to, 2 289 instances were found and
this shows a coverage of 3.30% from all the words in the whole corpus.
3.

Results

The results will be discussed in terms of the sense distributions of to, the analysis of the collocates of to, and an investigation into learners' errors.
3.1

Sense Distributions

In order to scrutinize the data further, five hundred instances of to were randomly selected from the total 2 289 for further analyses. As a precaution not to
select similar data from the same text or from the same learners, these 500
random examples were selected based on the re-sorting of a list of random
integers generated by Excel in which every concordance line was assigned a
random integer. They were first grouped according to the senses categorized in
Merriam-Webster's online dictionary (2009), as in Table 1. If an error is found
such as (2), the error will be singled out as a separate category.
(2)

2

*The idea that one to have talks with his inner self is valued ...
(S009_004.txt)

See also http://www.speech-therapy-information-and-resources.com/lexical-density.html (last visited: 10/
2010 for lexical density). We are grateful to Professor Hengsyung Jeng from National Taiwan University for pointing out this reference to the first author.
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SENSE

COUNTS

%

66

13.2

104

20.8

0

0.0

1.

Movement, direction, or contact

2.

Purpose, tendency, or result

3.

Indication of position or relation in time

4.

Addition, connection, belonging, or response

29

5.8

5.

The extent or degree

22

4.4

6.

Comparison, correspondence, or proportion

23

4.6

7.

Application of an adjective or noun, receiver,
the relation of a verb to its complement

100

20.0

8.

Infinitive

138

27.6

9.

Errors

18

3.6

TOTAL

500

100

Table 1: Sense Distributions of the Preposition to (According to Major Categories in
Merriam-Webster)

The preposition to has the highest frequency used as an infinitive (27.6%),
indicating that the to-infinitive combinations are frequently used by the learners, as in (3).
(3)

... the purpose that people want to improve their appearances is unchangeable. (S010_004.txt)

The preposition to denoting intention usually involves the volition of the subject and what the subject intends to do. In this example, improve their appearances acts like the goal that lays in the future point of the path. The second
highest of all is the sense representing purpose, tendency, or result (20.8%),
exemplified below. In this example, a huge sum acts as a goal on this path that
the tiny extra tax could possibly attain.
(4)

... the tiny extra tax could finally accumulate to a huge sum.
(S009_003.txt)

From the randomly selected five hundred instances, eighteen errors were
found in the current analysis, constituting 3.6% of errors from all the instances
analyzed. Among these, eight instances (44.5%) seem to express the infinitive
sense, one (5.5%) denotes a movement in time, four (22.2%) show the purpose
or result, and the remaining five (27.8%) indicate the application of a noun or
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an adjective. The instances for errors appearing in the last three senses (movement, purpose and application respectively) are shown in (5). (The infinitive
sense has been listed in (2).)
(5) (a) ?Then, we finally understood what Nash equilibrium is to the end.
(S007_008.txt)
(b) *... once they don't follow the trend, they are to be lagged behind.
(S009_004.txt)
(c) *... we will begin to have excessive hair loss, and our abilities to
memory will decrease. (S005_004.txt)
Example (5a) shows the movement in time, which will be discussed in the error analyses section. In (5b) the learner uses to to express the result of change,
while in (5c) the meaning of the noun before to is related to the following one.
3.2

Collocates Analysis

For all these instances of to, we analyzed their most frequently appearing collocates on the immediate left (L1) and right (R1), as given in Table 2. For each
collocate, its total occurrence in the corpus is given (e.g., 472 for have on the
L1 of to). From these total instances, the frequency at which this word appears
in the L1 or R1 position is also given (e.g., 91 out of 472 instances of have (thus,
19.27%) appear after to).
TOTAL

L1

%

WORD

TOTAL

R1

%

have

472

91

19.27

smoke

201

54

26.86

want

104

72

69.23

do

210

52

24.76

need

75

40

53.33

tell

112

41

36.60

go

75

33

44.00

make

127

40

31.49

used

40

21

52.50

get

121

38

31.40

according

38

38

100.00

have

472

34

7.20

tend

20

20

100.00

go

75

30

40.00

going

20

20

100.00

learn

76

28

36.84

choose

42

16

38.09

live

83

27

32.53

start

25

16

64.00

grow

61

26

42.62

WORD

Table 2: Top Ten Collocates on the First Left (L1) and First Right (R1) of the Keyword to
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Some collocates in Table 2 have 100% usage with to: according, tend, going (in
bold), as shown in example (6).
(6)

According to US Food and Drug Administration, “healthy” products
are certified with some criteria for limiting amount of fat or cholesterol ... (S003_004.txt)

Learners knowingly use these collocates before to and they usually learn them
as chunks in class (cf. Lewis 2002). Comparing all the collocates on the left and
right of to in Table 2, it can be seen that most of the collocates in the L1 position have generally higher percentages than those in the R1 position. For have,
which appears on both the L1 and R1 of to, the percentage is still higher in the
L1 position (19.27%) than in the R1 position (7.20%). Thus, have to is higher
in percentage than to have.
In addition, only a small number of words appearing in the L1 position (shaded in Table 2) has percentages lower than 50, while all the words appearing in
the R1 position have percentages lower than 50. This result shows that the
types of collocates appearing before to (L1) are less varied than those after to
(R1). For example, one can say have to, want to, and need to with a combination of collocates after to (have / want / need to smoke, do, tell, and make).
Therefore, our results in Table 2 not only reflect this linguistic phenomenon,
but also provide a methodology to examine the varied forms appearing before
and after a target word.
We also found that most of the combinations in Table 2 are correctly used by
our learners, and learners' errors only occur with words appearing in lower
frequency (not in Table 2). Two examples are become to (as in *become to leave
home) and enter to (as in *to enter to college) in the corpus. From these examples, it is possible that learners sometimes try to avoid using structures they
are unsure about and this is reflected in the examination of specific linguistic
forms in corpora. Kleinmann (1977) suggested that linguistic structures
avoided by learners are those patterns predicted to be more difficult in contrastive analysis. Moreover, Kleinmann also agreed that this avoidance was
connected to the affective state of the learner. For example, it is related to
one's confidence to produce the pattern. In the section that follows we look
further into the errors made by learners.
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Error Analyses

As discussed, only eighteen instances of erroneous combination with to were
found, further proving that they tend to occur in lower frequency. Among
these cases, a large number of them seem to be the evidence of negative language transfer from the learners' native language, Mandarin, in which the
equivalents of the preposition to are varied. It can be translated as dao4 ‘to
reach a place; up to (a figure or time)’, dui4 ‘for or as regards’, and rang4 ‘to
cause or to make someone do something’. Therefore, learners might use to to
express similar meaning, as shown in (7).
(7)(a) ?Then, we finally understood what Nash equilibrium is to the end.
(S007_008.txt)
(b) *Another reason of their individual performing styles is their unique
interpretation to the roles they plays. (S007_002.txt)
In example (7a), the end functions as an indication of time instead of the goal
of this process, so it should be “in” the end. The expression with dao4 in Mandarin dao4 zui4 hou4 (*to the end) might be the cause of confusion between
the preposition to and in. In (7b), the roles they plays is the main issue to be
interpreted (in a unique way), so learners included the preposition to to indicate this relation, which is usually expressed with dui4 in Mandarin dui4 jiao3
se4 de quan2 shi4 (*interpretation to the roles). It could thus be a possible reason of where this error comes from.
In addition to cross-linguistic influence, there are some cases which might be
the results of an overgeneralization of the syntactic structure VERB to VERB, as
in example (8).
(8)(a) *When we grow older and older, we become to leave home and make
our own social life ... (S005_002.txt)
(b) ?I regretted to tell her the truth because it has made her preoccupied
for a long time, and blocked me from life routine. (S010_010.txt)
Learners applied the VERB to VERB construction to whatever verbs they use
regardless of the different meanings and syntactic structure implied in a specific verb. For the verb become, it is usually followed by a description of what
the subject will be like instead of an action that he or she is going to do. For the
verb regret, there is a distinction between the forms of its complement that
tend to be confusing for learners.
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Two instances of misusing the infinitive are found, as in example (9), which
could be explained by employing the image-schema theory.
(9)(a) *... you have better to choose online shopping. (S005_005.txt)
(b) *Besides, I also have lots of fun to read the articles that the BBS users
have written everyday. (S004_004.txt)
In (9a), the learner used to as a connection that brings the end-point choose
online shopping of this motion; however, the collocation have better does not
entail a path for this movement. The same goes for to in (9b) as the motion
read the articles is what the agent has been doing already, rather than the goal
the agent intends to carry out. These analyses reveal that learners mistakenly
conceived these events or processes on a path as something or someone that
might change from one point to another or appear at the future end. Although
misuses occurred in lower frequency, they provide evidence that learners were
unsure whether it is correct to involve this path when using to with certain
collocation.
4.

Conclusion

This study, though carried out as a pilot study, will be expanded when larger
amounts of corpora data are collected. However, based on the analyses above,
some problems remain unsolved which will be our suggestions for future studies. For the analysis of sense enumeration for to, we found that it is sometimes
impossible to distinguish the semantic meaning from the syntactic meaning.
For example, one possible suggestion for this is to apply image schema theory,
through which we might have different explanations of the preposition to. In
addition to the senses, we also observed that some uses of to are affected by the
meanings of the words around it; thus, the concept of coercion (Pustejovsky
1995) may become useful in explaining this phenomenon. Moreover, though
this study is advantaged in its use of corpora data for error analyses, only a few
errors were found in the two-word analysis. If we further examine three- or
four-word combinations of to, more errors may be found, which will be worth
exploring in the future.
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Analyses of the Semantic Features of the Lexical Bundle
[(VERB) PREPOSITION the NOUN of]

ABSTRACT
This paper investigates twenty-two prepositions in two different lexical bundles –
[PREPOSITION the NOUN of] (at the point of, from the perspective of, etc.) and
[VERB PREPOSITION the NOUN of] (shouted above the noise of, suffering from the
effects of, etc.), the former excludes the head verb while the latter includes it. Strings of
constructions were extracted from British National Corpus and the types of possible
verbs, prepositions, and nouns in each possible combination were analyzed. The paper
also details an experiment in which the types of nouns under each of the twenty-two
prepositions were coded by human subjects with regard to their semantic features.
Finally, a computer program was also utilized to calculate the shared meaning of

the

different VERBs and NOUNs, respectively. The results showed that the nouns in
[(VERB) PREPOSITION the NOUN of], though might form clusters of meanings,
might not behave the same with and without the presence of the verbs.
Keywords: Prepositions, Lexical Bundles, Nouns, Semantic Features, Corpus,
Constructions

I. INTRODUCTION
According to Biber, Conrad, and Cortes (2004) and Levy (2008), who investigated
‘lexical bundles’ in spoken versus written registers, lexical bundles, or multi-word
sequences, are “the most frequent recurring lexical sequences in a register,” including,
but not limited to, four-word sequences such as do you want to, take a look at, to come
up with, I don’t know what, one of the things, those of you who, etc. (pg. 376). Their
2

instances of bundles may or may not contain a head verb.
Most previous studies on lexical bundles focus on register-specific materials. For
instance, Biber (2009) compared the most common multi-word patterns in conversation
and academic writing and found that the multi-word patterns occurring in the two
registers are different. Patterns in conversation tend to be fixed sequences including
both function words and content words; patterns in academic writing tend to be
formulaic frames consisting of invariable function words with an intervening variable
slot that is filled by content words.
Focusing on academic prose, Biber proposed that there are numerous fillers that
may occur in the frame the * of the. It was found that four different prepositions tend to
precede the * of to form the four-word lexical bundles: at the *of, on the * of, it the * of,
and to the * of, all of which some of the patterns of interest in the present paper. Among
these, the most distinctive frame is at the * of, which co-occurs frequently with the
fillers end, time, beginning, level, expense, start, center/centre, top, and base. On the
other hand, in the * of takes several high frequency fillers that are distinctively used in
this frame, namely case, absence, form, context, course, and process. Using similar
‘frame’, this paper investigates the distributions of different variables (in capitals) in the
pattern [(VERB) PREPOSITION the NOUN of]. The present work focuses not on any
specific genre, but in the British National Corpus (BNC), a general corpus. We propose
that similar clusters of nouns (and verbs) can also be found in a general corpus. Our
study further hypothesizes that the VERBs and NOUNs can be measured in terms of
their semantic relatedness. To answer this question, two types of methodologies were
employed, one including an experimental-based analysis of semantic features while the
second involves an automatic extraction of semantically related hypernyms. The details
of this will be illustrated in the next section.
3

In a different study, also following a genre approach, Marco (2000) investigated
the collocational framework in the medical research paper. The results showed that two
of the most common frameworks in the corpus are: [the NOUN of] (e.g. the start of), a
NOUN of (e.g. a variety of). [The NOUN of] tends to be used in expressing the
construction of nominalizations (e.g. the cloning of); [a NOUN of] is applied frequently
to describe the process of quantifying and categorizing. Another important finding is
that these two frameworks are likely to precede or follow the collocates belonging to
specific semantics classes. For example, the risk of is always preceded by verbs with
causative meaning (related/associated with/to the risk of). It was concluded that the
selection of specific collocates for these frameworks is conditioned by the linguistic
conventions of the genre. In a different study, Cortes (2004), with the attempt to
improve the understanding of the function of lexical bundles in academic prose,
compared the use of such bundles by published authors in history and biology. The most
frequent four-word lexical bundles in these genres were classified in terms of their
structure groups. The finding revealed that lexical bundles in history mainly belong to
two structural groups: noun phrases and prepositional phrases while lexical bundles in
biology cover a wider range of structural groups, including noun phrases, prepositional
phrases, [it + Vbe + adjective], [Vbe + complement], and [noun phrase + V +
complement] clause fragments. In general, both in history and biology genres, the
majority of the bundles could be categorized into the groups containing noun phrase
with of phrase fragment (e.g., a measure of the, the beginning of the) and prepositional
phrases with embedded of phrase (e.g., as a function of, at the beginning of, at the
university of). From here, one can see that most of these studies in lexical bundles
needed to deal with noun phrases and prepositional phrases in one way or another. For
instance, Biber et al. (1999) found that, in academic prose, 60% of the bundles are
4

phrasal, parts of noun phrases or prepositional phrases, as in the case of, as a result of,
on the basis of, and on the other hand. Noun phrases and prepositional phrase fragments
were also found as the most frequent patterns in academic prose (also found in Cortes,
2004; and Hyland 2008ab). Similarly, scientific discourse is also characterized by very
frequent occurrences of nouns, long words, prepositions, conjuncts, agentless, and
by-passives, past participial adverbial clauses (Biber, 1988). In a book by Silverter
López (2009), he investigated the particle meanings of in and on. In his methodology,
“multi-word lexicalised expression” was recognized as one of the criteria in extracting
verb-particle constructions (VPC). Multi-word expressions were included in his VPC
analysis because some uses of in and on such that in “to Decide in favour of sb” are
“motivated by” the noun (favour in this example) “rather than being directly bounded to
the verbal element” (pg. 159). Given the above studies, we postulate that it might be
useful to investigate lexical bundles by examining the nouns (and the verbs) in a given
construction. This paper inspects the both the nouns and the verbs in the constructions
[(VERB) PREPOSITION the NOUN of], co-occurring with twenty-two different
prepositions.1
Looking not at one particular preposition, this paper investigates a group of
prepositions in terms of distributional patterns. As Silverter López has discovered, some
of the particles were closely related to the nearby nouns than to the verbs, in this study,
we inspects this kind of phraseological phenomenon. The foci of this study are: (a) To
compare the distributions of NOUNs and VERBs in the construction [(VERB)
PREPOSITION the NOUN of] when twenty-two different prepositions are involved;
and (b) To display similarities of meanings among NOUNs and VERBs, respectively, in
this construction. The ultimate goal is to propose a systematic way to analyzing
semantic features of nouns and verbs given a preposition-containing construction. Two
5

types of methodologies were employed, namely experimental analysis of semantic
features, and computational calculation of semantic meanings by measuring the
common hypernym, if any, found between any two nouns or verbs, respectively. Both
these methodologies complement each other and the results were cross-referred.

II. DATA FROM THE CORPUS
All data discussed in this paper were taken from the written portion of BNC, retrieved
through BNCWeb, a platform which allows access to the BNC through search engine of
its own (Hoffmann et al., 2008). Twenty-two prepositions (about, above, across, after,
against, among, around, as, at, beside, by, down, for, from, in, into, like, of, off, on, onto,
and with) were investigated. It was hypothesized that the groups of words that appear
with a similar preposition would share some similarities in semantic features. In the
following sections, the distributional patterns will first be discussed, followed by a
semantic analysis by human subjects. Finally, in section III, a computational program
will be discussed.

II.1 Distributional Patterns
In the written portion of the BNC, 373,258 instances of [PREPOSITION the NOUN of]
and 86,877 instances of [VERB PREPOSITION the NOUN of] were found. These
instances were analyzed according to the different types of verbs and nouns,
respectively.
The following Table 1 displays the most frequent patterns for each preposition,
along with their frequencies and percentages. For example, about the nature of has a
frequency of 225 and the percentage of nature in the construction of [about the NOUN
of] is 4.5%. Patterns with the same scores were all listed (as for among and onto).
6

Table 1. Frequencies of [(VERB) PREPOSITION the NOUN of] in BNC

Four-Word Bundles
[PREPOSITION the NOUN of]

Five-Word Bundles
[VERB PREPOSITION the NOUN of]

Most Frequent Nouns
(Freq., %)

Most Frequent Verb-Noun Pairings
(Freq., %)

about

about the nature of
(225, 4.5%)

set about the task of
(11, 0.52%)

above

above the level of
(57, 10.14%)

shouted above the noise of
(3, 2.01%)

across

across the top of
(49, 5.85%)

runs across the front of
(3, 1.01%)

after

after the death of
(270, 7.2%)

look after the interests of
(7, 1.29%)

against

against the background of
(176, 6.22%)

seen against the background of
(10, 1.02%)

among

among the members of
(36, 5.15%)

discovered among the remains of
was among the members of
were among the beneficiaries of
distribute among the members of
was among the founders of
are among the findings of
be among the victims of
(2, 1.36%, respectively)

around

around the time of
(90, 6.86%)

was around the time of
(5, 0.99%)

as

as the result of
(183, 3.66%)

used as the basis of
(23, 1.24%)

at

at the end of
(1086, 21.72%)

is at the heart of
(101, 0.98%)

beside

beside the bed of
(4, 5.33%)

lived beside the Loch of
(2, 10%)

by

by the end of
(688, 13.76%)

completed by the end of
(56, 0.45%)

down

down the side of
(89, 7.09%)

turned down the offer of
(12, 1.42%)

Prep.
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for

for the rest of
(207, 4.14%)

called for the establishment of
(24, 0.40%)

from

from the point of
(143, 2.86%)

suffering from the effects of
(24, 0.44%)

in

in the case of
(259, 5.18%)

was in the middle of
(88, 0.44%)

into

into the hands of
(247, 4.94%)

fall into the trap of
(37, 1.36%)

like

like the rest of
(158, 7.57%)

look like the sort of
(14, 3.33%)

of

of The House of
(70, 1.4%)

is of the order of
(25, 1.73%)

off

off the coast of
(107, 10.3%)

fallen off the back of
(6, 0.98%)

on

on the basis of
(357, 7.14%)

was on the verge of
(93, 0.76%)

onto

onto the surface of
(15, 7.5%)

screws onto the front of
moves onto the carbon of
tacked onto the end of
built onto the end of
(2, 2.56%, respectively)

with

with the help of
(155, 3.1%)

charged with the murder of
(52, 0.67%)

From Table 1, higher percentages were generally found for the four-word bundles
(without the verb) than the five-word bundles (with the verb). The percentages for the
[VERB PREPOSITION the NOUN of] patterns are all lower than 5%, except lived
inside the Loch of, although its frequency is only 2, further indicating very few patterns
were found matching this construction. For the four-word combination, higher
percentages) indicate that the top noun patterns are less varied (e.g., at the end of
(21.72%), by the end of (13.76%), off the coast of (10.3%), and above the level of
(10.14%).
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From Table 1, the most frequent nouns (column 2) may not be the same as the
verb-noun pairings (column 3) because the added verbs in column 3 might affect the
most frequent nouns used under each combination. Interestingly, in two of the
prepositions (against and around), similar nouns were found in both four- and five-word
lexical bundles. This shows that against the background of and around the time of are
equally frequent with or without the verbs appearing before them, further indicating the
strength of the occurrences of nouns with the prepositions.2 Some prepositions (e.g., of,
as, with, and about) have a wider range of nouns, as the most frequent nouns (The
House, result, help, and nature, respectively) constitute less than 5% of the total number
of nouns in the [PREPOSITION the NOUN of] patterns.
Thus, Table 1 provides a general overview regarding the different prepositions
when appearing in the [(VERB) PREPOSITION the NOUN of] construction. In the
following section, we discuss an experiment we have taken to code the semantic
features of the nouns.3

II.2. SEMANTIC CODING
Since there are twenty-two prepositions and each has its own instances to be analyzed,
human subjects were trained to code the semantic features of this part of the analysis.
Two Ph.D. experimenters were in-charge of the experiment and the following shows the
procedures.
In this experiment, one hundred instances of each of the twenty-two prepositions
were analyzed. Six English-major university subjects were paid to participate in the
analysis process. Among the subjects, two senior subjects were each in responsible for
six prepositions, two junior subjects each took responsible for three prepositions, and
two junior subjects were each responsible for two prepositions. The task was assigned
9

based on the experience of a student in coding the semantic features. Two of these
senior students have had training in coding semantic features for over six months.
Each preposition contains one hundred noun types to be analyzed. The selection of
the noun types was based on the frequency of patterns in the whole BNC, from high to
low percentages. In this experiment, the singular and plural forms of the nouns were
counted as one, and the duplicate one was deducted if the percentage was lower, e.g., at
the corner of (0.32%), at the corners of (0.17%), and the latter one was deducted.
The noun of the preposition was to be categorized by the subjects (e.g., of the bank
of, of the history of). During the analysis process, the subjects were allowed to use
dictionaries, but other documents or books, or having discussions with others were not
recommended. The purpose was to avoid any distractions for the subjects’ judgment.
The categorization should be based on their instinct.
The subjects were required to categorize the nouns into categories based on
similarity of semantic features. No exhaustive list was provided but the generality of the
level category was hinted through the instructions. For instance, before starting, the
subjects were given instructions such that bank, post office, library, and cottage can be
categorized and tagged as “building”. The subjects were then asked to generate the
category names by themselves. All data were distributed through excel files and subjects
were allowed to work at their own pace. The subjects saw the nouns in excel files,
exemplified in Table 2 for the preposition of.
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Table 2. Example of Excel Data Used for Semantic Coding of Nouns

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

1

of

the

*

of

bank

25

0.50%

2

of

the

*

of

history

23

0.46%

3

of

the

*

of

city

23

0.46%

4

of

the

*

of

law

23

0.46%

5

of

the

*

of

role

22

0.44%

H

The subjects were required to analyze the nouns in column E, which originally
occupied the asterisk (*) in the phrase but were moved to the end for convenience
purpose. The result of the analysis was tagged in column H. If a noun could be
categorized into more than one category (e.g., bank, as in (1) a financial establishment,
and (2) the land alongside or sloping down to a river), all categories would be provided.
Furthermore, the subjects were required to provide their own criteria for the
categorization. An example of their definitions is displayed in Figure 1.4

Figure 1. Definitions of Semantic Categories by Subjects

The two experimenters in-charge would then collect and standardize the results
from all subjects. If inconsistency was detected, revisions by the subjects were required.
After the coding, one of the experimenters then went through each of the instances for
all 22 prepositions and checked whether consistency was reached. With the criteria and
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the revisions, the analysis process was made more systematic. Some parts of final
results of the subjects’ analysis are shown in the following snapshot as examples.

Figure 2. Sample of Completed Coding

Based on the results of the semantic coding, results such as the following Tables 2 and 3
were obtained. Since the lists are long, this paper only provides the selective categories.
Twenty-two tables for twenty-two prepositions were prepared.

Table 2. Selective Semantic Features of NOUNS in [on the NOUN of]

Categories Groups of Noun Collocates

Explanation

1

on the (edge, verge, side) of,
The nouns in on the * of usually
on the (top, surface, end, point, denote positions. The first three (edge,
back) of
verge, side) have similar meaning. The
other five (top, surface, end, point,
back) can be used to denote different
location or positions on concrete
subjects; moreover, point and end can
also refer metaphorically to a temporal
meaning.

2

on the (basis, grounds, floor)
of

The three nouns all refer to the base of
something. However, on the basis of
and on the grounds of tend to be
followed by abstract nouns while on
the floor of usually go before concrete
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nouns.
3

on the (day, night, morning) of

The three nouns refer to different
period of daytime.

4

on the (face, outskirt, site)

The three are concrete (visible) nouns

5

on the (role, subject, eve,
future, development, use,
number, question, nature,
issue)

These are abstract nouns. The phrases
with subject, question, or issue here
are usually followed by different
topics or themes for discussion.

Table 3. Selective Semantic Features of NOUNS in [at the NOUN of]

Categories Groups of Noun Collocates

Explanation

1

at the (end, top, back, bottom,
centre, edge, base, side, front)

These are nouns denoting locations.

2

at the (beginning, start)

The nouns denoting different time also
occur frequently in this construction.

3

at the (head, hands, heart,
foot)

The nouns refer to different parts of a
body are found here.

Based on the semantic coding of the nouns, we further confirm that it is possible that the
nouns that share the same construction reflect certain similar clusters of meanings. In
order to examine further how far these similarities can be measured, the following
computational process was undertaken.

II.2 Automatic Data Extraction
In order to calculate all the possible verbs and nouns that might fill the [VERB] and
[NOUN] slots of [(VERB) PREPOSITION the NOUN of], a program was written to
measure the combination of these verbs and nouns respectively. The program utilized
the following steps:
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a) First, based on the retrieved data indicated in Table 1 above, the occurrences of each
verb or noun that appears with respective preposition were recorded. For instance,
for [PREPOSITION the NOUN of], the instance about the nature of would mark 1
occurrence for nature under the preposition of about. For [VERB PREPOSITION
the NOUN of], seen against the background of would mark 1 for seen as well as 1
for background for the preposition against.
b) For both verbs and nouns, all lemmatized forms were counted as a similar group
(e.g., seen was grouped under see and so were saw, sees, see, and seeing). The
lemmatization process followed Someya’s (1998) e-lemma list.
c) A normalized score called z-score was then used to measure the occurrences of
verbs and nouns that found in these two constructions, respectively. Z-score was
selected because it reduces problems where a word is particularly high or low in
frequency.5

As our previous hypothesis assumed that all the verbs and nouns that occur with a
similar preposition might share certain similarities, our program included also a
calculation of similarities. This was executed through finding out the common shared
hypernym(s) for any two verbs or nouns in a lexical resource called WordNet 3.0 (cf.
Fellbaum, 1998). The following example (1) shows two nouns for among in the
[PREPOSITION the NOUN of] construction.

(1) (a) among the group of
(b) among the world of

In WordNet, we first found many different synsets (synonymous sets) for group and
14

world, respectively. These synsets indicate the different meanings of group and world.
Group has three synsets of nouns whereas world has seven synsets of nouns. Each of the
three synsets from group will be paired with each of the synsets from world to finding
any common hypernyms. The number of common hypernyms was then recorded,
presented in z-scores.
The results are shown in Table 5 below. A high z-score might mean the nouns or
verbs of these prepositions possess a higher number of common hypernyms. A higher
number of common hypernyms usually means that the meanings among the nouns or
verbs (respectively) might be closer to one another. This part of the analysis thus
attempted to prove our hypothesis of semantic relatedness among the nouns or verbs
respectively in the [(VERB) PREPOSITION the NOUN of] construction.

Table 5. Total Z-scores of Different Types of Nouns

Prep

Total Z-score
Nouns

Verbs

as

12.01

-1.5

with

11.72

from

Prep

Total Z-score
Nouns

Verbs

off

-0.17

1.22

-1.25

onto

-0.42

-0.51

11.65

-2.41

above

-0.73

0.14

of

10.25

-0.08

in

-1.19

0.83

across

1.94

-0.7

down

-1.8

-1.09

like

1.73

0.03

on

-3.25

-1.66

around

1.49

1.60

about

-4.36

-0.35

against

1.21

0.07

into

-4.86

-2.21

among

0.97

0.31

for

-5.35

-2.19

at

-0.01

0.87

after

-6.14

-0.51

beside

-0.13

0.04

by

-7.82

4.90

The results in Table 5 show that some prepositions (as, with, from, and of)
co-appear with nouns with higher z-scores but their verbs are not necessary displaying
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higher z-scores. These controversies demonstrate that the types of nouns co-occurring
with these prepositions (as, with, from, and of) are more similar than their verbs are. For
instance, a closer investigation through the semantic coding in the previous section
shows that the NOUNs in [as the NOUN of] displays semantic groups related to amount
(such as amount, sum, majority, proportion, ratio, etc.) and point in time or space (such
as end, beginning, center, start, last, first, etc.), etc. The VERBs in [VERB as the
NOUN of] (e.g., regarded as, seen as, defined as, calculated as, etc.) are more varied
and harder to generate a pattern.6
Other than that, Table 5 also shows a reverse pattern, i.e., some VERBs in [VERB
by the NOUN of] seem to show a higher z-score than those of NOUNs in [by the NOUN
of]. This indicates that constructions such as completed by the NOUN of, approved by
the NOUN of, divided by the NOUN of, etc. might share higher similarities than those of
[by the NOUN of]. From this example, too, we might assume that those possessing
higher scores for verbs are likely to form stronger bondage for [VERB+PREP] than
those of nouns. However this part will need further investigation, as the measurement of
bondage is not the current focus of this work but will be an interesting aspect to explore.
To summary this section, we used a computational program to calculate the
similarities of meanings among the NOUNs or VERBs in the constructions [(VERB)
PREPOSITION the NOUN of]. The results may help explain whether a noun behaves
similarly with or without the presence of a verb in the construction [(VERB)
PREPOSITION the NOUN of]. As shown in Table 5, the nouns may not behave
similarly with the presence of the verbs under a similar construction.

IV. CONCLUSION
Different from previous studies, our sequences of words contain two patterns – one with
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the presence of the head verb [VERB PREPOSITION the NOUN of], and one without
the head verb [PREPOSITION the NOUN of]. This paper analyzes the semantic
features shared by all the VERBs and NOUNs in the lexical bundle [(VERB)
PREPOSITION the NOUN of]. In order to ensure that the nouns are semantically
related, an experiment was run in which subjects were asked to code the semantic
features of the nouns in this construction. To compare the data, an automatic data
extraction program was run to measure the shared meaning (their hypernyms) in a
lexical resource.
Some limitations remain because the verbs in [VERB PREPOSITION the NOUN
of] especially the copulas BE (e.g., was among the members of) were not completely
dealt with at the present stage. These copulas might cause problems as they do not
possess specific meaning and they also tended to be dropped in the WordNet searches.
The hypothesis-testing of semantic relatedness on the verbs, therefore, will need further
inspection.

Notes
1.

Although more attention will be given to the nouns first.

2.

In addition, some prepositions (among, around, at, in, of, and on) appear to be less likely to form
verb-particle constructions, as their most frequent patterns collocate more often with a copular BE,
showing the tendency of the prepositions to become a single preposition rather than a verb-particle
combination.

3.

At present, only the nouns were discussed because the analysis of the verbs showed to display more
difficulties than expected. In addition to removing the copulas BE which contain no lexical meaning,
there was also the problem of selecting suitable semantic features.
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4.

Instructions and definitions were given in Mandarin for the avoidance of misunderstanding. The
results in Figure 1 might not represent the finalized code, as revisions and modification might have
been undertaken.

5.

More about z-score can also be found in McEnery and Wilson (1996) and Hunston (2002). McEnery
and Wilson further mentioned that z-score is particularly useful in “multiword unit” (pg. 87).

6.

When most of the verbs fell under a general category of ‘Act,’ this might mean a problem existed
with the WordNet verb trees and it was not due to the methodology itself. However, an evaluation of
the WordNet hierarchies is beyond the scope of the present work.
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The Construction of
The NCCU Foreign Language Learner Corpus
Siaw-Fong Chung, Shu-Yi Wang, Yu-Wen Tseng
1. Introduction
Learner corpora usually refer to a collection of written and/or spoken texts produced
by foreign or second language learners. These types of corpora document data verbatim
from learners‟ production of a target language in which specific features such as errors or
non-standard characteristics in the learners‟ language are considered as interlanguage
(Selinker, 1972; Corder, 1981) between the mother tongue and the target language. The
most often used methodology in analyzing a learner corpus is contrastive interlanguage
analysis (CIA) (cf. Gilquin, 2001; Granger, 1996), a method in which features in a learner
corpus are checked with those in a reference corpus which is based on native speaker data.
When comparing content of the two corpora, the existence of certain features or the lack
of them will be considered as specific characteristic of the learners‟ learning process.
To date, many learner corpora of English have been created and these corpora include
English data by foreign or second language learners of various backgrounds. The
International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE) (Granger, et, al., 2009) is an established
learner corpus documenting learners of different mother tongue backgrounds in Europe.
ICLE also collected data written by Chinese studying in the Europe. As for learner
corpora based on texts produced by Chinese learners, the Spoken and Written English
Corpus of Chinese Learners or SWECCL (Wen, Wang, & Liang, 2005 & 2007) from
China is a collection of test materials based on the English produced by Chinese learners
of English in China. A recent Taiwan-based learner corpus of English has been collected
by the Language Testing and Training Center (LTTC) based on texts produced by
examinees taking the General English Proficiency Test (GEPT) (cf. Cheung, Chung &
Skoufaki, 2010). These corpora are all based on texts produced by learners of English.
There are few learner corpora that are of texts produced by learners of other foreign
languages and there are even fewer which comprise of a collection of foreign languages
within one same corpus. CPATEI (Spanish-English Learners Written Parallel Corpus) (Lu
& Lu, 2009) is a project in Taiwan which collects learner data in Spanish produced by
Taiwanese learners.1 The same project also collected data from texts in Japanese,
German and Chinese written by Taiwanese learners. Another project is the project of
International Corpus of Crosslinguistic Interlanguage (ICCI).2 The ICCI project aims
both at collecting data from learners of English as well as from learners of different
foreign languages in countries such as Austria, China (Hong Kong), Israel, Poland,
Singapore, Spain and from Taiwan. The Taiwan data in the ICCI project come mainly
from students studying foreign languages at the LTTC. These projects have a similar
aim – to collect data from learners of various mother tongue backgrounds who are
1
2

http://corpora.flld.ncku.edu.tw/
http://cblle.tufs.ac.jp/llc/icci/
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learning different target languages. The following Figure 1 summarizes the three main
types of learner corpora.

Figure 1: Types of Learner Corpora
Target Language

A

English

B

Different Languages
(E.g., French, German, Japanese,
Spanish, English, etc.)

C

Different Languages
(E.g. French, German, Japanese
Spanish, English, etc.)

Mother Tongue

Different Languages
(E.g., French, German, Japanese,
Spanish, Mandarin, etc.)

Mandarin

Different Languages
(E.g. French, German, Japanese
Spanish, English, etc.)

In Figure 1 above, most of the existing learner corpora fall under type „A‟ with
English as the target language produced by learners from various language backgrounds.
Type „B‟ is a different kind of learner corpus because only one type of learners is targeted
at – learners whose mother tongue is Mandarin Chinese. In type „A,‟ learners whose
mother tongue is Mandarin constitute part of the many types of learners‟ language
backgrounds. As for type „B,‟ learners who speak Mandarin Chinese as their mother
tongue constitute the only type of language background while the targeted languages are
many, including English which, in contrast, is the only targeted language in type „A‟. In
type „C‟, language data are produced from learners of different language backgrounds
who are learning different target languages.
In this paper, we will detail the construction of a learner corpus based on learners at
National Chengchi University (NCCU) who are learning different languages, i.e., type
„B‟ in Figure 1. This newly created learner corpus is called the NCCU Foreign Language
Learner Corpus (hereafter NCCU Learner Corpus), which is funded by the College of
Foreign Languages and Literature in NCCU under the NCCU Top-Universities Program.
The main objective of this learner corpus project is to establish a corpus of different
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languages by collecting NCCU learners‟ written texts in both soft- and hardcopies. In
terms of data collection, the College of Foreign Languages and Literature in NCCU is
privileged in the sense that it includes language courses taught in twenty-three different
languages. Therefore, in terms of learning environment, NCCU provides a good resource
of data collection based on Taiwanese learners of various foreign languages. Since
learners of various target languages can be found in NCCU, a learner corpus built from
these languages will benefit research in the fields of second language teaching and
language pedagogy.
The above are some of the motivations which explain the rationale behind the
establishment of a foreign language learner corpus in NCCU. The overall aim is to
enhance the quality of language education and to boost research using local based data.
As of the second semester of the academic year of 2008, there were sixteen participating
professors in this project and they are experts in the following languages: English, French,
Japanese, Korean, Russian, and Arabic. At this stage, only written assignments have been
collected for these languages. Spoken data will only be considered at a later stage in the
development of the learner corpus.
In this paper, we introduce the features of the NCCU Learner Corpus and at the same
time, we provide documentation of how this corpus came into shape. We review some
learner corpora and discuss the steps necessary to create our learner corpus, all of which
are crucial information for the construction of a learner corpus. In addition, we also
provide future prospects of this learner corpus and discuss the applications of the corpus.
In the section below, we first review two of the learner corpora that we have mentioned
previously – the ICLE and the SWECCL.
2. Learner Corpora in Use: ICLE and SWECCL.
Learner corpora in English are seen in various forms. SWECCL 1.0 and 2.0 (Wen, et,
al, 2005 & 2007), two versions of the Spoken (SECCL) and Written (WECCL) English
Corpus of Chinese Learners created in China, were launched from 1996 to 2007. The
team of the SWECCL project collected recorded audio files for the SECCL from Test for
English Majors (TEM) and English learners‟ writings in China for the WECCL.
The steps involved in data collection to establishment of the SWECCL corpus can be
summarized by the authors of this work in Figure 2 below.
First, the project team decided to collect data from the TEM and writing assignments
from college students. After collecting all data, the team calculated the volume of data
and made duplicates for filing. When the data were all classified, the team started the
typing work including pre-training and assigning works to typists. The typists submitted
the digitalized data for electronic storage. The team then conducted a comprehensive
review of the digitalized data. To ensure that all the data was valid, spot checks were
conducted after two different comprehensive reviews and then the metadata and taggers
were added for storage into the corpus.
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Figure 2. Flow Chart of the Establishment of the SWECCL
Defining subjects and collecting data:
audio data from TEM 4 and TEM 8 and
written assignments from college
students

Data
Collection

Calculation of the number of assignments
and duplicating for filing

Training of typists and distribution of
typing tasks

Collection of the distributed works for
saving in the computer after an rough
check

First comprehensive review by team
members
Digitization

Collection of more data
if the volume did not
meet the designed
requirement

Spot check

Second comprehensive review by team
members

Spot check, addition of metadata, taggers
and storage into the corpus

Each of the two versions of SWECCL contains around 2,000,000 tokens, respectively
and all data were tagged. The SWECCL used CLAWS4 (Garside, 1987; Garside. & Smith,
1997 ), a grammatical tagging system established by Geoffrey Leech, Roger Garside and
Michael Bryant at Lancaster University in the United Kingdom, as its parts-of-speech
(POS) tagging system and the corpus was also lemmatized and error-tagged. As for the
SECCL (spoken), features of grammatical errors, mispronunciation, disfluency, self
repetition and pause fillers were also tagged. Example (1) below provides a tagged
sample of spoken errors in SECCL (Wen, Wang, & Liang, 2005: 27-29).
(1) Grammatical error: has <had>
Mispronunciation: need <leed>
Disfluency (long pause) …
Self repetition
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Pause fillers: um, yeah…
Since it is difficult to define all of the spoken features of learners of English, the
SWECCL project categorized the only the five main features that learners would most
probably produce. In (1), since the past tense was misused while the correct usage should
be has, the error is tagged in brackets. When a speaker pronounced need as leed, the
mispronunciation is tagged. The long pause, self repetition and pause fillers are common
features in the language produced by second language learners and these features are all
tagged.
As for the WECCL (written), a tagged sample is provided in (2).
(2) Spelling error: environment <sp-enviroment>
Grammatical error: works <gr-work>
Missing error: and <mis-and>
In (2), the team categorized three main errors, namely spelling error, grammatical
error, and omission error. The type of error is marked in brackets along with the original
data.
SWECCL 2.0 enriched the sources of its corpus source by adding recorded files from
TEM 8, a test for English majors at level 8, with more diversity in the writing topics. In
addition, the subjects in WECCL 1.0 were all English major students while WECCL 2.0
also included work from learners of different majors.
The International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE) (Granger,et, al., 2009) was
another learner corpus constructed for a project led by Sylviane Granger at the Université
catholique de Louvain. Starting in the 1990s, the project team collected writings of
English learners with different mother tongues. The first version was released in 2002 and
the second in 2009. Version 1.0 and 2.0 differ in the size of the corpus and learners of
different mother tongues involved. In addition, a built-in concordancer is available in the
latest version that enables the users to analyze the data in the CD-ROM.
The collaborators in the ICLE project followed a rigorous process of data collection.
The learners were required to be young adults who were university undergraduates with
advanced language proficiency, and they had to be learners of English as a foreign
language. The data are mainly in the form of argumentative academic writing with around
200,000 words in each sub-corpus. Table 1 below shows the distribution of essay types
and their word counts in each sub-corpus.
Table 1: Distribution of Learner Data from ICLEv2 (Granger, Dagneaux, Meunier, &
Paquot, 2009: 25-38)
National
Number of essays
Corpus size
Argumentative
Literary
Others
sub-corpus
(words)
Bulgarian
302
0
0
200,194
Chinese
982
0
0
490,617
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Czech
Dutch
Finnish
French
German
Italian
Japanese
Norwegian
Polish
Russian
Spanish
Swedish
Turkish
Tswana
TOTAL

197
252
357
295
422
133
366
312
361
275
199
302
280
519
5554

46
11
33
52
15
61
0
4
3
1
52
53
0
0
331

0
0
0
0
0
198
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
200

201,687
234,723
274,628
226,922
229,698
224,222
198,241
211,725
233,920
229,584
198,131
200,033
199,532
199,173
3,753,030

From this table we can see that the ICLE corpus is comprised of learner data from
learners of sixteen different countries whose written productions of English were
collected.
The data collected were lemmatized and part-of-speech tagged with CLAWS4. In
addition, in each text file, the essay code, deleted quotes and references, and illegible
words have been added as Figure 3 to 5 illustrate.
Figure 3. The Snapshot of the Code for Deleted Quotes <*>

Figure 4. Snapshot of the Code for Deleted Bibliographic References <R>

Figure 5. Snapshot of the Code for Illegible Words <?>

The ICLE project also designed a learner profile questionnaire that allowed for
analysis of a variety of task and learner variables which were later used as the basis for
the search criteria in the concordancer tool, as illustrated in Figure 6 to follow. For the
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task variables, the medium in this corpus is currently writing, and the field is all general
English. Other metadata were also included especially for describing the nature of
different texts. These metadata also served as filters while a query is made via the corpus
interface. The learner variables contain six variables (age, gender, mother tongue, region,
knowledge of other foreign languages and their time spent in staying in an English
speaking country) and two fuzzy variables (learning context and proficiency), which were
sorted when users input a query into the sub-corpus. However, the way ICLE presents the
metadata differs from SWECCL as the information is stored in a database linked to the
text files.
The metadata in the SWECCL are the control variables, such as writing topics,
writing time, modes or student types. Examples of the metadata are provided in (3)
below.
(3) (a) SECCL 1.0
<SPOKEN><TEM4><GRADE2><YEAR99><GROUP67><TASKTYPE1><SEXF
><RANK05>
(b) SECCL 2.0
<SPOKEN><TEM4><GRADE2><YEAR03><GROUP130><TASKTYPE 1 2
3><SEX T1=F, T2=F, T3=F, F><RANK=3>
From (3), one can see that the genre type, type of test, students‟ grade, college
entrance year, group, task type, students‟ gender and rank in a group were all the filter
while sorting search results in the corpus.
Figure 6. Task and Learner Variables Included in ICLEv2 (Granger, Dagneaux, Meunier,
& Paquot, 2009, 4)
International Corpus of Learner English
Task Variables
Medium

Genre

Field

Length

Topic

Task setting

Learner variables
Age

Gender

Mother tongue

Region

Other FLs
Learning context

Stay in English-speaking country
Proficiency level

In addition to the above mentioned corpora, there are also other learner corpora in
use nowadays, listed in Tables 2 and 3 to follow.
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Most of these corpora are learner corpora of English (Table 2). The English learner
corpora are on the increase from time to time, as more and more researchers are
becoming interested in creating learner corpora. Since English data can be found
relatively easier, the expansion in the number of English learner corpora has been quicker
than the other languages. In the following Table 3, there are details of learner corpora of
other languages which have also been created recently.
Table 2. Learner Corpora of English in Use
Corpora
ICCI
(The International
Corpus of
Crosslinguistic
Interlanguage)
LTTC
(The Language
Training and
Testing Center)
CLEC
(Chinese Learner
English Corpus)
SWECCL 2.0
(Spoken and
Written English
Corpus of Chinese
Learners)
MELD
(The Montclair
Electronic
Language Learner
Database)
(Fitzpatrick &
Seemiller, 2001)
ISLE
(Italian and
German Spoken
Learners' English)
(Atwell, Howarth,
& Souter, 2003)
TLCE (Taiwanese
Learner Corpus of
English)
(Shih, 2001)
PELCRA
(Polish and English
Language Corpora
for Research and
Applications)

Year of
Creation

2008

Learner Corpora of English
Corpus Size
Learners’ Language
Data Types
(Tokens)
Background
Japanese, and learners
of foreign languages
Under
from Austria, China
construction
(Hong Kong), Israel,
Poland, Singapore,
Spain and Taiwan

Annotation

Unknown

2008

262,178

Written

Mandarin

POS tagged
(to date)

2002

1,070,602

Written

Mandarin

POS tagged/
lemmatized

Mandarin

POS tagged
/spoken
feature /error
tagged/
lemmatized

2002

2,000,000

Spoken
/Written

2000

100,000

Written

Various

Partially
tagged by
annotators
without a
predetermined
error list

2000

11,484
utterances

Spoken

German and Italian

Spoken
features
annotated

1999

730,000

Written

Mandarin

POS tagged /
lemmatized

Polish

Parallel and
comparable
corpora
between
English and
Polish (POS
tagged by
CLAWS)

1997

500,000

Written
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SWECCL 1.0
(Spoken and
Written English
Corpus of Chinese
Learners)
HKUST
(Hong Kong
University of
Science and
Technology)
ICLE (International
Corpus of Learner
English)
JEFLL (Japanese
EFL Learner)

1996

2,000,000

Spoken/
Written

Mandarin

POS tagged
/spoken
feature
tagged/error
tagged

1991

25,000,000

Written

Cantonese

POS tagged
and partial
error tagged

1990

3,753,030

Written

Various

With headers/
not tagged

unknown

700,000

Written

Japanese

Unknown

From Table 2, we can see an overview of the development of English learner corpora in use
around the world as well as the main features of each corpus. In the following Table 3, four
learner corpora for various foreign languages are shown.
Table 3. Learner Corpora of Other Languages in Use
Learner Corpora of Other Languages
Corpora
NCCU Foreign
Language Learner
corpus
(Various
Languages)
CATE (Spanish,
Japanese, German
and Chinese)
(Lu & Pai, 2007)
USP Multilingual
Leaner Corpus
(Tagnin, 2006)

Learners’
Language
Background

Annotations

Written

Mandarin

To be carried
out in the
second phase
of the project

Unknown

Written

Mandarin

Lemmatized
and POS
tagged

200,000

Written

Brazilian

Unknown

Year of
creation

Corpus Size
(Tokens)

2008

Under
construction

2005

2002

Data Types

The above has discussed two types of existing learner corpora currently in use. In
the following section, we provide the steps being used to build the NCCU Foreign
Language Learner Corpus at the first stage.
3. Steps in Creating the NCCU Foreign Language Learner Corpus
As Granger (2002) mentioned, a learner corpus will require strict design by
considering factors such as learner age, language proficiency, mother tongue background,
etc., thus the NCCU Foreign Language Learner Corpus defines different sets of data
based on years of learning at university, age, tasks, topics, modes of tasks, etc. Detailed
information about its creation is introduced in the following sections.
3.1 Collection and Digitization of Assignments
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Since the College of Foreign Languages and Literature in NCCU is composed of a
wide range of foreign language departments including English, Arabic, Japanese, Korean,
Turkish, French, Slavic languages and other European language programs, it is an
advantage for us to build up a multilingual learner corpus. Sixteen professors from
different language department/program/language center and one professor from computer
science are participating in this project. So far, we have collected and uploaded data from
English, Arabic, Japanese, Korean, French and Russian (to date). The steps taken for
collecting and digitizing data are given in Figure 7 and are described as following.
Step 1: Collection of assignments by participating professors
Subjects of NCCU foreign language learner corpus were learners taught by the
sixteen participating professors. These students had agreed to add their assignments as
part of our learner corpus project. They did so by signing a consent form handed out by
professors who taught them. Students were informed and given an opportunity to accept
or reject signing the consent form. Details of the language background of the learners
were also collected by requesting them to fill in a standardized language background
form. Students‟ identity was kept anonymous when their assignments were displayed in
the learner corpus.
Figure 7.

Procedures of Data Collection and Digitization
Step1: Collection of assignments
by participating professors

Data
Collection

Step 2: Calculation of the number of
works
Reviewing required attachments

Step3: Classification and encoding of
the assignments
Creation of metadata

Step 4: Arrangement of the typing
schedule
Establishment of the corpora and
students‟ learning background database

Digitization

Tracking of missing
consent forms and
students’ learning
background forms

Step 5: Review of the inputted corpora
and students‟ learning background
database
Addition of the metadata

Step 6: Submission for programming

The modes in which the students‟ assignments could come in included homework,
in-class exercises, or exam tasks. Participating professors provided hard- and/or
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softcopies of the assignments, which were centrally collected by the project assistants.
Step 2: Calculation of the number of texts and review of the required attachments
After receiving the assignments from the participating professors, the project team
members calculated, double-checked and re-organized the assignments and recorded
them in statistical form. Each time a set of assignments was submitted, the professors
provided a description form indicating the nature of the assignments (the metadata here).
Thus, the team members also needed to assure that all of the required forms were
submitted. If any form was found missing, the team members would immediately ask the
subjects involved to re-submit the forms. A collected assignment would be invalid
without a complete set of consent, language background and assignment descriptors, and
thus not included in the learner corpus. Therefore, every step was taken to ensure that a
standardized procedure was followed.
Step 3: Classification and encoding of assignments and creation of metadata
The next step involved classifying and encoding assignments. This was done by
languages, by sets of assignments and by subjects. Each assignment was encoded as the
following in line with the classification procedures. First, a language code was provided,
followed by the assignment set number. Then, the student code was added. The final code
would be, for example, E001001 in which the „E‟ stands for the language of English; the
first „001‟ stands for the first set of the assignments provided by the professor and the
following „001‟ stands for the first subject (the code is underlined in this paper in order to
show the two „001‟s). After coding the assignment, the next step was to code the metadata
descriptions enclosed with the assignments. The example in (4) shows one set of
metadata. Each piece of assignment was coded as (4) below. Here is an example of the
metadata:
(4) #Subject: E001002
#Language: English
#Course: College English
#Grade: freshman
#Collected_date: 2009/07/07
#Topic: Writing narration
#Mode: blogs
#Type: descriptive
#Type: narrative
#Purpose: homework
#Group/individual: individual
#Version: first
In (4) above, one can see the metadata of the subject, language, course, grade,
collection date, topic, mode, type of assignment, purpose, group/individual and version
used for defining a text. Each of these variables may be used as a filter for sorting queries
on the website.
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Step 4: Arrangement of typing schedule and establishment of the corpus interface
At least two independent typists were recruited for each language– the first typed the
handwritten assignments; the second served as a checker. Since double checking was
necessary for assuring the typed data were the same as the collected data, these two
typists double-checked each other‟s typed assignments. Before the start of every typing
session, which took place in a similar office in the college building, the team members
would give clear instructions about the typing procedures, the format in which the work
was to be saved and the coding logic. All typists were also requested to sign a consent
form to preserve the confidentiality of the corpora data. All typing took place during
office hours and none of the assignments were taken home by the typists. All data were
typed as .txt files and students‟ information were recorded in excel format (see Figures 8
and 9).
Figure 8. Saving the Format and Finished Text

Figure 9. Students’ Profile in Excel File
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From Figure 8, one can see a completed text containing a text body with metadata,
which has been checked. All checked files were saved as new files in the UTF-8 format.
Figure 9 is a sample of a students‟ profile. The language learning background of the
students was recorded in Excel. Mapping to each subject number (column B), all related
information including register number, name, gender, department, grade, mother tongue
and other information were saved as the variables in the system.
Step 5: Review of typed assignments and students‟ learning background database and
addition of metadata
When a typist finished a piece of assignment, a second typist reviewed all the typed
data in terms of its content, format and the completeness of the students‟ background
information. After the data had been confirmed by the second typist, the metadata for
each piece of assignment was attached to the bottom of the data. The following writing
sample in (5) shows the appearance of a completed text.
(5)
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After that, the typed texts were saved as independent files with marked “checked,” shown
in Figure 10 below.
Figure 10. Finished Files

The electronic copies were re-formatted by our typists so that they followed the
same coding convention as that of hardcopies.
Step 6: Submission for programming
When the typing and attachment of metadata were all accomplished, the assignment
sets would then be submitted to the project programmer to be uploaded onto the learner
corpus database.
The next section will focus on the creation of the interface.
3.2 Creation of the Interface of the NCCU Foreign Language Learner Corpus
The NCCU Learner Corpus is now available at http://learnercorpus.nccu.edu.tw. The
interface has already been created and the content is currently available for research
purposes.
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Currently-collected data from students‟ written assignments have been archived, and
basic search functions, such as vocabulary search, are available in use now. Furthermore,
detailed data descriptions, such as collection dates, types of assignments and nature of
assignments, etc., can be found. Most importantly, the metadata of each item of data
searched, such as gender and age, are clearly presented in the interface. The NCCU
Learner Corpus website is presented as follows (Figure 11).
Figure 11. Interface of the NCCU Foreign Language Learner Corpus

Since our learner corpus is multi-lingual, the data encodings of the different
languages are very different; most are not ASCII-based characters. Although Ross (1984)
suggested data handling methods for each non-Roman character set, it is still hard to
process corpora texts in different languages and display multi-lingual results in the same
interface. In order to simplify data encoding from the different languages, we used UTF-8
for the internal encoding to store our corpora data because UTF-8 can be used to handle
most of the world‟s writing systems. Thus, a program was written to convert all
non-UTF-8 encoded data into the UTF-8 coding system. We also extracted all metadata to
enable search functions according to the entries in the metadata, as shown in the top of
Figure 11.
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Figure 12. Scope of the NCCU Foreign Language Learner Corpus Web System

Figure 12 is the flow chart presenting the process when users enter a query at the
interface. When a user searchers for a token, the first step is to select the language. Once
the language is defined, the system will decide which process should be operated, and the
interface will display the concordance table and the filter selection. Users can use the
second level of filters to narrow down the range of texts.
For the interface, two levels of filter functions are shown. The first level can be
designated before a query takes place, i.e., at the top row in Figure 11 above (enlarged in
Figure 13 below). The categories one can first delimit are gender, year, and affiliation.
The second row in Figure 13 shows the types of languages (there are five at this stage)
and the designated window size.
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Figure 13. Querying Interface with Basic Filters and Designated Window Size

As for the second level of filtering, metadata such as collection date, mode, type,
purpose and nature of assignments are processed, as shown in the third row in Figure 14
below. These five filtering categories can only perform the logic “AND” function if two
or more categories are selected.
Figure 14. Second Level of Filters

As for the logic of the programs, in order to process different languages, two
separate systems were created – one is based on roman-character languages (English and
French) and the other on non-roman-character languages (Japanese, Korean and
Arabic).3As can be seen in Figure 14 above, there is an option for displayed left/right
window size. The nature of the two separate systems used for running the different
languages will have an impact on the display of window size, since each language has to
be defined differently according to window size. At the current stage, a word in the
roman-character languages is judged using a space as a delimiter. Non-roman-character
languages, however, are only counted by the amount of memory occupied in the
program.4
In Figure 14 above, when a search query is made, an exact match of the window size
for presenting will be produced. All matching data are displayed in the formed of aligned
concordance lines. We also applied the AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript And XML)
function in which users can obtain more data of the left or right of the context by clicking
on „more previous context‟ (更多前文) or „more after context‟ (更多後文).
In the current simple version of the interface, punctuation problems occur in all
languages and they are inconsistent, mainly due to the variations in the coding for of the
different languages. In the case of the roman-character languages, since their delimiter is
a space, the query result will show punctuation adhering to query words. For example, as
we query computer, CALL (computer also appears as part of the result, as shown in
Figure 15 below. This is because the acronym CALL, the left bracket „(„ after it, and the
query word computer were written as a single word by the learners. As all data from
3

Learner data from Russian had not been uploaded yet at the time when this paper was being written.
Huge difficulties were encountered when processing these different languages. This paper reports work to
the current stage so far.
4
Thus far, this is not an ideal way to display the information but once segmentation takes place, the size of
the displayed window will be greatly improved.
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learners were kept verbatim, the missing space may cause this problem, although it can
also be taken as a special feature of the learners‟ language.
Figure 15. Example of Punctuation Problems

As for the non-roman-character languages, we used „\b‟ flag as a regular expression
to identify an exact-match word. The window size of languages such as Japanese and
Arabic is based on the amount of memory occupation in the program on the left and right
of the query word. Figure 16 below is an example of querying „留学‟ in Japanese where
the left window size is -8 and the right window size is +3.
Figure 16. Selecting Different Window Size for Different Sides (Japanese)

In addition, we have also added a wild-card function (*) for all of the languages. For
example, when querying „얼*나’ in Korean, the system will show the results in Figure 17
below.
Figure17. Wild-Card Function (in Korean)

In addition to the displays of English, Japanese and Korean shown above, the
interface also enables queries for French and Arabic at the present phase, As
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demonstrated in Figures 18 and 19 below:
Figure 18. Queries for French

Figure 19. Queries for Arabic
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4. Future Improvements of the NCCU Foreign Language Learner Corpus
In order to create a learner corpus with annotations, we suggest to implement the
following improvements – POS and error Tagging.5
4.1 Lemmatization and Parts-of-Speech (POS) Tagging
Lemmatization refers to the conversion of all derived forms to their root form, such as
see for seeing, saw and seen. The lemmatized forms will be tagged along with POS.
According to Hunston (2002), tagging functions as a label to allocate POS to each word
in a corpus. For instance, in the SWECCL, the tagging methodology is facilitated by
CLAWS4. CLAWS4 was initially used for tagging the British National Corpus with 100
million words and the task was completed in 1994. It has since been utilized for tagging
other English corpora. CLAWS4 contains ten grammatical categories with 137 taggers
which can be used to label words. In the case of tagging in the SWECCL, the accuracy
can reach 94.5%. A sample of tagged text is shown in (6) below for the SWECCL.
(6) Education <NN1> is <VBZ> a <AAT2> lifelong <JJ> processs <NN1> . <.>
NNI: singular common noun
VBZ: be verb “is”
AAT2: singular article
JJ: general preposition
.: period
Even though CLAWS4 was not originally designed for use with a second language
learner corpus, the POS tagging can help researchers to conduct studies on language
learning and teaching by observation of the grammatical features used by learners. For
our learner corpus, we will follow the tagsets in CLAWS4 for English. As for the other
languages in our learner corpus, POS tagging will be carried out based on the features of
each language. At this stage, we are still looking into tools suitable tools for use in
tagging these languages. The Hidden Markov Model-based POS tagger for Arabic is
claimed to achieve a state-of-the art performance of 97% (Shamsi & Guessoum, 2006).
For French data, the TreeTagger might be possible for its part-of-speech tagging6. No
(2007) has proposed a KWGInterpreter for Korean POS tagging. For Russian,
RussianPOSTagger is available for tagging Russian texts7. For Japanese data, the
Japanese tagger ChaSen might be suitable for tagging POS8. These tools still require
evaluation for use at a later stage when the actual tagging process is conducted. We have
still to evaluate the use of these tools in our design of the NCCU tagging process.
4.2 Error Tagging
As for error tagging, the errors produced by learners can also be highlighted in the
system. The following example in (7) shows an example with its error tagged from the
5

The tagging of the different languages requires specific tools for the respective languages. This is one of
the obstacles we need to overcome at this stage.
6
http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/corplex/TreeTagger/
7
http://rupostagger.sourceforge.net/
8
http://chasen-legacy.sourceforge.jp/
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WECCL (written).
(7) Examples of written errors are provided as following:
Spelling error: environment <sp-environment>
Grammatical error: works <gr-work>
Missing error: and <mis-and>
Manual tagging is required for all languages included in this project, since a fully
automatic tagging system for errors is hard to accomplish. The most difficult part of
manual tagging is the lack of consensus on a similar error rated differently by different
raters. Granger (2003) pointed out that elaborated guidelines for tagging should be
utilized with detailed principles for handling error categories. In general, two taxonomies
for error coding have been commonly agreed upon in previous work, including linguistic
category classification and a target modification taxonomy (Tono, 2003). The former
refers to linguistic features such as lexis and tense, and the latter refers to features that
differ from the form used by native speakers, such as omission and the change of order
(Díaz-Negrillo & Fernández-domínguez, 2006). In the following section, we show
several applications of the NCCU Learner Corpus.
5. Applications of the NCCU Foreign Language Learner Corpus
Learner corpora have been adopted in the analysis of various aspects of linguistic
analysis, including the lexical analysis of words, collocations and colligations, as well as
the analysis of syntactic structures. They provide an authentic resource for analyzing and
observing learners‟ language, which might have implications for second language (L2)
acquisition.
Contrastive interlanguage analysis (CIA) compares the language used by native
speakers and that produced by language learners (Granger, 1996). As Granger noted, in
the ICLE project, the function of the corpus collected is devoted to the CIA analysis
according to two types of comparison are usually made- the comparison of native
language (the reference in which corpus) and interlanguage (or non-native varieties), as
well as the comparison between (or among) interlanguages. Due to the differences in the
type of learner corpora (the ICLE is type A while the NCCU learner corpus is type B, cf.
Figure 1 previously), comparisons will possibly be conducted cross-linguistically to
investigate how learners might perform in different languages.
The data in learner corpora are often contrasted with that of the native speaker
corpora by centering on a linguistic feature to examine whether that feature is used more
frequently (or overuse) or less frequently (underuse) than native speaker corpora. For
example, Liu and Shaw (2001) evaluated EFL learners‟ knowledge of the verb make,
which appears at a high frequency and has various meanings, by comparing the results of
a learner corpus and a native speaker corpus. They questioned learners‟ qualitative
knowledge of vocabulary instead of gauging the quantity of words learners know. The
result showed that learners‟ knowledge of a word is different from that of the native
speakers‟. In another study, Chen (2006) analyzed her self-collected corpus comprised of
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papers written by Taiwanese MA TESOL students by using ten journal articles from two
TESOL journals as the reference corpus. She explored the learners‟ use of conjunctive
adverbials and found that the connectors were overused and sometimes misused at the
word-level. Palacios-Martínez and Martínez-Insua (2006) examined Spanish learners‟ use
of the existential there by analyzing two learner corpora in comparison to two native
speaker corpora. They found that the uses of there differ in frequency, structural
complexity, polarity and pragmatic value. In Gilquin, Granger, and Paquot‟s (2007)
evaluation of learners‟ EAP writing, they compared learner corpus data with the native
speaker data and found a number of problems that learners might encounter in academic
writing. The learner corpora, moreover, can be utilized for materials design and
corpus-informed tools for learning.
In addition to research of written learner corpora, study of the results produced by
spoken corpora also help researchers identify problems and features of learner language.
Shirato and Stapleton (2007), for example, examined a spoken learner corpus of Japanese
learners of English, proving that the learner corpus is a useful tool for revealing how
learner language differs from the native speakers‟.
With raw data, using the learner corpus, researchers can also investigate and contrast
the raw frequencies of words or collocations. Though less sophisticated, Granger (1996:
45) still confirmed this as a “very fruitful undertaking”, in regard to Granger, Meunier,
and Tyson‟s (1994) research on learner lexicon, which reveal learners‟ overuse of but and
under use of and. The application of concordancing further provides evidence of how
learners use a word in context and how it differs from the usage of native speakers.
When the corpus is parsed and tagged, research focusing on word categories and
syntactic structures can be conducted. By tagging the errors in L2 corpora, studies of
learners‟ errors under the framework of computer-aided error analysis can be conducted.
The ICLE has developed an error tagging system which utilizes purpose-built
menu-driven error editors. The Standard Speaking Test (SST) speech corpus has also
adopted a machine learning technique to detect learners‟ errors automatically (Izumi,
Uchimoto & Isahara, 2000). Research can thus be conducted to investigate interlanguage
errors of specific linguistic features; for example, the connector usage in essays written
by EFL learners of English (cf. Granger & Tyson, 1996).
Using the NCCU Learner Corpus, Chung and Tseng (2009) carried out a preliminary
analysis of the preposition to, focusing on the collocations and senses of to used by
language learners. The result showed that learners‟ misuse of this preposition only occurs
in lower frequency words, indicating that learners learn the to-collocates in chunks. The
errors were further analyzed, and possible reasons for the errors committed were
proposed. Moreover, comparisons to other languages are also possible as the NCCU
Learner Corpus features a multilingual learner corpus. Through analyzing learners‟
language use, researchers and teachers can both benefit from uncovering the features of
learner language and from revealing difficulties learners encounter, which would provide
both a comprehensive understanding of learners‟ knowledge about the language and at the
same time provide some implications for language teaching.
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6. Conclusion
More and more attention has been given to learner corpora in corpus building these
years. This paper introduces a newly created learner corpus called the NCCU Foreign
Language Learner Corpus. The construction of this corpus was facilitated by the
numerous varieties of language courses available at NCCU.
At this stage, the NCCU Learner Corpus has been uploaded to an online interface,
and some basic search functions have already been included. Additional training courses
will be given on a continual basis to all members. The major difficulty faced by this
project is the lack of professional programmers in languages other than English. Thus far,
our project has accomplished the first stage of data collection, although the data are
presented as raw data at the moment. These data are ready to be used for analyses despite
the absence of annotations, which are expected to be added in the second phase of this
project. In addition to keeping a comprehensive record of students‟ learning processes
and teachers‟ pedagogical materials, the ultimate objective of this project is to encourage
language educators to make further innovations in the pedagogical approaches, to
investigate the possible reasons for learners‟ language errors, and to carry out research
into linguistic and educational issues as well as to provide a better understanding for
language learning. It is certain that both language instructors and learners will benefit
immensely by this project.
Through using corpora, teachers can also investigate how students use certain
vocabulary items in writing and discover how these items have been used incorrectly.
This may thus prompt teachers to make advances in research.
Furthermore, by working on this project together, teachers can observe how features
of different languages may influence language learning among students who learn more
than two languages at the same time. This is one of the characteristics of contrastive
interlanguage analysis, in which cross-referencing is carried out for different languages.
At the college level, this project not only serves to unite language education and linguists
but also to encourage the exchange of teaching philosophies by teachers of different
languages. Based on the abovementioned advantages, this paper has outlined the need
and necessities in creating a foreign language learner corpus based on Taiwan contexts.
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Numeral Classifier Buah in Malay:
A Corpus-based Study*
Siaw-Fong Chung
National Chengchi University
This paper examines the classifier buah in Standard Malay in Malaysia. Many
studies (e.g. Adams & Conklin 1973, Allan 1977, Saalbach & Imai 2005) have
agreed that classifiers are closely related to categorization. In Malay, it has been
suggested that the classifier buah is able to classify things that do not have definite
types and shapes. Its classification of varied and seemingly dissimilar nouns raises
the question of whether buah is a general classifier. By analyzing nouns classified
by buah in Standard Malay from a collection of 5,009 news articles in Malaysia,
consisting of over a million words, this paper argues that buah not only has a
semantic function but also serves a cultural role. This paper also investigates the
connection between the different senses of buah and shows that its senses are often
metaphorically linked to ‘products’ (e.g. products of artifacts, products of
telecommunication, products of nature, products of thoughts, etc.). Through a
corpus-based analysis, we discern the meanings of buah and further postulate two
possible mechanisms for its selection, a result that eliminates the status of buah as a
general classifier.
Key words: numeral classifier, sense, Malay, buah, corpus

1. Introduction
Classifiers in general can be used to depict how objects are conceptualized by
humans. Tai & Wang (1990:38), in their investigation of Mandarin classifiers, state
clearly that there are similarities in the nouns classified by the same classifier:
A classifier categorizes a class of nouns by picking out some salient perceptual
properties, either physically or functionally based, which are permanently
associated with entities named by the class of nouns; a measure word does not
categorize but denotes the quantity of the entity named by a noun.
*
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In a different study, Allan (1977:285) also states that classifiers “have meaning, in the
sense that a classifier denotes some salient perceived or imputed characteristic of the
entity to which an associated noun refers.” These observations regarding the feature
properties of entities under the same classifier can also be seen in some cross-linguistic
work, such as Saalbach & Imai’s (2005) study, which examines the similarities of concept
classification for Chinese, Japanese, and German, and in Schmitt & Zhang’s (1998)
investigation of product classification for objects such as hair spray, soft drinks, lipstick,
pianos, and fax machines in Mandarin, Cantonese, and Japanese, based on the features of
size and shape. Through comparisons of the different languages, Schmitt & Zhang
(1998:120) emphasize how linguistic forms can display “representations of grammatical
structures” that “operate in the mind.”
In addition to cross-linguistic comparisons, there have been studies that try to create
a typology of classifiers. Aikhenvald (2003) is one such study that provides a distinction
of all types of classifiers. As a type of ‘classifier,’ noun classifiers can be seen in the use of
人 in Chinese in which noun phrases such as 投資人 invest-person ‘investor’ and 合夥人
partnership-person ‘partner’ are formulated. Unlike noun classifiers, numeral classifiers
usually quantify nouns by grouping those with similar features under the same classifier.
In addition to these two types of classifiers, there are others, such as verbal classifiers,
relational classifiers, and deictic classifiers, but these are not within the scope of the
current research.
For numeral classifiers specifically, their rich grammatical systems have been found
in many languages, such as Japanese, Chinese, Vietnamese, the Mon-Khmer, and the
Austroasiatic languages. Adams & Conklin (1973) and Jones (1970) represent two earlier
studies that have compared the features of numeral classifiers in several languages.
Adams & Conklin’s (1973:1) study investigates 37 Asian languages, “including representatives of the Malayo-Polynesian, Austro-Asiatic, Mon-Khmer, Sino-Tibetan, Altaic,
Dravidian, and Indo-Aryan families,” while Jones’ (1970) study examines the typological
differences between languages in Southeast Asia. In his investigation, Jones was able to
draw some similarities between the Malay numeral classifier system and those of Chinese,
Cebuano, Vietnamese, and two Mon-Khmer languages (Brôu and Sedang).
In addition to the above-mentioned typological research, studies on numeral
classifiers have also focused on the comparisons of semantic functions. In (1) below,
some of the semantic functions of numeral classifiers taken from Aikhenvald (2003:306)
are given.
(1) a. Animacy
b. Social status and kinship relation
c. Directionality and orientation
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d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Physical properties
Nature
Quanta
Arrangement
Functional properties

Among the dimensions in (1), Adams (1986:248) suggests that most Austroasiatic
languages reckon the animate function (1a) “to be primary.” Many languages, such as
Malay and Mandarin, also separate animate nouns from inanimate nouns. For instance,
animals are classified using ekor in Malay and 隻 in Mandarin. In contrast, inanimate
nouns usually appear within the parameters of (2) below.
(2) a.
b.
c.
d.

Round
Long and rigid
Long and slender or flexible
Flat

The parameters in (2) reflect the prototypical features of objects, such as round for
‘ball,’ long and rigid for ‘stick,’ long and slender or flexible for ‘hair,’ and flat for ‘land.’
These parameters, when manipulated, as was found in Tien et al. (2002) using
psycholinguistic rating and judgment tasks, can affect the selection of numeral classifiers
for less prototypical objects, such as a shorter-than-usual bone. Compared to the
prototypical long bone, the less prototypical one might result in less agreement among the
subjects when naming a suitable numeral classifier for it. This probably explains the
name for numeral classifiers, penjodoh bilangan, in Malay, which means ‘match-maker
for number.’ 1 As ‘match-maker,’ numeral classifiers share certain typical semantic
functions with their corresponding nouns. Examples of numeral classifiers in Malay can
be seen in (3) below, with the construction of [number-classifier-noun]. In Malay, only
the number ‘one’ se- appears as a clitic to the classifier, as in (3b).
(3) a.

dua keping kuih
two Class. cake
‘two slices of cake’

b. sekeping duit
kertas
one.Class. money paper
‘a bank note’
1

Hereafter, unless specified, all mentions of Malay refer to Malaysian Malay.
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In example (3) above, keping is a numeral classifier for thin, flat, and wide objects
(thus, two slices of cake and a bank note). Other numeral classifiers for inanimate objects
in Malay include biji for eggs and stones (2a); batang for sticks (2b); helai for hair (2c);
and bidang for land (2d). In addition to these commonly seen semantic features (i.e.,
shapes and sizes), Salehuddin & Winskel (2008:65) suggest that “the subcategorisation of
the Malay classifiers has [further] characteristics that are specific to Malay.” For instance,
kuntum is used only with flowers while laras is used only with firearms (p.71).
In contrast to the specific classifiers, buah seems to appear at the other continuum of
generality as a numeral classifier that can categorize ‘small round objects, in general’ in
Minangkabau (Marnita 1996:104) and one that can group ‘things with indefinite shapes
and types’ in Malay (the latter is a definition translated from a prestigious Malay
dictionary, Kamus Dewan (2002), cf. Table 2). Salehuddin and Winskel further state that
buah is used to classify three-dimensional objects that are inanimate count nouns with large
shapes and sizes (e.g. books, computers, and cupboards). In an attempt to find
corresponding numeral classifiers for buah, the following excerpt by Adams (1986:249)
relates the word trái, a word in Vietnamese that possesses a similar original meaning as
buah (i.e., ‘fruit’), to the counterparts of trái in different languages:
In those Austroasiatic languages which do use a classifier meaning ‘fruit’ to
count round objects, these classes normally include fruits, vegetables, eggs,
along with many other naturally occurring items as well as various artifacts.
For instance in Vietnamese, the word trái can be used to count fruits and
vegetables; body organs such as hearts and livers; pieces of earth and hills; and
bombs, balls and globes. Other languages with such classes include large bulky
items like mountains and houses. However, sometimes, numeral classifiers of
this type are used only to count such things as fruits, vegetables and nuts. This
is true in Khmu and in Vietnamese where there is a second classifier meaning
‘fruit’ which is borrowed from Chinese. [underlining added]
From the excerpt above, it seems clear that even though two different languages
share a classifier with similar function, differences can still be found. Therefore, it is not
surprising that in Malay, buah is used with bulky objects of both solid (e.g. house, car, big
rock, etc.) and abstract (e.g. idea, country, etc.) nature yet in Minangkabau, it is used with
small round objects.
Another issue related to buah is its status as a general classifier. In Hopper’s (1986)
study based on a classic 1923 manuscript entitled Autobiography of Abdullah bin Abdul
Qadir “Munshi”, buah was found to be highly frequent, co-appearing with a variety of
dissimilar nouns, including ship, hole, and abstract nouns such as idea. Hopper (1986:323;
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also in 1991) says the following regarding buah:
The most general classifier, BUAH, has almost lost any semantic, conceptual
content and is clearly going the way of WATU ‘stone’, which now exists only
as an appendage to sa- ‘one, a’ in the frozen form S(U)ATU ‘one, a’.
In this paper, we intend to respond to this observation concerning buah─that is,
whether it is a general classifier. We shall also examine the uses of buah in modern Malay
written texts, especially in newspapers. Using a self-collected corpus, the following
research question is asked:
(4) How can a corpus-based approach help identify the semantic functions of buah?
This question will be answered using news articles from the Malaysian online newspaper
Utusan Malaysia (http://www.utusan.com.my/) collected between 2005 and 2010. A
majority (93%) of the data come from 2010, while the remaining 7% are constituted by
data spreading between 2005 and 2007. This difference in the years of collection is partly
due to the restriction of the online newspaper archive, which allows only searches of
recent articles. The large amount of data from 2010 was collected automatically for a
continuous period of time in which 200 articles were recorded each day.2
Regarding the research question in (4), the hypothesis is that linguistic predictions
based on a particular genre can be made via a corpus. In order to shed light on the issue of
whether corpora data can help clarify the (non)general-classifier’s status of buah in Malay,
we inspected the noun collocates following buah in the corpus. We also examined the
origins of the nouns that buah classifies. By doing so, we were able to postulate that the
origins of these nouns may contribute to the determination of their corresponding
classifiers, in addition to the influence of semantic features (such as bulky in size, big in
shape, etc.).
Based on our corpora data, we can predict the possible mechanisms that may govern
the selection of buah as a numeral classifier to a noun by hypothesizing what would
happen if a newly invented, classifier-needing noun entered the Malay vocabulary. The
following section will discuss further the different uses of buah, including its relationship
with the ‘fruit’ reading.

2

The difference between periods, however, did not hinder the overall results because similar
patterns were found for the smaller sample of data from 2005 to 2007 and the larger, but more
representative, set of data in 2010.
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2. Buah as a classifier and its semantic functions
Dewan Bahasa lists nine senses for buah (2002:175). Their translations (by the
author) and parts-of-speech are provided in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Senses of buah in Dewan Bahasa (2002:175) and their translations
Sense Parts-ofDefinitions
Speech
1
Noun
bahagian tumbuhan yang
terjadi daripada bunga
atau putik (biasanya
berbiji)
2
Noun
biji yang agak besar dan
keras
3
Noun
benda yang menyerupai
buah tertentu
4

Noun

5

Noun

6

Numeral
classifier

7

Noun

8

Noun

9

Noun

Translations

Example
Sentences/Phrases
Pokok ini sudah ada
Part of a plant that
grows from a flower or buahnya
pistil (usually those that ‘This tree has borne
fruit.’
produce seeds)
Fruits that are quite big Buah kemiri
and hard
‘fruit of kemiri tree’
Things that are fruit-like Buah bidara
‘bead that looks like a
type of fruit named bidara’
bahagian (badan manusia Parts (body parts and
Buah lengan
dan lain-lain) yang
others) that are fruit-like BUAH upper.arm
menyerupai buah
‘biceps’
bermacam-macan benda
All kinds of round
Buah guli
bulat
objects
‘marble’
penjodoh bilangan untuk Numeral classifiers for Sebuah rumah
benda (bentuk atau jenisnya things with indefinite
‘one.BUAH house’
tidak tertentu)
shapes and types
(Kiasan) hasil sesuatu
(Figurative meaning)
Segala usahanya tidak
perbuatan (usaha dan
product of an action
memberi buah
lain-lain)
(effort, etc.)
‘All his/her effort did not
bring any result.’
(Kiasan) bahan, pokok,
(Figurative meaning)
Buah cakap
pangkal
issue, important thing, BUAH speak
or base of discussion
‘product of speech’
Movement or technique Buah sendeng sudah
pergerakan atau teknik
dipelajarinya
in self-defense arts to
dalam seni silat until
‘The technique of
stop the attack of an
mematahkan serangan
slanting has been learnt
opponent
lawan
by him/her.’

These nine senses clearly show that the term buah in Malay displays the following
meanings: literal fruit (sense 1) or a type of fruit (sense 2), fruit-like objects (senses 3 and
4), round objects (sense 5), a numeral classifier (sense 6), products (senses 7 and 8), and a
type of movement in martial arts (sense 9). Among these senses, sense 9 seems to be a
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different lemma, as its meaning cannot be directly related to the others. Senses 2 to 5 are
parts of the noun classifiers and an example is given in (5) below for sense 2. (All
translations are provided by the author. The date of the news articles from which the
instance is taken is given at the end of the translation.)
(5) kemasukan buah mangga dari negara jiran...
entrance
BUAH mango from country neighbor
‘the import of mangos from a neighboring country…’ (2005.5.3)
The meaning in (5), a type of fruit, is distinguished from the literal buah of sense 1,
which means ‘the product of plant growth’ (the basic meaning of ‘fruit’ in English from
Merriam-Webster online).3 In addition, many uses of buah are metaphorically motivated
(‘fruits of the body’) and they appear as compound nouns (e.g. buah lengan ‘biceps,’ and
buah pinggang ‘kidneys’).4 An example taken from the corpora is given in (6) below.
(6) subsidi rawatan dialisis kepada pesakit buah pinggang…
subsidy treatment diagnosis to
patient BUAH waist
‘subsidy for diagnosis treatment for patients with kidney problem…’ (2005.2.15)
Buah in this example constitutes one complete meaning to the words underlined (i.e.,
kidney). These uses of buah (i.e., fruits and body part terms) correspond to Adams’ (1986)
previous excerpt regarding the uses of trái for ‘body organs,’ such as ‘hearts’ and ‘livers.’
Nonetheless, these compound nouns are not the target expressions we shall investigate in
the current work and they will be removed from the corpora data. In contrast, the target of
this research is that from sense 6 (i.e., the numeral classifier meaning), exemplified in (7)
below.
(7) a.

dua buah meja disediakan untuk kaunter pendaftaran.
two BUAH table be.prepared for
counter registration
‘Two tables are prepared as registration counters.’ (2005.2.14)

b. syarikat itu sudah menerbitkan tujuh buah drama.
company that already publish
seven BUAH drama
‘That company has published seven dramas (on CDs).’ (2010.2.21)
3
4

http://www.merriam-webster.com/
One of the reviewers also pointed out that unless the body parts come in pairs (e.g. sepasang
mata ‘a pair of eyes’ and sepasang tangan ‘a pair of hands’), body parts usually do not need a
numeral classifier (thus, *sebiji kepala ‘one.BIJI head’ is incorrect) (cf. Asmah binte Haji Omar
1972).
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c.

sebuah
idea yang lahir daripada kepala Dr. Mahathir…
one.BUAH idea Rel. born from
head Dr. Mahathir
‘an idea that comes from (the head of) Dr. Mahathir…’ (2005.11.28)

From the examples in the corpus, we can see that buah classifies concrete objects
(7a), published objects (7b), and abstract ideas (7c). Other nouns classified by buah
include boat, house, table, chair, artwork, country, state, etc. Considering these various
types of nouns, the questions, therefore, are whether the definition ‘to group things with
indefinite shapes and types’ is good enough to represent the uses of buah as a numeral
classifier, and whether we should accept buah as a general classifier─a numeral classifier
that can take objects of all shapes and types.
In this paper, we propose that there are cognitive mechanisms governing the selection
of buah as a numeral classifier instead of the collapsed definition as given in Table 1
previously. In order to examine the uses of buah in modern Malay texts, we searched for
instances in Malay newspapers, as illustrated in the section below. This study also tries to
provide an explanation for the relatedness of the different uses of buah as a numeral
classifier via quantitative data.

3. Methodology
In order to examine the different nouns classified by different Malay classifiers, we
first referred to online teaching resources for grammar lessons, the results of which can be
seen in Table 2 below.5 The semantic functions of the numeral classifiers, translated
based on the definitions from Kamus Dewan, are shown in column two, and the list of
nouns assembled from the online resources is shown in column three.

5

See http://tatabahasabm.tripod.com/tata/pjodoh.htm and http://dst.schoolnet.my/default.php?page=
Senarai+Penjodoh+Bilangan for a list of nouns used with these different classifiers (accessed
April 9, 2010).
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Table 2: Examples of Malay numeral classifiers and their semantic functions
Malay
Semantic Functions of the Numeral
Malay Nouns
Numeral
Classifiers
(Taken from online teaching resources)
Classifiers
butir
Untuk barang-barang kecil yang bulat telur ‘egg’
beras ‘rice’
manik ‘bead’
peluru ‘bullet’
For things that are small and round
guli ‘marble’
labu ‘gourd’
biji
Bagi benda kecil dan lain-lain
belon ‘balloon’
lobak ‘carrot’
ketupat ‘dumpling’
kubis ‘cabbage’
For things that are small
telur ‘egg’
terung ‘brinjal’
gelas ‘glass’
bola ‘ball’
cawan ‘cup’
ketul
gumpal, kepal (nasi, tanah, dan
ais ‘ice’
batu ‘stone’
lain-lain), kerat (tulang, kayu, dan
daging ‘meat’
kepala ikan ‘head of a
lain-lain)
tulang ‘bone’
fish’

buah

keping

helai

bidang

Clod, lump of (rice, soil, etc.)
Incised (bone, wood, etc.)
Untuk benda (bentuk dan jenisnya
tidak tentu) (sense 6 in Table 1
previously)

rumah ‘house’
kereta ‘car’
komputer ‘computer’
meja ‘table’
For things with indefinite shapes and kerusi ‘chair’
types
beg ‘bag’
katil ‘bed’
tilam ’mattress’
buku ‘book’
bandar ‘town’
Bagi sesuatu yang pipih dan nipis
CD ‘CD’
(seperti kad, kertas, papan, dan
disket ‘diskette’
sebagainya)
DVD ‘DVD’
roti ‘bread’
For things that are flat and thin (a card, stem ‘stamp’
paper, board, etc.)
wang kertas ‘bank note’
Bagi benda yang tipis (seperti daun, kertas ‘paper’
daun ‘leaf’
rambut, kertas, kain, dan lain-lain)
rambut ‘hair’
For things that are thin (leaf, hair,
paper, cloth, etc.)
Bagi benda yang luas (seperti tanah tanah ‘land’
dan sebagainya)
sawah ‘farmland’

kotak ‘box’
radio ‘radio’
piano ‘piano’
kamera ‘camera’
negara ‘country’
negeri ‘state’
lagu ‘song’
karya ‘artwork’
catatan ‘records’
syiling ‘shilling’
gambar ‘photo’
kek ‘cake slice’
kad ‘card’
tiket ‘ticket’
kain ‘cloth’
baju ‘clothes’

kebun ‘plantation’
kain ‘cloth’

For things that are wide (land, etc.)
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Table 2 above shows some of the specific semantic properties classified by different
classifiers in Malay. In fact, Salehuddin & Winskel (2008:66) claim that “[t]he system of
Malay numeral classifiers is very complex and has to be formally taught in schools,”
especially those that are used with one specific type of noun but not any other (e.g.
kumtum). Most of the numeral classifiers in Table 2 above are defined using shapes and
sizes (butir, biji, keping, helai, and bidang). Only ketul is defined using examples by the
lexicographers. The nouns for buah (shaded), by contrast, seem to vary from big bulky
objects (e.g. house, car, and mattress) to more abstract objects (e.g. song, artwork, and
records). Based on these nouns, it is unclear what the relationship might be between ‘bag’
and ‘country.’ Should these dissimilar nouns lead to the conclusion regarding the general
classifier status of buah is a question this paper aims to address.
In order to answer the research question in (4), we examined a list of noun collocates
classified by buah based on 5,009 newspaper articles randomly collected via the search
archive system of Utusan Malaysia. For all news articles, section headings, titles, and
dates were kept. The results of this examination are shown below in Table 3.
Table 3: Types and tokens of the Malay corpus based on randomly
collected news articles
Word Tokens (Total Word Count)
1,671,570

Word
Types
45,751

Sentences
84,859

Mean Sentence Length
(in Words)
20.02

Table 3 shows that the corpus collected comprises more than one million tokens (or number
of words), with 45,751 word types, indicating an average ratio of 37 tokens per type. In
addition, there are 84,859 sentences and each sentence is about 20 words in length. Based
on this corpus, we searched for uses of buah in the data. Two concordancers, AntConc
3.2.1 (Anthony 2005) and WordSmith version 5 (Scott 2008), were then used to extract
all instances that end with buah (*buah with an asterisk serving as a wild card or just
buah).

4. Results
The search returned 2,602 instances of [buah+NOUN], constituting 0.17% of the
total word count. Some sentences with omitted nouns were also kept. An example of
[buah+NOUN] is given in (8a) while (8b) is a case for an omitted noun.
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(8) a.

ia mendarat di sebuah
padang di
it land
at one.BUAH field
at
Kalimantan Timur hari ini.
Kalimantan East today this
‘It [flying jet] lands at a field in East Kalimantan today.’ (2010.2.11)

b. ...dan menjangka untuk menjual 800,000 buah, tahun ini.
and estimate
to
sell
800,000 BUAH, year this
‘…and estimate to sell 800,000 [cars] this year.’ (2010.2.5)
Both examples in (8) were included in this study. Nonetheless, the 2,602 instances
returned exclude one instance of berbuah ‘with fruit/outcome,’ 52 instances of
buah-buahan ‘fruits,’ and 26 instances of anak buah ‘nephew/niece,’ as they are not the
focus of this study. From these 2,602 instances, 107 (4%) were compound nouns (e.g.
buah limau ‘lime,’ buah rasberi ‘raspberry,’ and metaphors such as buah fikiran
‘thoughts’) that are not related to the use of buah as a numeral classifier. After removing
the compound nouns, we further analyzed the remaining 2,495 instances for the semantic
meanings of buah and the types of nouns buah co-occurs with, which resulted in 395
types of nouns. The distribution of senses is shown in Table 4 below. The first column
lists the senses; the second and third columns provide the instances and their percentages,
respectively; and the last column provides the number of different types of nouns found
within each sense.
Table 4: Distributions of senses for the nouns classified by buah
Senses
Organization
(Country, company, team, state, government,
organization, etc.)
Artifact
(Subtypes: transportation, telecommunication,
furniture, small tools and objects, etc.)
Place
(Home, center, restaurant, room, university, city, etc.)
Building
(Mosque, factory, condominium, complex,
bungalow, warehouse, etc.)
Product of Arts/Writing
(Subtypes: writing in print, arts, performance, etc.)
Area
(Land, field, area, etc.)

Instances

Percentages

Number of
Noun Types

546

21.88

20

494

19.80

97

462

18.52

37

439

17.60

25

255

10.22

17

106

4.25

59
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System
(Program, model, system, tradition, etc.)
Event
(Unification, development, placement, application,
etc.)
Product of Nature
(Cave, pool, stone, mountain, hill, etc.)
Product of Thoughts/Intellect
(Philosophy, hope, decision, etc.)
General Things
(Thing, entity, asset, etc.)
Total

58

2.32

40

57

2.29

56

51

2.04

24

21

0.84

4

6

0.24

16

2,495

100.00

395

Table 4 shows that the most frequent sense for nouns classified by buah is
‘organization,’ as in sebuah negara ‘one.BUAH country,’ followed by three senses
(‘artifact,’ ‘place,’ and ‘building’) with about 18% to 20% each. The author differentiated
‘place’ from ‘building’ (and from ‘area’) because ‘place’ refers to a non-definite building,
as shown in (9a) below.
(9) a.

Fara Nadia, 21, yang kini menuntut di sebuah
pusat pengajian
Fara Nadia 21 Rel. now study
at one.BUAH center research
tinggi di Amerika Syarikat (AS)...
high at United States…
‘Fara Nadia, 21 years old, who is now studying in a research center (of
higher education) at the United States...’ (2010.2.7)

b. …dalam satu perhimpunan haram anjuran Hindraf di depan.
in
one gathering
illegal hosting Hindraf at front
sebuah
kuil, tiga tahun lalu.
one.BUAH temple three year ago
‘…in an illegal gathering hosted by Hindraf in front of a temple three years
ago.’ (2010.2.6)
In (9a), ‘a research center of higher education’ refers to a ‘place’ rather than a ‘building.’
In contrast, (9b) refers to a physical ‘building,’ a temple, rather than a ‘place.’ In addition
to interpreting via context, the author used a prototypical criterion (cf. Ungerer & Schmid
2006) to decide whether a visual of a building could emerge when analyzing a building
versus a place. In the example above, (9b) provides a more vivid visual of a building than
(9a) does.
‘Building,’ which possesses a category of its own in Table 4, was also differentiated
from ‘artifacts,’ which consist mainly of transportation (kereta ‘car,’ lori ‘lorry,’ etc.),
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telecommunication (telefon ‘telephone,’ satelit ‘satellite,’ etc.), furniture (meja ‘table,’
almari ‘cupboard,’ etc.), tools (alat ‘tool,’ jentera/mesin ‘machine,’ etc.) and other small
objects (beg ‘bag,’ album ‘album,’ etc.). ‘Area,’ with only 4.25% of the total nouns, is a
category for objects that are neither ‘building’ nor ‘place.’ This group comprises nouns
such as kawasan ‘area,’ unit ‘unit,’ ruang ‘space,’ and kampus ‘campus,’ which reflect a
meaning of spatial area.
In addition, there are three majors types of products found─‘product of arts/writing’
(e.g. filem ‘film’ and akhbar ‘newspaper’), ‘product of nature’ (e.g. gua ‘cave’ and batu
‘stone’), and ‘product of thoughts/intellect’ (e.g. falsafah ‘philosophy,’ forum ‘forum,’
and pilihan ‘selection’). ‘Event’ (2.28%) is constituted mainly by deverbal nouns, such as
permohonan ‘application’ and penyatuan ‘unification,’ which refer to a process dissimilar
to other categories listed in Table 4. An example is given in (10) below.
(10) …sebuah letupan besar di sebuah
loji tenaga di Connecticut di
one.BUAH explosion big at one.BUAH site electric at Connecticut at
Amerika Syarikat (AS) hari ini menyebabkan beberapa orang cedera.
United States
today this cause
several people hurt
‘…today a huge explosion at an electrical site/factory in Connecticut in the
United States has caused several injuries.’ (2010.2.7)
The first sebuah in (10) denotes an ‘event’ (explosion) whereas the second sebuah
denotes a ‘place’ (an electrical site/factory).
Finally, there are 0.24% of ‘general things’ that cannot be categorized into other
groups because they are collective nouns, such as benda ‘thing,’ entity ‘entity,’ or aset
‘asset.’ (Asset includes both natural products and artifacts, which causes it to be grouped
under ‘general things.’)
Based on these senses, this study found that the reduction of all types of senses in
Table 4 to ‘classify things with indefinite shapes and types’ is unsatisfactory (but the author
was aware of the economic principle of lexicography). Furthermore, from this study, as
shown in the last column of Table 4, we discovered that the types of nouns falling into
each category did not similarly pattern with the number of instances in the second column.
For instance, we found that only 20 nouns consistently re-appear in the 21.88% of
instances for ‘organization.’ This means that a limited set of nouns is used frequently with
buah when referring to ‘organizations.’ Therefore, they are quite predictable.
As for ‘artifact,’ 97 types of nouns were found, which is four times higher in number
than that of ‘organization.’ This means that the types of artifacts found with buah are
usually unpredictable─there can be as many types of artifacts as possible (demonstrated
by the number of subtypes that were found). As for ‘area’ and ‘event,’ with a combined
percentage of less than 7 in the entire data, they feature over 50 types of nouns. This,
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again, indicates that nouns falling into these two senses are often non-recurring nouns.
For instance, there could always be events created through deverbalization and this
makes the nouns classified by sebuah less predictable in ‘event’ than in ‘organization.’
In Table 4, one can see the overall picture of the numeral classifier buah, including
how it patterns in the corpora. In order to know further which types of nouns appear most
frequently in the entire dataset, the noun collocates with frequency above 20 instances are
provided in Table 5 below.
Table 5: Nouns (above twenty instances) classified by buah
Nouns Classified by Buah
negara
rumah
syarikat
sekolah
kereta
filem
pusat
kawasan
bank
hotel
restoran/en
motosikal
stesen
lori
parti
lagu (-lagu)
akhbar
bilik
kenderaan
bas
pasukan
negeri
masjid
kilang
kedai
badan
kapal
hospital
kerajaan
universiti
bandar
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Gloss
country
home
company
school
car
film
center
area
bank
hotel
restaurant
motorcycle
station
lorry
party
song(s)
news
room
car
bus
team
state
mosque
factory
shop
body
ship
hospital
government
university
town

Frequency
150
128
123
101
89
68
54
37
37
36
36
31
31
30
30
30
30
29
28
27
27
27
25
25
25
25
24
21
20
20
20
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In Table 5, it appears that only 31 nouns (7.8%) have a frequency of more than 20 in the
total 395 types of nouns found with buah. These 31 nouns constitute 1,384 tokens,
occupying half of the total instances (2,495). This means that the rest of the nouns below
the frequency of 20 (i.e., the remaining 364) are low-frequency items. When we analyzed
the type of senses found in these 31 nouns, ‘building’ appeared at the top of the list
(25.81%), followed by ‘artifact’ and ‘place’ (respectively, 19.35%), and ‘organization’
(16.13%). The remaining senses were found less often (‘product’ (9.68%) and ‘area,’
‘event,’ and ‘product of nature’ (3.23% each)).
The high frequency of ‘building’ reveals information in addition to the previous
Table 4─even though ‘building’ is not the most frequently appearing sense for nouns of
buah, nouns denoting ‘building’ are still ranked first in frequency. From Table 5, the top
four nouns (negara ‘country,’ rumah ‘home,’ syarikat ‘company,’ and sekolah ‘school’)
are also distinctively different in frequency than the remaining ones. This may be due to
the genre we selected─newspaper articles─because these terms appear frequently in
newspapers.
While going through the list of nouns in Table 5, we found many loanwords from
other languages (e.g. filem from film in English). We therefore carried out another
analysis whereby we tried to find the origins of these nouns. The results show that from
395 types of nouns, 195 (51.3%; 1,574 tokens) can be traced back to its language of
origin (15 proper nouns, such as NGO (organization name), were removed).6 The results
are presented in Table 6 below.

6

Part of the results in Table 6 is based on searches in dictionaries, encyclopedias, and resources
online, among which are the following websites (accessed March 22, 2010):
http://www.101languages.net/malay/borrowed_words.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Malay_loanwords
http://www.experiencefestival.com/a/Malay_language_-_Some_simple_phrases_in_Malay/id/1741729

More about loanwords can also be found in Asmah binte Haji Omar (1966), Wignesan (1995),
and Kuiper (1962), while Maxwell (2008) has a comprehensive book on the Malay language,
sketching the influence of different languages in animal, vegetable, kingdoms, etc.
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Table 6: Origins of nouns classified by buah
Language of Origin
English (only the top ten are shown)
filem
bank
hotel
restoran/en
motosikal
stesen
lori
parti
bas
hospital
Sanskrit
negara
kenderaan
negeri
keluarga
karya
asrama
anugerah(an)
kementerian
cerita
peta
acara
angkatan
Portuguese
sekolah
kereta
gereja
tangki
meja
almari
bangku
Arabic
syarikat
akhbar
masjid
khemah
kubah
makmal
musyawarah
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No. of Noun Types
152
film
bank
hotel
restaurant
motorcycle
station
lorry
party
bus
hospital
12
country
car
state
family
artwork
hostel
award
ministry
story
map
event
troop
7
school
car
church
tank
table
cupboard
stool
14
company
news
mosque
camp
dome
laboratory
negotiation

Tokens
854
(68)
(37)
(36)
(36)
(31)
(31)
(30)
(30)
(27)
(21)
244
(150)
(28)
(27)
(16)
(8)
(2)
(2)
(4)
(4)
(1)
(1)
(1)
205
(101)
(89)
(5)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(1)
190
(123)
(30)
(25)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(1)
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bahtera
wilayah
hadis
kiamat
syurga
dunia
falsafah
Tamil
kedai
kapal
katil
Persian
bandar
dewan
Chinese
longkang
teko
cawan
French
kafe
Iban
benua
Total

big ship
province
Arabic Bible
doomsday
heaven
world
philosophy
3
shop
ship
bed
2
town
hall
3
drain
teapot
cup
1
café
1
continent
195

(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
50
(25)
(24)
(1)
23
(20)
(3)
4
(2)
(1)
(1)
3
(3)
1
(1)
1,574

From Table 6, nine languages were found for 195 types of nouns classified by buah.
The influence from English was found to be the greatest, with 152 (77.9%) from the total
195 noun types, indicating that many nouns classified by buah are of English origin.
(However, this does not mean that all nouns with English origin are necessarily used with
buah.) Sanskrit is another language of influence, with 12 types and 244 (15.5%) tokens
from a total 1,574 tokens that could be traced to that language of origin. When the senses
for these languages were analyzed, only English and Sanskrit showed identifiable
patterns. Nouns originating from English are constituted mainly by ‘artifact’ (27%, or 41
from 152 tokens), while nouns from Sanskrit have a majority sense of ‘organization’
(42%, but with only 5 from 12 tokens). The other senses do not form a particular pattern
in different languages.

5. Discussion and conclusion
Gathering all information from the previous discussion, the senses of buah can be
summarized in Figure 1 below, detailing the possible metaphorical extensions between
them.
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Buah
General ‘Things’
Event

System

PRODUCT
Product of Art/Writing

Artifact

Transportation

Product of Thoughts/
Intellect

Product of Nature

Small Objects Telecommunication

Furniture

Tools

Building

Organization

Place

Area

Figure 1: Uses of Buah and Their Semantic Extensions
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In Figure 1, buah is suggested to be a classifier that categorizes nouns denoting a
core meaning of ‘product.’ The types of ‘products’ include ‘product of arts/writing’
(article, newspaper, pamphlet), ‘product of thoughts/intellect’ (thoughts, philosophy,
decision), ‘product of nature’ (cave, stone), ‘artifact’ and two other weakly linked (dotted
arrows) ‘products’─‘event’ (as a product of an action: e.g. unification is a product of
unifying effort) and ‘system’ (as a product of a set of rules and beliefs). In addition,
‘system’ is also linked to ‘organization,’ where rules and beliefs are put into practice. At
the same time, ‘organization’ is a metonymic extension of ‘building,’ alongside ‘place’ and
‘area.’ ‘Building,’ which forms a separate category of meaning by itself, is also part of an
‘artifact.’ The other members of ‘artifacts’ include ‘furniture’ (cupboard, chair, stool),
‘transportation’ (car, train, lorry), ‘small object’ (photo album, bag), ‘telecommunication’
(computer, telephone), and ‘tool’ (gadget, tool). In addition to these categories, there is
also a group of ‘general things,’ constituted by non-specific collective nouns such as entity,
thing, and asset. (Note that further relationships can also be established between these
senses─from ‘place’ to ‘area’ (metonymy), from ‘furniture’ to ‘building’ (partonymy or
part-whole relation), etc.)
From the establishment of relationships, it is not hard to imagine how the compound
nouns buah dada ‘breasts’ and buah pinggang ‘kidneys’ can be extended to buah
pemikiran ‘fruit of thoughts,’ and later from ‘fruit of thoughts’ to an ‘event’ (e.g. forum,
discussion, and negotiation).
From what has been studied so far, we discovered that not only is buah used with
names of artifacts, such as buildings, machines, artwork, and organizations, it is also used
with nouns that are loanwords (at least 50% of them were such nouns, excluding those
that could not be found). A quick reference to a classic Malay manuscript dating from the
1370s from the Malay Concordance Project online shows that both the ‘fruit’ reading and
the numeral classifier buah existed, but its primary use is to classify terms such as kapal
‘ship,’ rumah ‘house,’ gunung ‘mountain,’ gua ‘cave,’ khemah ‘camp,’ kolam ‘pond,’ and
perahu ‘sampan.’7 These same nouns are still used with buah in modern Malay. However,
an additional concern of this work is that when new technologies, such as computer, radio,
and video camera (which are also now used with buah), appeared after the 1370s, what
kinds of mechanisms decide whether they should be classified using buah? The results
herein suggest that there must be a certain semantic function for buah so that things that
did not exist in the 1370s can be used with buah in modern Malay.
Figure 1 provides a hint that the artifacts for telecommunication are likely to be
grouped using buah. Furthermore, previous results suggest that a classifier-needing
loanword is likely to be grouped using buah as well. These results are not without doubt

7

http://mcp.anu.edu.au/
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because CDs and DVDs are not grouped with buah but, rather, with keping (for flat, thin
objects; cf. Table 2). With the findings obtained so far, we postulate the following two
mechanisms, which may help answer the above question. These mechanisms inform us
about the conditions that might have determined the choice of buah as a numeral
classifier for classifier-needing new terms when they were first used in modern Malay.
These two mechanisms are given in (11) below.
(11) a.

First, when a loanword that is foreign to the culture of Malay enters its
vocabulary and this noun needs a classifier, buah will serve as a default
classifier if this foreign object does not have particular shapes that can be
classified by other classifiers, such as keping (CD, DVD, paper, etc.).
Therefore, the other classifiers emphasizing the shape (and/or size) of the
entity will serve as the ‘filter’ before deciding whether buah can apply to
these foreign products.

b. Second, products of nature, artifact, and abstract creation of intellect, as
well as organization or system, are generally used with buah. These
products are often (but not necessarily) big.
Using the above two mechanisms, we are able to explain why there are seemingly
dissimilar nouns classified using buah. An answer based on the definition of ‘classifying
things with indefinite shapes and types’ is not sufficient to explain the rich cultural
meaning of buah. The cultural part of buah may also be related to solidarity, whereby
foreign objects are classified separately from others (if they do not have particular shapes
as a precondition). This self-and-other metaphor (Lakoff & Johnson 1999) is seen even in
classifying objects.
Referring to the comment that buah has no semantic content (cf. Hopper 1986, 1991
in his comment on sa-buah), we provide two responses.8 First, it might be that Hopper
was referring to the grammaticalization of sa-buah, not buah itself. It could be that buah
acts more like a general classifier when used with the clitic se- in se-buah (or sa-buah as
its derived form in historical texts) but not when it appears in dua buah ‘two BUAH.’ The
results from this study prove that buah is definitely used for a reason. Second, using the
general classifier 個 in Chinese as a comparison, we compare the characteristics of 個
with buah and observe that for almost all nouns used with the general classifier of 個 in
Chinese, they can take both the general classifier and one or more non-general classifiers,
as shown in example (12) below.
8

The hyphen after se- appears only when we refer to Hopper’s study. In written Malay, se- is
combined with buah.
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(12) a.

一 個
one Class.
‘a house’

房子
house

(general)

b. 一 間
房子
one Class. house
‘a house (emphasis on the opening of the house)’

(specific)

c.

(specific)

一 棟
房子
one Class. house
‘a house (emphasis on the building of the house)’

For (12a), one can use the general classifier 個 to mean one house. (Note the
necessity of adding a description when translating the phrases in example (12) because
such specific meanings (as shown in (12b) and (12c)) are not expressed in the same way
in English.) However, one can also substitute 個 with other classifiers, such as 間 in (12b)
to emphasize the opening or 棟 in (12c) to emphasize the structure. The examples above
show that 個 is indeed a general classifier that can serve as the “default-rule” (cf. Myers
2000) when someone does not know which classifier to use. For buah, however, nouns
that are classified by it cannot take other classifiers to form more specific meanings.
Furthermore, Malay has another indefinite quantifier of suatu ‘one’ that serves more like
a general classifier than buah (cf. Hopper 1986, 1991). Therefore, buah does not seem to
be a general classifier, according to the findings of this work.9
To conclude, based on our study and investigation, the results show that buah serves a
function that is important to the culture. This paper argues for the non-general-classifier’s
status of buah as it does display semantic functions and many of them can be used to
classify various forms of products (literal and metaphorical). In addition, this study found
that buah is not only salient in terms of its cultural function but also the nouns it classifies
have some characteristics in common. The grouping of loanwords by a particular
classifier may reflect the self-and-other metaphor, and this aspect of the culture is seldom
emphasized in literature.
As future work, the differences between buah in sebuah ‘one.BUAH’ versus dua
buah ‘two BUAH’ can be carried out. There is a possibility that sebuah (but not buah) can
be used interchangeably with suatu as in sebuah idea ‘one.BUAH idea’ and suatu idea
‘one idea,’ yet it cannot be multiplied to mean *dua buah idea ‘two BUAH idea.’ Whether
this phenomenon is caused by the abstract nature of ‘idea’ or the grammaticization of
sebuah will be an area for future research.
9

Buah is unlike suatu because they both have different constructions, where suatu is a number
that means ‘one’ and buah needs another number to quantify it.
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In addition, the presence and absence of buah, as Hopper (1991) has noticed, may
also bring a different light to this study. Hopper found that when a noun (e.g. rumah batu
‘brick house’) is not the subject of discussion, its numeral classifier sa-buah can be
dropped. He then analyzed the nouns of numeral classifiers when they appeared with or
without classifiers using Givón’s measures of discourse persistence to NP (cf. Givón
1995). His results show that the appearance of the numeral classifiers “bears a striking
resemblance to the emergence of an indefinite article in English.” His observation
demonstrates that not only is the choice of classifier an important issue in research, but
also the absence of supposedly-present classifiers can bring about a pragmatic impact on
the language. Therefore, it is also worth investigating not only the presence of buah used
in the newspaper genre but also their absence. These we reserve for future work.
In conclusion, arguing against the claim that buah is used to classify things that do
not have definite shapes and types, this paper utilizes a corpus-based, quantitative
approach through which the semantic functions of buah are presented. While most work
in classifier systems (e.g. Adams & Conklin 1973, Allan 1977, Salehuddin & Winskel
2008) focuses on establishing a typology of classifiers or on discovering the semantic
features of classifiers, this paper crystallizes the influence of culture in classification and
explains how a grammatical system such as numeral classifier may reflect a community’s
treatment of categorization. This study hopes to shed light on the cognitive importance of
numeral classifiers. Study in this direction will also support a corpus-based approach
where (re-)analysis through exemplars is emphasized.
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馬來語量詞「Buah」之語料庫研究
鍾曉芳
國立政治大學

本論文針對標準馬來語之量詞「buah」進行研究。
「buah」可區分無特定
型態或形體，且具差異性之名詞，因此「buah」是否為「general classifier」
開始引起討論。本研究分析 5,009 篇，字數超過 100 萬字之馬來西亞新聞語
料中，以「buah」分類之名詞，研究認為「buah」除區分語意外，亦賦有文
化意涵；進一步探討「buah」各種含義之相關性，發現「buah」的含義與各
類「產物」
（工藝、通訊、自然或思想等）之衍生義有隱喻關連；由語料庫分
析「buah」之語意，並提出兩種篩選方式，得到「buah」並非「general classifier」
之結論。
關鍵詞：量詞，語意，馬來語，buah，語料庫
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1

The Use of Verb-Particle Constructions with Engine, Information and Data by EFL
Students in Taiwan: A Corpus-based Study
1.0 Introduction
This paper has two aims: First, it intends to investigate language used by graduate students
from a specific knowledge background and to compare it to general use of the same
keywords produced by native speakers. For this purpose, this paper has selected three
keywords for investigation, namely ENGINE, INFORMATION and DATA, and their occurrences in
academic dissertation written by students from the information science background are
compared to their occurrences in a general corpus. Second, this paper aims to construct a
preliminary study on verb-particle constructions used by native-speakers with regard to these
three keywords. The results will then be contrasted to the specific genre under investigation.
2.0 Genre-specific Writing and Verb-Particle Constructions
Dissertation writing is a type of academic writing that is scientific. It possesses specific
features that are believed to display objectivity and accuracy. That is, facts and arguments are
highlighted while individual opinion is minimized. Anderson and Poole (1994:6) have
postulated that “[s]cientific writing is not of a personal or conversational nature and for this
reason the third person is commonly is used.” Therefore, it is believed that comparisons of a
genre-specific writing to a general one will yield a certain level of differences.
As for verb-particle constructions, they have been defined by Balwin (2005: 399) as
phrases “consist[ing] of a head verb and one or more obligatory particles, in the form of
intransitive prepositions (e.g., hand in), adjectives (e.g., cut short) or verbs (e.g., let go).”
Fraser (1976), Dikken (1995), Cook and Stevenson (2006) and Bannard (2005) have all
addressed issues in verb-particle constructions in different ways. The term ‘verb-particle
constructions’ has been proposed by Quirk et al.’s (1985) to constitute three types – phrasal
verbs (come in, crop up, etc.), prepositional verbs (come with, come across, etc.) and
phrasal-prepositional verbs (run away with, come up with, etc.). Therefore, it is also possible
to investigate these uses in the two types of genres selected for this work.
3.0 Methodology and Results
This study examines the use of the words ENGINE, INFORMATION and

in British National
Corpus (BNC) (100 million words) and compares them to their uses in 8,368 dissertation
abstracts (1,894,299 words) produced by graduate students from the Management and
Information Science (MIS) departments from fifty-five universities in Taiwan.1 Table 1
below shows the number of hits found with each of these words and their derived forms.
Their frequency per thousand and per million words is shown in the last two rows.
1

DATA

Capitalized words are used to refer to lemma or words representing all their derived forms (-s, -ed, etc.)
2

Table 1: The Number of Instances for ENGINE, INFORMATION and DATA used in Dissertation Writing vs.
BNC
Word

Theses

BNC

Word

Theses

BNC

Word

Theses

BNC

12,753

38,270

7,931

18,037

(99.53)

(99.70)

(99.61)

(99.67)

20

15

7

1

(0.16)

(0.04)

(0.09)

(0.01)

40

101

24

59

(0.31)

(0.26)

(0.30)

(0.33)

12,813

38,386

7,962

18,097

(100.00)

(100.00)

(100.00)

(100.00)

324.30

0.00038

Per

201.52

0.00018

386

thousand

390.45

Per

420313

million

7.94

(%)
Engine

Engines

Engined

Engineer

Engineered

Engineers

Engineering

Total

Per

280

4,831

(29.82)

(41.94)

108

1,836

(11.50)

(15.94)

0

20

(0)

(0.17)

45

2,224

(4.79)

(19.31)

1

181

(0.11)

(1.57)

93

2,403

(9.90)

(20.86)

412

23

(43.88)

(0.20)

939

11,518

(100.00)

(100.00)

23.74

0.00011

Per

518

thousand

117.16

Per

676397

million

9.71

thousand
Per

495697.

million

88

Information

Informations

Informational

Total

Data

Datas

Datum

Total

407
184.07

From Table 1, we can see that ENGINE appears most often (43.88%) as engineering in the
theses, whereas in a general corpus like BNC, it occurs most often (41.94%) as engine. For
and DATA, the results do not differ greatly between the theses corpus and BNC.
For all three words, the theses corpus shows to return more instances of ENGINE, INFORMATION
and DATA when calculated in per thousand and per million words. In order to see further how
these three keywords can be used in verb-particle constructions, all constructions comprising
a verb plus a particle when used with ENGINE, INFORMATION and DATA are extracted through
BNCWeb, a platform used to access BNC (Hoffmann, Evert, Smith et al., 2008). The results
display that in BNC, based on native-speakers’ data, engine and its lemma appear 48 times
after a verb-particle construction, indicating a small percentage of 0.42 from the total 11,518
instances of ENGINE. For INFORMATION, its verb-particle constructions return 735 instances,
INFORMATION
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also indicating a 1.91% from the total 38,386 instances of INFORMATION. DATA returns 1.51%
of verb-particle constructions from its total 18,097 instances. These percentages show that
verb-particle constructions are rare when they are used with ENGINE, INFORMATION and DATA.
In order to observe what kinds of verb-particle constructions are found with the three
keywords, the following Table 2 from BNC is presented. Table 2 displays the top twenty
results for all occurrences of verbs, followed by any particles (including prepositions), which
precede the three keywords of interest.2
Table 2: Instances of Verb+Particle+Keyword in BNC
Lexical Items

Lexical Items

Freq.

Freq.

%

2

4.17% based on information

50

6.8% based on data

27

9.47%

comes to engines

1

2.08% asking for information

26

3.54% used for data

10

3.51%

quit with engine

1

2.08% pass on information

17

2.31% derived from data

9

3.16%

1

2.08% according to information

15

2.04% According to data

9

3.16%

depending on engine

1

2.08% asked for information

14

1.9% follow up data

6

2.11%

ran into engine

1

2.08% passing on information

14

1.9% supported by data

5

1.75%

used by engines

1

2.08% appealed for information

12

1.63% draws on data

4

1.4%

say about engine

1

2.08% ask for information

12

1.63% treated as data

4

1.4%

Switch off engine

1

2.08% looking for information

10

1.36% compiled from data

3

1.05%

depends on engine

1

2.08% packed with information

10

1.36% combined with data

3

1.05%

take over engine

1

2.08% offered for information

9

1.22% compared with data

3

1.05%

1

2.08% appealing for information

9

1.22% relate to data

3

1.05%

been in engine

1

2.08%

8

1.09% known as data

3

1.05%

do on engine

1

2.08% searching for information

8

1.09% used as data

3

1.05%

looking after engines

1

2.08% search for information

7

0.95% taken from Data

3

1.05%

sitting with engine

1

2.08% look for information

7

0.95% qualify as data

3

1.05%

tinkering with
engines

concentrated on
engines

surrounded by
engine

2

Freq.

%

provided with
information

%

Lexical Items

Table 1 shows all verb+particle constructions which include all occurrences of a particle after a verb. A
automatic extraction of them from corpora may return noise such as the unwanted ones (e.g., been in engine).
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appearing about

bombarded with

1

2.08%

knew about engines

1

2.08% finding out information

are in engine

1

2.08%

used as engine

1
1

engine

finished with
engines

7

0.95% locking for data

2

0.7%

6

0.82% spent in data

2

0.7%

6

0.82%

2

0.7%

2.08% refer to information

6

0.82% picks out data

2

0.7%

2.08% seek out information

5

0.68% do with data

2

0.7%

information

FOLLOW UP
INFORMATION

associated with
data

From all the uses in Table 2, only a few (shaded) are found to be phrasal verbs. Most of the
uses are prepositional verbs, i.e., the combination of the verb and the preposition is
decomposeable. When we investigate the theses, only a less than 5% of verb-particle
constructions are found. Most of them are highly collocated with based on, according to,
search for, etc., which are mostly prepositional verbs.
In addition, for the theses corpus, we also found that engine (including engineer and
engineering) and information are often used to differentiate different types of nominals such
that in differentiating types of engineers (software engineers, system engineers and
knowledge engineers) and types of information (enterprise information, medical information).
In contrast, data is more often used when a particular action carried out towards the data (e.g.,
collect data, data mining, data exchange). When we examine data versus information in a
web-based language collected in a corpus called UKWac 1.0 (Bailey & Thompson, 2006), the
results further confirm our observation. For instance, only data can be used with observed or
observational, while only information can be used with travel, tourist, health, etc. Our
findings show that some terminologies in engineering are preferred to refer to the types of
things while some terms are used to refer to the actions (even through these terms might be
nouns).
4.0 Conclusion
With one of the aims to investigate verb-particle constructions in English through using
corpora data, this paper has compared a specialized corpus constituted by academic
dissertation abstracts written by EFL students of Taiwan to a native-speaker corpus. The
results discussed in this work serve as a pilot study and the topic deserves greater discussion.
The findings herein will become important to advisory work when directing students’
dissertation writing. Despite the fact that Jackendoff (1997) has claimed phrasal lexicon is
about the same size as the simplex (i.e., single-word) lexicon used by an average native
speaker of English, this study found that verb-particle constructions are probably used less in
learners’ writing, when compared to native speakers’. Therefore, it is worth pondering
5

whether or not their importance should be emphasized further, as mastering idiomatic
expressions, of which verb-particle constructions are one type of them, has been said to be
crucial to becoming native-speaker like in language proficiency. This study shows that,
linguistic use of words, when taught to students from the information science background,
will help raise the students’ awareness in writing. This study, therefore, calls for the attention
towards specific use of lexis in the writing process of non-humanity students.
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Many instances of ter- in Standard Malay of Malaysia have confusing active and passive
forms (i.e., a construction such as [Noun TER-VP] can represent both active and passive
functions). Two criteria, namely (a) substitution by a canonical passive marker, and (b)
addition of the agentive phrase, are established in order to distinguish the passive and the
active. Utilizing a modern corpus and a historical corpus, words comprised of passive terwere extracted and were then compared to the Malay canonical passive di- and the
adversative passive kena. The results show that ter- appears less frequently than di- but
more frequently than kena. Additionally, ter- is used informally in contexts related to
personal daily life, typically denoting an unintended action. This study not only provides a
criteria-based methodology to extract a particular meaning from the multiple meanings of
a grammatical morpheme, but also it discusses the grammaticalization process of these
different functions of ter- utilizing corpora data. The results indicate that ter- develops
from perfected to imperfected to stative forms in addition to other grammaticalization
patterns such as from ability to possibility and from definite to superlative forms.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this study is to examine the functions of the morpheme ter- in Standard Malay used in Malaysia.1 In studies of a
number of varieties of Malay, many scholars (including Wee (1995) on Standard Malay of Singapore; Sneddon (1996) on
Indonesian grammar; and Nik Safiah et al. (1997) on Standard Malay of Malaysia) have suggested that ter- contains an
‘accidental’ meaning. Earlier grammarians, such as Winstedt (1927), have pointed out a ‘perfected,’ result-oriented, and
unconscious interpretation of ter-, whereas Wee (1995:126–133) proposed three non-volitional states of ter- by identifying the
roles of the initiator (i.e., ‘initiator-endpoint subject,’ ‘initiator subject,’ and ‘initiator oblique/absent’), shown in example (1)
below.2
(1)

(a)

Initiator-Endpoint Subject (low transitivity events)
Ali ter-tawa
Ali ter-laugh
‘‘Ali laughed.’’

(b)

Initiator Subject (high transitivity events)

* Tel.: +886 2 29393091x88115; fax: +886 2 29390510.
E-mail address: sfchung@nccu.edu.tw.
1
Since ‘Malay’ is a term that can refer to a wide range of varieties and dialects, the research herein focuses on the uses in Standard Malay in Malaysia only.
In later sections, comparisons to the historical text Sejarah Malay (Annals of Malay History) will be undertaken.
2
Standard Malay in Singapore is almost identical to that used in Malaysia due to their shared background and similar duration for development.
Nevertheless, this is an assumption, as language changes may have occurred within each nation.
0378-2166/$ – see front matter ß 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.pragma.2010.10.004
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Ali ter-pukul John
Ali ter-hit

John

‘‘Ali accidentally hit John.’’
(c)

Initiator Oblique/Absent (high transitivity events)
John ter-pukul oleh Ali
John ter-hit

by

Ali

‘‘John was hit by Ali.’’
If one considers the three sentences from the perspective of voice, example (1b) seems to be active, whereas (1c) is passive.
Even though the meaning of the notions of ‘active’ and ‘passive’ may vary depending on linguistic theories, particularly in the
Austronesian languages (cf. Wouk and Ross, 2002), this study identifies these two based on a semantic reading (i.e., whether
an active or a passive interpretation is possible). This paper follows the convention used in Bambang Kaswanti (1988), who
compares the active men- with the passive di- in Indonesian, and uses the traditional labelling of ‘active’ and ‘passive’
sentences. However, the author is aware of the controversial views of different scholars regarding the use of traditional
‘active’ and ‘passive’ for Malay.
As for the prefix ter- in Malay, its complexity is sometimes not noticeable to a native speaker. In (1c), since the initiator
(Ali) might be absent (thus, John ter-pukul ‘John TER-hit’), this construction is sometimes indistinguishable from (1a). In other
words, occasionally, a similar construction, such as [Noun TER-VP], can represent both an active (Ali ter-kencing ‘‘Ali
accidentally pissed.’’) and a passive (Ali ter-pukul ‘‘Ali was hit.’’) meaning.3 Conversely, by adding an agentive phrase (oleh Ali)
to (1a), a ‘real’ passive sentence such as (1c) will be produced. The translation ‘‘Ali laughed,’’ therefore, can also be written as
‘‘Ali was amused (by something unmentioned or trivial).’’
Cumming (1991:49) has stated precisely in the following excerpt the fuzziness between active and passive, as well as
between transitive and intransitive forms in Malay:
In the literature on Malay and Indonesian, intransitive verbs in ter- have been treated as passive or PT (it has been
described as ‘‘agentless passive’’), and intransitive verbs in meng- and ber- have been treated as active or AT. . . Nowadays
probably the most common stance is to treat some ter- verbs as passive and all other intransitives [not ter-] as active.
Although Cumming has mentioned that ter- generally is viewed as passive, the previous examples show that ter- also
possesses an active meaning, albeit the active meaning might be indistinguishable in form [Noun TER-VP] from the passive
meaning. In addition, the intransitive-transitive distinction is unable to distinguish between active and passive meanings
because, as shown previously, an intransitive verb, such as ‘laugh’ in (1a), can still be made passive by adding the agentive
phrase oleh ‘by.’ Therefore, the active-passive distinction in ter-is neither based on construction nor on transitive-intransitive
verb types. This paper argues that a criteria-based, semantic interpretation of ter- is needed in order to distinguish the active
and the passive uses of ter-. The fuzziness of the active-passive meanings of ter- can be further elaborated upon in examples
(2) and (3) below, this time using ter-tawan ‘TER-capture.’ These examples were taken from the Malay historical corpus
Sejarah Melayu, which was used throughout this study.
(2)

(a)

SM 190:14
Maka Raja Sulung ter-tawan

ke Aceh

then King Sulung TER-capture to Aceh
‘‘Then King Sulung was captured to Aceh.’’
(b)

SM 212:6
maka ter-tawan-lah

hatinya

akan harta

dunia

then TER-capture-LAH liver.3S.Gen. AKAN property world
‘‘Then his/her heart was captured/attracted (unexpectedly) toward worldly property.’’
Sentence (2a) is passive whereas sentence (2b) is similar to (1a) previously (i.e., Ali ter-tawa), as a ‘seemingly’ passive meaning is
present. This second type is what Goddard (2003:304) considers ‘‘passive-like at first brush, but they are not really passives.’’
Since the latter part of this paper intends to examine ter- sentences that carry a passive meaning, a distinction between the
passive types in (1a) and (1c) (i.e., the ‘seemingly’ passive and the ‘real’ passive, respectively) is needed. For this purpose, two
3
This paper follows the transcription of Malay morphemes in the form of MORPHEME-STEM (thus, TER-STEM [cf. Cumming, 1991; Wee, 1995]), even
though in written Malay, the hyphen before or after the morpheme is usually not present. In some cases, a morpheme will be joined with its stem (e.g.,
berasal ‘to originate’ in [6a]) if that word is not the focus of the current discussion.
4
Unless indicated as in this example (e.g., SM190:1, which comes from the historical manuscript Sejarah Melayu), all other instances were taken from
modern news texts.
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additional criteria for the identification of passive sentences are postulated: one is the substitution by the canonical passive di(because di- is not as ambiguous with respect to voice as ter- is) and the other is the addition of the agentive phrase oleh ‘by’.
These two criteria will be used under the condition that the sentence’s meaning will not be overly altered (even though a change
of connotation from ter- to di- will occur when the replacement is carried out). The substitution criterion is demonstrated in
examples (3a) through (3c) below, while the addition criterion is seen in examples (3a), (3c), and (3d).
(3)

(a)

Maka Raja Sulung di-tawan ke Aceh oleh Raja D
then King Sulung DI-capture to Aceh by King D
‘‘Then King Sulung was captured to Aceh by King D.’’

(b)

?maka di-tawan-lah
then

hatinya

akan

harta

dunia

DI-capture-LAH liver.3S.Gen. toward property world

‘‘?Then his/her heart was captured/attracted toward worldly property.’’5
(c)

maka di-tawan-lah

hatinya

oleh harta

then DI-capture-LAH liver.3S.Gen. by

dunia

property world

‘‘Then his/her heart was captured/attracted by worldly property.’’
(d)

maka ter-tawan-lah

hatinya

oleh harta

then TER-capture-LAH liver.3S.Gen. by

dunia

property world

‘‘Then his/her heart was captured/attracted (accidentally) by worldly property.’’
In (3a), the replacement of ter- with di- creates a grammatical sentence, even though a slight change in the manner of the
action ‘capture’ has occurred – the use of di- decreases the unpredictability of the actions and the capturing process is not as
unexpected in (3a) as compared to (2a). When the agentive phrase is added for (2b), as in (3c) and (3d), a conversion from
‘passive-like’ to a ‘real’ passive has taken place. In (3c) and (3d), by replacing ter- with di- and/or by adding oleh ‘by,’ the
original meaning in (2b) previously is altered because now ‘worldly property’ is the ‘agent’ rather than the ‘goal,’ albeit there
is a difference between (3c) and (3d), where an accidental reading of (3d) is absent in (3c).
As for (3b), the sentence is rather odd, semantically and grammatically. This may be due to the presence of akan (translated
as ‘toward’ in [2b]), which does not usually appear after a passive verb. Thus, sentence (3b) (?di-VP. . .akan) shows a strange
combination.6 Unlike most ‘real’ passive uses of ter-VP, which can be replaced by di- and/or preceded by an agentive phrase, terVP. . .akan lacks the necessary components of a passive construction. The rejection of these two criteria suggests that terVP. . .akan in (2b) may have an active meaning. Another example of ter-VP. . .akan is shown in (4) below, taken from the Internet
(by delimiting Malaysian Internet domains, as there is no existing example found in our corpora for ter-VP. . .akan).7
(4)

Kematian

Ustaz Asri Rabbani Membuatkan Saya

KE-dead-AN Ustaz Asri Rabbani cause
Ter-ingat

Akan Detik

I

Itu8

TER-remember akan second that
‘‘The dead of Ustaz Asri Rabbani made me remember about that moment.’’
The sentence in example (4) is a complex construction, as it has a causative meaning expressed by membuatkan ‘to cause.’ In
(4), we can analyze saya ter-ingat akan detik itu as a single clause to mean ‘I suddenly remember about that moment.’ Here, it
is clear that ter-VP is active in meaning because the noun phrase (detik itu ‘that moment’) that follows akan cannot become
5
The English translation, however, cannot show precisely the difference between (2b) and (3b), especially the oddness in (3b), except with the removal of
‘unexpectedly’ from (2b).
6
Hopper (1983:70), however, found that when akan appears after passive di-, the noun phrase that follows akan (e.g., harta dunia in [2b]) becomes the
‘‘patient of the passive construction.’’ In such a case, the verb will become ergative. However, in (3b), the sentence becomes ungrammatical because of the
addition of another patient after akan when hatinya is already present.
7
Except in the following example, in which akan is ambiguous between being a prepositional marker ‘toward’ and being one carrying a future aspectual
meaning (almost) equivalent to the English modal verb ‘will.’ When it denotes the prepositional ‘toward,’ the phrase after it will become a nominalized
phrase referring to the event of executing the punishment.

Menurut
Azri, dia
tidak
pernah
ter-bayang akan
According.to Azri 3S.Nom. Neg. with.experience TER-imagine AKAN
menjalani hukuman
ini. . .
execute punishment this
‘‘According to Azri, he has not tried imagining about executing this punishment. . .’’
Or
‘According to Azri, he has not tried imagining (he) will execute this punishment. . .’’
8
Taken from http://mysuperkids.net/kematian-ustaz-asri-rabbani-membuatkan-saya-teringat-akan-detik-itu/. The initial capital letters were taken
verbatim from the example, as the sentence is a headline itself.
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the agent as in ?saya ter-ingat/di-ingat oleh detik itu, which means ‘I was remembered by that moment.’ Therefore, if we
compare the previous examples in (2) through (4), only (2a) matches the criteria of possessing a passive meaning, as all other
passive constructions modified from (2b), such as (3c) and (3d), alter the meaning of the original sentence. Hence, the two
criteria for selecting the passive meaning of ter-proposed in this work can be seen in (5) below.
(5)

(a)

When an instance of ter-VP can be replaced by the canonical di-VP without being ungrammatical, there
is a possibility that this instance of ter-VP is a ‘real’ passive sentence.

(b)

When an instance of ter-VP can have the agentive phrase oleh ‘by’ (originally optional) added to it
without altering the meaning of the original sentence, except in reducing unexpectedness, there is a
possibility that this instance of ter-VP is a ‘real’ passive sentence.

When these two criteria apply, we are able to a make a judgment regarding the possibility that a passive meaning is present.
In most cases, sentences that fulfill (5a) should also fulfill (5b), but it may not be the case vise versa because oleh ‘by’ can also
mark a causal relationship (cf. Nik Safiah et al., 1997:269), as in oleh sebab ‘because of reason’ or ‘by reason of.’
The criteria in (5) will facilitate the retrieval of instances that are ‘truly’ passive in the corpora. These instances of passive
meaning will be analyzed in terms of frequency and formality, a methodology replicated and modified from Chung (2005),
who examined the other two types of Malay passive (di- and kena). It is, however, worth noting that separating active ter- and
passive ter- does not mean that one removes the meaning of unintendedness in either group, as unintendedness is part of the
semantics of ter-, regardless of whether ter- appears in an active or a passive sentence.
In this work, all instances of ter-VP will be collected from two corpora that differ in the year produced – one is a modern
corpus of news texts while the other is a corpus containing historical manuscripts. First, a comparison between the uses of
ter- in these two corpora was carried out. Through analyzing the different uses of ter-VP, additional meanings were found
beyond those listed in (1) previously, such as instances of a superlative adjective (6a), abilitative use (6b), and a lexicalized
adjectival participle (which in itself is a discourse marker) (6c).9
(6)

(a)

banyak ulama

ter-kenal berasal

dari Indonesia

many disciple TER-know originate from Indonesia
‘‘Many of the well-known disciples came from Indonesia’’.
(b)

Selagi

ada

umur dan ter-daya,

As.long.as Exist. age
lakukan yang sebaik
do

mak cik akan

and TER-strength, aunt

will

mungkin

Rel. as.good.as possible

‘‘As long as aunt (referring to herself) is still young and still has the strength, aunt will do everything
as well as possible’’.
(c)

anaknya

itu turut mati lemas dalam tragedy

Child.3S.Gen. that also dead drown in

tragedy

ombak besar ter-sebut
wave big

TER-mention.

‘‘That child of his/hers was also drowned in the aforementioned strong current’’.
From (6a), we can see that ter-kenal ‘most famous’ may have been lexicalized, as it does not serve as the main verb in the
sentence (berasal ‘originate’ does). In (6b), ter-daya means ‘be able and with strength.’ In (6c), ter-sebut means ‘mentioned
before.’ Similar uses are discussed in works as early as Winstedt (1927), who stated the following regarding the different
functions of ter- (1927:86–87, cited in Benjamin, 1993:363):
(1) The prefix ter- denotes the perfected act, the realized condition. (2) It emphasizes not a process in which an agent takes
part but a result – absolutely complete, sometimes sudden and due not to conscious activity on the part of the subject but to
external compulsion or accident. . .(3) Seeing that in denoting the perfected act, the derivative in ter- connotes ability to bring
it about, ter- has come to be used to denote the possible (or more commonly with the help of a negative or an interrogative, the
impossible). . .(4) Denoting completion beyond which one cannot go, ter- derivatives connote the superlative in degree and
serve as intensitives. In this connection ter- is prefixed to nouns, adjectives, and adverbs, as well as verbs.

9
The term ‘adjectival participle’ may not best describe this form in Malay (e.g., ter-sebut ‘mentioned before’), as this term was borrowed from English
grammar. Nevertheless, it is used here for lack of a better alternative.
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The above excerpt explains the interrelatedness among the different functions of ter- (see section 4 to follow for a
discussion of grammaticalization). Later studies (after Winstedt) of ter- in a similar vein include Abdullah Hassan (1974) and
Asmah Haji Omar (1975). These studies also mentioned some of the functions listed in (6). However, what makes this present
study different from these previous analyses is that this work operationalizes the steps to distinguish the ‘passive-like’ (i.e.,
the active) from the ‘real’ passive. According to the criteria established in this work, too, the active form, and those in (6),
cannot be substituted with the canonical passive di-, and the agentive oleh ‘by’ cannot be added. Thus, they form separate
groups of their own.10 More importantly, this study compares the uses in two corpora and postulates possible
grammaticalization patterns based on corpora and distributional data.
Before examining the instances of ter- extracted from the corpora, first, an overview of the Malay passive in Standard
Malay of Malaysia (hereafter referred to as ‘Malay’ for this variety of the Malay language) and previous studies relating to it
will be provided.
2. Malay passive ter- and ter- constructions
As mentioned above, the Malay language has more than one form of passive. Some of the different forms are shown in
example (7) below.
(7)

(a)

Duit

itu

ter-simpan di atas

meja (passive ter-)

money that TER-place at above table
‘‘That money was put on the table (unintentionally).’’
(b)

Duit

itu

di-simpan di atas

money that DI-place

meja (canonical passive di-)11

at above table

‘‘That money was put on the table.’’
(c)

Duit

itu

kena simpan di atas

money that KENA place

meja (adversative passive kena)

at above table

‘‘That money was put on the table (an adversative action that may result in a negative effect
to the passive subject).’’
In (7a), an unintentional action is emphasized. In (7b), the use of di-simpan ‘DI-place’ removes the unintentional meaning.
Sentence (7c), which is an adversative passive, indicates a negative connotation to the passive subject. In (7c), someone has
put the money on the table, perhaps with the intention of causing the owner of the money to feel unhappy. As Taylor
(2002:265) mentioned, ‘‘perfect synonymy is vanishingly rare, methodologically proscribed, or a logical impossibility’’; there
must be something different about near-synonym pairs. The sentences in (7) differ in meaning, even though all of them refer
to the final state of the money, which is now on the table. Like most adversative passives, kena in (7c) gives hints about how
the action is done, which is usually in a negative way. The adversative meaning is emphasized less in (7a) because the use of
ter- makes the action accidental (as if carried out unintentionally by an absent-minded person). Unlike the discussion in (7),
which is semantics-based, earlier works, such as S. Chung (1975) and Cartier (1979), tended to use syntactic properties to
distinguish Malay passive types. Later work on passive types and transitivity in Malay can be seen in Hopper and Thompson
(1980) and Hopper (1983). Hopper (1983), in particular, distinguishes among the ergative, the passive, and the active in
Malay based on transitivity. Chung (2005) was the first article to discuss kena passive and compare it with the canonical
passive di- and the bare form of passive. Replicating the transitivity analyses of Hopper’s work, Chung (2005) found that
adversative passive kena occurs less frequently, and is less formal than the canonical passive di-, but it has a higher semantic
transitivity. Additionally, Koh (1990), working on Malaysian colloquial Malay, observed that, in addition to ter-, other passive
uses with ke- -an and ber- are possible. Examples of the other two types are given in (8) below.
(8)

(a)

. . .pisau toreh

abal: tumpul macam se-tahun tak

Knife tap.rubber dad blunt

as.if

[Koh, 1990:166]

one-year not

ber-asah. . . [ABM]12
BER-sharpen
‘‘Dad’s ‘tapping-knife’ was blunt, as if it hadn’t been sharpened for a year. . .’’

10

‘Separate’ does not mean that they are unconnected.
This includes the bare form of passive used with the first- and second-person pronouns (e.g., Duit it saya simpan di atas meja).
12
The source that Koh used came from the colloquial Malay text Aku Budak Minang taken from the magazine Gila-gila, a well-known magazine in Malaysia
with cartoons mostly illustrated with informal Malay, targeting Malaysian ‘‘school-age children, teenagers and young adults’’ (Koh, 1990:13).
11
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(b)

Suara-nya ke-dengar-an sampai ke sini
voice-3

KE-hear-AN

until

[Arbak Othman, 1981:248]

to here

‘‘His/her voice can be heard (up to) here.’’
Like ter-, these two forms are seldom recognized as passive forms in most literature and are thus worth researching in future
works. This current paper focuses on ter- only and utilizes a quantitative methodology in investigating the semantics of this
morpheme.
Some functions of ter- have been discussed in the work of Goddard (2003), which recognizes twelve constructional
categories for ter- verbs. Goddard’s twelve categories appear in the following six groups (A through F), and they are tabulated
by the author in Table 1 below. The constructional differences between groups are displayed in the second column (modified
from Goddard by the author). For instance, aku ter-dengar suara mak. . . ‘I heard mother’s voice. . .’ in sub-group [A1] has the
construction of someone TER-VPsaw/heard something. The rightmost column shows the examples adapted from Goddard’s
work (2003:290) (Goddard does not provide a table). In Table 1, some groups are subdivided (A1, A2, D1, D2, etc.) while
others (B and F) are not. These groups and their definitions are Goddard’s original idea (2003:290). Most of the definitions in
column one are verb-specific (e.g., [A1] ‘seeing or hearing something at one moment’). An evaluation of such methodology in
dealing with the uses of ter- will follow.
Almost all of the uses of ter- in Table 1 above carry the meaning ‘‘momentariness’’ or ‘‘unintendedness’’ (Goddard,
2003:290). From Table 1, one can conclude that there are two major types of constructions for ter-: something TER-VP
(particularly [C4], [D2], and [F]) and someone TER-VP (something) (the remaining groups and sub-groups). These
constructions, nevertheless, are mostly active, even though they are ‘‘passive-like,’’ as Goddard (2003:304) noted. One
example is Rosalina ter-sentak, ‘‘Rosalina jerked.’’ For this expression, if translated as ‘‘Rosalina was shocked,’’ a
passive meaning seems to be present. Nevertheless, when tested using the criteria of substitution with the passive di- and
the addition of oleh ‘by,’ this sentence fails to match both criteria. In fact, no sentences in Table 1 match this study’s criteria to
be considered a ‘real’ passive. Therefore, Goddard was correct in considering them ‘active.’ A clearly passive sentence is
shown in example (9) below (again, with ter-tawan ‘capture’).

Table 1
Re-organization of ) ‘‘Dynamic ter-’’ in Bahasa Melayu.
[A] Momentary perceptual/cognitive experiment
[A1] Seeing or hearing something at
Someone TER-VPsaw/heard something
one moment
[A2] Thinking (or thinking of) something
Someone TER-VPthink something
at one moment
Someone TER-VPthink about something
[B] Unintended action
Doing something not because of
wanting to do it
[C] Unintended feelings
(and feeling-based thoughts)
[C1] Unintended feeling

aku ter-dengar suara mak. . .
I heard mother’s voice. . .
Adakala dia ter-fikir adalah anaknya gay. . .
Sometimes he wondered if his son was gay. . .
Kami belum ter-fikir tentang perkara itu. . .
We haven’t yet thought about that issue. . .

Someone TER-VPunintended.action

Rosalina ter-sentak.
Rosalina jerked. . .

[C3] Intuitively-based thought

Someone TER-VPfeel adjective
(EMOTIONAL.STATE)
Someone’s body/body-part TER-VPfeel
adjective(SENSATION)
Someone TER-VPfeel something

[C4] Intuitively-based thought

Something TER-VPfeel adjective

[C5] ter- verbs of intention

Someone TER-VPintention something

saya ter-(r)asa sesuatu yang baik. . .
I had a good feeling. . .
Badan ter-(r)asa seram. . .
(My body) got the creeps. . .
Dia ter-(r)asa panggilan itu amat mustahil.
He had a feeling that this call was most important. . .
Suasana ter-(r)asa sepi. . .a
The atmosphere felt calm. . .
Ter-ingin pulak aku nak he Kolumpo. . .
I felt like going to KL. . .

[D] Movement-related
[D1] Involuntary movement of
body-part triggered by a feeling

Someone TER-VPbody.movement

[C2] Unintended feeling

[D2] Uncontrollable movement leading
to change of position
[E] Temporary cognitive disruption
[E1] Temporary cognitive disruption
by an unexpected event
[E2] Inhibited states of attention
or awareness
[F] Sudden appearance in a place

Something TER-VPcaused.motion

Someone TER-VPshock
Someone TER-VPforget
Something TER-VPappear
prepositional.phrase

Anor tentu ter-beluaj bijik mata tengok aku nanti. . .
Anor is sure to go bug-eyed (i.e., be impressed)
when she sees me later. . .
Mangkuk itu ter-jatuh. . .
The bowl fell over. . .
Dia ter-kejut seketika. . .
She was startled for a moment. . .
Cikgu, hampir saya ter-lupa. . .
Teacher, I almost forgot. . .
Rasa kecewa jelas ter-bayang di wajah mereke. . .
A look of disappointment came over their faces. . .

a
The author would translate this instance as ‘the atmosphere was felt to be calm’ because the speaker was saying this from the perspective of all the
people (which is absent in the sentence) in the context that they felt the atmosphere to be calm (rather than the atmosphere was able to feel calm).
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SM 190:39
. . .Maka anak raja Kelantan yang perempuan itu,
then child king Kelantan Rel. lady
ketiganya

ter-tawan

that

oleh orang Melaka

third.3S.Gen. TER-capture by

people Malacca

‘‘Then the third daughter of the King of Kelantan was taken as prisoner by the Malaccans.’’
Unlike the seemingly passive sentences in Table 1, the meaning of sentence (9) and the presence of oleh ‘by’ + agent (‘Malacca
people’) prove and further solidify its passive meaning. An active sentence, on the other hand, should appear in the form of
example (10) below.
(10)

ada di antara

mereka

yang ter-kencing

Exist in between 3P.Nom.. Rel. TER-piss
‘‘There are some among them that pissed unintentionally.’’
Nevertheless, it is unclear whether ter-kencing ‘TER-piss’ can be categorized as ‘involuntary movement of body-part
triggered by a feeling’ (D1) because the action is not precisely a movement of a body-part. Another observation found in
addition to this is the occurrences of similar constructions with different meanings (a similar problem pointed out earlier).
An example is shown in (11) below.
(11)

dia

ter-panggil untuk memberi pandangan

3S.Nom TER-call

for

give

dalam

point.of.view in

ruangan DCCK
space

DCCK

‘‘He was summoned to give (his) view in the DCCK column.’’
The construction of ter- in example (11) seems to be someone TER-VPcall + complement, which appears to be the same as many
constructions in Table 1 (although with a different verb). Nevertheless, the sentence in (11) is a passive sentence. This shows
that the use of constructions (e.g., Someone TER-VP for both Ali ter-pukul, ‘‘Ali was hit,’’ and Ali ter-tawa, ‘‘Ali laughed.’’) may
not be an ideal way to deal with the Malay ter- prefix. Since this is the case, the linguistic analyses that follow in section 3 are
mainly semantics-based.
In order to explain the complexity of ter-, the distribution of many ter- constructions was examined in a modern corpus
consisting of modern news texts, and these were compared to the uses of ter- in the historical manuscript Sejarah Melayu. The
purpose in doing this is to see whether the pattern differs across time. A different pattern may indicate a change in the
tendency of language use where ter- is concerned. In addition, through these two corpora, one can compare the frequency of
passive ter- to other functions of ter-. In sections 5.1 and 5.2 to follow, comparisons of frequency and formality between di-,
kena, and ter- will be carried out.
3. Corpus data
The first corpus is modern and contains 24 randomly selected news articles taken from the online news archive of Utusan
Malaysia (available at http://www.utusan.com.my/) from January through March 2005. The total word count for this corpus
is 19,955 words. The second corpus consists of historical texts and comprises extracts from Sejarah Melayu, available through
the Malay Concordance Project at the Australian National University.13 The texts are based on the edited version by Ahmad
(1979). The original texts were written in 1808, according to the documentation of the Malay Concordance Project. This
corpus has 94,069 words. Since the two corpora differ in size, instances in these two corpora are compared by using
distributional data based on percentages.
From the modern news texts, 343 instances of ter- constructions were collected using the Wordsmith Concordance tool
(Scott, 1999) with a wild card (*) following ter*. Words that start with ter- but are not our target words, such as terus
‘continue,’ were removed manually and thus not included in this final count. In the historical texts, when the same
methodology was applied to search for ter* using their online search engine, 806 instances were returned, but among these
109 were not the target words (e.g., terbang ‘fly’) and they were removed manually. The remaining 697 instances matched
our target words, and all of these instances were analyzed as either active, passive, superlative, abilitative, or adjectival
participle; each type is shown below in example (12).

13

Available at http://www.anu.edu.au/asianstudies/ahcen/proudfoot/MCP/Q/texts.html.
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(a)

Active
Mereka hanyut di-bawa arus
3P.Nom. sink

DI-bring current rapid river Pahang

selepas ter-pijak
after

deras Sungai Pahang

pasir jerlus itu

TER-step.on sand loose that

‘‘They sank after being taken by the rapid current of the Pahang River when they accidentally
stepped on the loose sand.’’
(b)

Passive
dia

ter-panggil untuk memberi pandangan

3S.Nom. TER-call

for

give

dalam

point.of.view in

ruangan DCCK
space

DCCK

‘‘He was summoned to give (his) view in the DCCK column.’’
(c)

Superlative
wanita pertama yang di-lantik
woman first

memegang jawatan ketiga

Rel. DI-choose hold

position third

ter-tinggi dalam badan kehakiman Negara
TER-tall

in

body judge

country

‘‘The first woman who was chosen to hold the third-highest position in the national judges’ bureau. . .’’
(d)

Abilitative
Selagi

ada

umur dan ter-daya,

As.long.as Exist. age
lakukan yang sebaik
do

mak cik akan

and TER-strength, aunt

will

mungkin

Rel. as.good.as possible

‘‘As long as aunt (referring to herself) is still young and still has the strength, aunt will do
everything as well as possible.’’
(e)

Adjectival Participle (discourse marker)
anaknya

itu turut mati lemas dalam tragedy

Child.3S.Gen. that also dead drown in

tragedy

ombak besar ter-sebut
wave big

TER-mention.

‘‘That child of his/hers was also drowned in that strong current (that has been mentioned previously).’’
Among these uses, only the passive group can be replaced by the canonical di- and can accept the addition of the agentive phrase
oleh ‘by.’ Those that cannot be substituted were categorized according to the semantics of ter-. The last category (i.e., adjectival
participle) was found to be mostly lexicalized. The lexicalized participles are in fact discourse markers, as they now mark
referents in the texts, a different function from the main verb ter-. After analysis, the distribution of ter- constructions from both
corpora is shown in Table 2.

Table 2
Uses of ter- constructions in the modern and historical corpora.

Modern News Articles
(Year 2005)
Uses of TerConstructions

Sejarah Melayu
(Year 1808)

Tokens

%

Tokens

Active

122

35.57

424

60.83

Superlative

112

32.65

119

17.07

Passive

59

17.20

56

8.03

49

14.29

53

7.61

Adjectival Participle
(Discourse Marker)
Abilitative
Total

%

1

0.29

45

6.46

343

100.00

697

100.00
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The results from the modern corpus show that the active construction constitutes about 36 percent of the total 343
instances, followed closely by the superlative form with about 33 percent. Their combination, with more than 68
percent, dominates the total 343 instances. The historical corpus shows a different distribution. More than 60 percent of
its instances reflect the active construction while about 17 percent are in the superlative form. Their combination
constitutes about 78 percent of the total instances but the ratios of the two types differ from that of the modern corpus.
This shows an observable shift from a majority of active construction in 1808 to an increasing use of the superlative form
in 2005, with a concomitant decrease in the active use of ter- constructions compared to their occurrence 200 years
earlier.
The passive construction, on the other hand, constitutes about 17 percent of the total instances in the modern text, but
there was only about half of this amount (8%) in the historical texts. This shows that passive use is on the increase in modern
texts. A similar pattern is also found for the participles, as the lexicalized use has nearly doubled in the modern texts. As for
the abilitative, its occurrence is the least in both corpora, but the proportion in the modern texts is far lower (with only one
instance, less than 0.5%) as compared to the much higher proportion (about 7%) in the historical texts.14
In summary of this section, the comparisons between corpora show that the superlative, the passive, and the participle
forms were on the increase in 2005, while the active and the abilitative showed a decrease. Increasing percentages of the
three functions in modern texts also show that more uses of ter- are becoming non-active. This is also true because even the
non-passive use of ter- as an abilitative form has decreased steeply from the past to the present. As Hopper and Traugott
(1993:103) suggested, that ‘‘[f]requency demonstrates a kind of generalization in use patterns,’’ the data in Table 2 above
provide useful hints regarding these generalized use patterns that exist, according to Hopper and Traugott, as a result of
‘‘commonly needed discourse functions’’ (p. 95). This could mean that pragmatics motivations are one of the main forces that
drive the frequency patterns of language use. For example, from Table 2, we can see that the increased use of ter- as
superlative, passive, and adjectival forms causes an increase in their frequency, from the 1808 corpus to the 2005 corpus. The
increased frequency also suggests that these functions are gaining the status of a grammatical form. Uses such as buku tersebut ‘book TER-mention’ (that book that has already been mentioned previously), parti ter-babit ‘party TER-involve’ (parties
that are involved), and ter-masuk ‘TER-enter’ in example (13) below mark the discourse information of previously mentioned
nouns.
(13)

. . .mempunyai tanggungan lain
possess

burden

ter-masuk menjaga anak tirinya.

other ter-enter

take.care step.child.3S.Gen.

‘‘. . .to possess other responsibilities, including taking care of her/his stepchild.’’
These uses, obviously, have diverged from the active-passive dichotomy, as they are no longer the main verbs in the
sentence. They no longer carry an active or a passive meaning. A further example of ter- as a discourse marker can be seen in
example (14) below.
(14)

. . .kerana ada

pihak-pihak ter-tentu

because Exist. party.Red.

yang amat suka

TER-make.certain Rel. quite like

mengapi-apikan di belakang
stir.up.trouble at back
‘‘. . .because there are parties involved (referring to some specific people) who love to stir up trouble.’’
These uses, which are increasing in frequency, have become lexicalized units functioning like determiners one uses after a
noun. More about grammaticalization is explained in section 4.
4. Grammaticalization of terGiven the above discussion regarding the different functions of ter- in both the modern and the historical texts,
grammaticalization could have occurred within the uses of ter-. As Benjamin (1993:362) states, ‘‘[I]t is unlikely that such a
range of functions could have come together syncretically in a single affix unless they possess some meaning in common.’’
Grammaticalization in this work is defined as a mechanism that ‘‘focuses on how grammatical forms and constructions arise,
how they are used, and how they shape the language,’’ based on the definition by Hopper and Traugott (1993:1). Like many
other studies, such as Heine et al. (1991), and Bybee et al. (1994), this work considers grammaticalization to be ‘‘a mechanism
by which structure emerges from language use’’ (Bybee and Hopper, 2001:13). It is also seen as a framework that is
concerned with ‘‘the question of whether boundaries between categories are discrete, and with the interdependence of
structure and use, of the fixed and less fixed in language’’ (Hopper and Traugott, 1993:1).
In this section, we attempt to explain the grammaticalization of ter- based on the data collected from the two corpora.
First, we refer to Winstedt’s (1927) analysis of ter- (cited previously), which is displayed as an ordered listing, in (15) below.
14
It is worth noting that the abilitative form does not match the criteria of passive ter-. Therefore, if a use of ter- is passive but it carries an abilitative
meaning, it is likely to be grouped under the passive ter-. However, passive instances of ter- with an abilitative reading are rare.
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(Note that the order was arranged by the author. The original author might not have postulated such a hypothesis, except for
the relationship between ‘ability’ and ‘impossibility,’ which was stated explicitly.)
(15)

Perfected act >> Suddenness of meaning >> Ability >> (Im)Possibility >> Superlative

Winstedt defined ter- as denoting a perfected act or a completed process with, at times, accidental results. This constitutes
two of the first characteristics in (15) above.
In addition to Winstedt’s study, we also found a source-target list of grammaticalization in Heine and Kuveta’s (2002)
book. Some of the relevant development paths are listed in (16) below.
(16)

(a)

Ability >> possibility

(b)

Get >> ability

(c)

Get >> passive

(d)

Definite >> superlative

Similar to Winstedt’s discovery, Heine and Kuteva found that many languages display a grammaticalized pattern similar to
(16a). In our data, ter- demonstrates a function of ability (e.g., ter-daya ‘with strength’ in [12d] previously) and at the same
time, we found that 40 (88.89%) out of 45 instances of the abilitative sentences from the historical texts are collocated with a
negator tiada ‘none’ (thus, impossibility), as shown in example (17) below.
(17)

(a)

SM 219:23
Maka orang mati pun tiada ter-kira

banyaknya;

Then people die PUN Neg. TER-count many.3S.Gen
‘‘Then, the number of people who died is uncountable;’’
(b)

SM 66:15
. . .orang Singapura pun letihlah,

tiada ter-angkat-kan

people Singapore PUN tired.LAH Neg. TER-lift-KAN
senjatanya

lagi.

weapon.3S.Gen again
‘‘The Singaporeans became tired and they had no more strength to lift their weapons.’’
Both examples in (17) show that ‘ability’ and ‘impossibility’ are found with ter- (with the latter needing a negator), although
they were both grouped under the abilitative form in our data. The form in (17), nonetheless, is not found in modern texts, as
only one instance was found.
From (16b) and (16c) previously, we see that get is related to ‘ability’ (as in ‘manage to’ or ‘be able to’) and to ‘passive’ (‘to
get’ or ‘to obtain’). Even though we did not specify a get-meaning with ter-, many abilitative uses can still be understood with
the get construction. For example, the sentence in (17b) above can also be expressed as ‘‘The Singaporeans could not get
themselves to lift their weapons.’’ At the same time, as get gives rise to both ‘ability’ and ‘passive,’ as suggested in (16b) and
(16c), it is not surprising that ter- possesses both of these functions.
As Winstedt (1927:86–87) had postulated, the superlative function of ter- is a result from its meaning ‘‘denoting
completion which one cannot go.’’ It makes sense that a perfected act denoting a completed process can be extended to its
utmost limit (i.e., the superlative). From the discussion above, we can explain the co-existence of the superlative function
with the perfected ter-. Conversely, in (16d), we see that the superlative may also be developed from the adjectival participle,
which serves more like definite demonstratives than main verbs (e.g., ter- modifies a noun, as in meja ter-sebut ‘that table’).
The fact that a definite function can also develop into a superlative form suggests that there might be more than one path
leading to a single grammaticalized form, a phenomenon that Craig (1991) has called ‘polygrammaticalization’ and Hopper
and Traugott (1993:112) has called ‘multiple paths.’
The remaining question concerning the functions of ter- is the link between active and passive forms. One possible answer
may be a reference to a general assumption that the active is the basic form, whereas the passive is the transformed
structure. In this paper, we will examine this assumption utilizing frequency. We will refer to the frequency of the active and
the passive between the two corpora based on the increase or decrease of use in the modern and historical texts, a
methodology also used in Givón and Yang (1994) and Hundt (2001) in both of their discussions on the English getconstruction. As found in the previous frequency analyses in Table 2, the active construction is decreasing in modern texts
while the passive construction is increasing. Despite this fact, the active construction is still ranked first in both corpora (cf.
Table 2). As Heine et al. (1991:38) have proposed, the ‘‘source of grammaticalization’’ (i.e., the form prior to
grammaticalization) is usually ‘‘of [more] frequent and general use’’ than the target (or the result of grammaticalization).
If this is the case, the active should be the source and the passive should be the target.
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Table 3
Interpretation of ter- in grammaticalization.
Features

Active

Passive

Abilitative

Adjectival Participle

Superlative

Examples

Ter-kenjing
‘TER-piss’
#
Lexical
Yes
Perfective
No
Yes

Ter-pukul (oleh)
‘TER-hit (by)’
"
Lexical
Yes
Perfective
No
Yes

Ter-daya
‘TER-strength’
#
Lexical
Yes
(Im)Perfective
No
No

Ter-sebut
‘TER-mention’
"
Functional
No
Perfective
N/A
N/A

Ter-tinggi
‘TER-tall’
"
Lexical
No
Stative
No
N/A

Decrease/Increase in Frequency Diachronically
Denotation of Lexical/Functional Content
Verbality
Perfectivity
Controllable Act (by the grammatical subject)
Inherited Negativity

The possible developments of the different functions of ter-, which consist of modification from the order in (15)
previously, are shown in (18) below. Three lines of development are seen with ter- and they all start with perfected, sudden
acts. (18a) emphasizes the change from an active use to a more passive use. (Note that [18a] cannot be interpreted as the
development from all active to passive forms in other languages.) (18b) shows a development into ability, (im)possibility,
and superlative. (18c) shows a separate path from definite (or ‘adjectival participle,’ using our term) to superlative. However,
with regard to order, there is no clear evidence concerning which one of these three comes first. The change of perfectivity is
also provided in parentheses.
(18)

Developments of ter(a)

Active perfected, sudden acts >> passive perfected, sudden acts

(b)

Perfected, sudden acts >> Ability (Perfected/Stative) >> (Im)Possibility
(Perfected/Stative) >> Superlative (Stative)

(c)

Perfected, sudden acts >> Definite/Adjectival participle (Perfected) >> Superlative (Stative)

Even though Winstedt suggested that almost all uses of ter- are perfected acts, we found that some grammaticalized forms
are gradually losing their perfectivity. For instance, when tiada ter-angkat-kan ‘Neg. TER-lift-KAN’ in (17b) previously is used
to refer to ‘‘with no more strength to lift,’’ it can refer to both a perfected act (that someone has tried but failed) and an
imperfected act (that someone knows he/she no longer has the strength to do something). The most significant change from
perfected to imperfected is seen when the stative status of the superlative is reached, referring to the adjectival attribute of a
noun (e.g., Budak yang ter-tinggi itu ‘That tallest child.’).
Table 3 represents a summary of the increase and the decrease of frequency from the 1808 corpus and from the 2005
corpus (third row). Included are other attributes of each function, such as the denotation of lexical versus functional
meaning, verbality (i.e., a verb/not a verb), perfectivity, a controllable act/not a controllable act, and with or without
inherited negativity (i.e., whether a negative meaning is already present in the verb).
In terms of lexical versus functional content (row four), we found that only the adjectival participle serves a functional
role, while the superlative still serves a lexical role. From here, we can see that some features are shared by more than one
function (shaded) but they do not pattern similarly throughout. For example, concerning verbality (row five), only the last
two columns are not verbs, and only the abilitative function allows both perfective and imperfective readings (row six).15
Regarding a controllable act by the grammatical subject (row seven), all functions except the functional discourse marker
(marked ‘N/A’) display a non-controllable act (adjectival participles modify nouns, not verbs). Finally, in terms of the
inherited negativity in meaning (last row), the active and passive functions have inherited negative meanings. The abilitative
requires a negation marker to bring out the negative meaning, while the adjectival participle and the superlative are both
marked N/A in negativity. In fact, ter- as a superlative seems to emphasize the positive more than the negative (i.e., ter-tinggi
‘tallest’ is less marked than ter-rendah ‘shortest’), but this may also be a feature of the superlative form in most languages.
Even though the results in Table 3 do not show a consistent presence or absence of features across functions, we see a
phenomenon similar to the ‘‘grammaticalization chains’’ postulated by Heine et al. (1991:229). In building the resemblance,
a term used by Heine et al., we see family-resemblance-like attributes among the senses, which ‘‘have a clear internal
structure and are required to describe and account for language structure’’ (p. 229). The non-exhaustive list of features in
Table 3 shows that there are shared features among these functions, and yet there are also differences in each of these
features. As Lyons (1977:234) has observed, these features are a ‘‘set of possible distinctions’’ in categories such as ‘‘tense,
number, gender, case, person proximity, visibility, shape, animacy, etc.’’ As the list is non-exhaustive, there might also be
synchronic changes within a grammaticalized form, as Bybee et al. (1994:8) have believed – frequency may keep increasing
‘‘after a grammatical status has been reached.’’ Therefore, the grammaticalization process we presented above depends on
the pragmatics of ter- and whether a particular function of it is needed at a particular time.

15
Soh (1994) considered all abilitative uses of ter- as being imperfective with the rationale that only the abilitative ter- allows sentence negation.
However, the author believes that by adding a negation, one can also mean ‘a failed attempt that has taken place’ (in addition to a habitual reading of
‘without an ability’).
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In section 5 to follow, we focus on the passive ter-, which we have identified using our two criteria discussed in section 2
(i.e., replacement with di- and addition of the agentive phrase oleh ‘by’). Since ter- carries different senses, as elaborated in
detail in this section, these two criteria prove to be beneficial in extracting the verb of interest in the next analysis.
5. Comparing passive ter- with other types of Malay passive forms
From previous analysis shown in Table 2, ter- passive constitutes about 17 percent of the total forms in modern use. In
order to examine further the features of passive ter- in comparison to the previous analyses of Chung’s (2005) canonical
passive di- and adversative passive kena, the following analyses of frequency and formality were carried out.16
5.1. Frequency
First, for the modern texts, the average frequency per instance was calculated for all 59 instances of passive ter- found
within the 24 news articles, which amounted to 19,955 words (therefore, comprising 0.30% of the total word count). This
means that passive ter- appears once in every 338 words, on average. Compared to the results of Chung (2005), based on
news texts, this frequency is lower than passive di- (which occurs once in every 35 words, on average) and higher than
passive kena (which occurs once in every 508 words, on average).
Second, for the historical texts, the analysis showed that there were 56 instances of passive ter- in the total 94,069 words in
the corpus of Sejarah Melayu, indicating that passive ter- occurs once in every 1680 words, on average. This is far lower in
frequency than the modern texts. Passive di-, when searched according to the same method in the Sejarah Melayu, returned 3578
instances, indicating one occurrence in every 26 words. This means that passive di- was used frequently in the historical texts. As
for passive kena, a search in the Sejarah Melayu returned 59 instances, among which only four were ‘real’ passive. This
construction, therefore, shows an occurrence of one instance in every 23,517 words, on average, and is the lowest frequency
obtained so far.
Therefore, based on this analysis, the most frequently used passive type in Malay modern texts is passive di-, followed by
passive ter-, and, lastly, by passive kena. Although this comparison combines results from two studies, this is not a
problematic case because Chung’s (2005) work is also based on the news texts from Utusan Malaysia. As for the historical
texts, the same results were returned but with a larger gap of differences between di- and ter- and between ter- and kena. The
comparisons of the passive types are displayed in the continuum in (19) below: (19a) represents the continuum for the
modern texts, where ter- is compared to kena and di- based on Chung (2005), and (19b) shows the data from the historical
texts. (The distance between the passive types in (19) is an estimate.)

(19) (a) Modern Texts from Utusan Melayu
passive kena
One in every 508

passive terOne in every 338

Less Frequent

passive diOne in every 35
More Frequent

(b) Historical Texts from Sejarah Melayu
passive kena
One in every 23,517
Less Frequent

passive terOne in every 1,680

passive diOne in every 26
More Frequent

Comparing the two scales, historical texts seem to contain more uses of passive di-, while passive ter- and passive kena are
used far less frequently. While the frequency of passive di- in the modern texts has dropped slightly, there has been a vast
increase of frequency for passive ter- and passive kena from the historical texts to the modern texts. Passive kena, in
particular, has increased 46 times in frequency from the historical texts 200 years ago to the present. As can be seen, more
instances of passive ter- and passive kena are used today than 200 years ago.17 Also following Chung (2005), an analysis of
formality was carried out and the results are reported in section 5.2.

16
Following Hopper and Thompson (1980) and Hopper (1983), Chung (2005) also analyzed the transitivity of di- and kena. This paper, however, does not
conduct this analysis, as it is not the intent of this work.
17
From the analysis of kena in the historical texts, the author found that kena was used 90% of the time as a verb, 7% as a passive form, and 3% as an adverb.
This pattern may help explain the grammaticalization of kena from a real verb to a passive marker, which will be considered in future research by the author.
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Table 4
Types of articles for the 59 instances of passive ter-.

Types of Articles
Family

Number of Passive Ter-s Found

%

15

25.42

Feature

11

18.64

Religion

10

16.95

Special Report

6

10.17

Entertainment

6

10.17

Literature

5

8.47

National News

3

5.09

Front Page

3

5.09

Total

59

100.00

5.2. Formality
As Koh (1990) and Benjamin (1993) have noted, both formal and colloquial Malay are present in the same community,
and these two forms are used interchangeably by the same speaker. Malay provides a good basis for research on formality.
Benjamin (1993:353), in particular, points out that the difference between formal and colloquial Malay depends on ‘‘a Malay
speaker’s decision whether to express a particular meaning in a formal or a colloquial manner,’’ suggesting that there seems
to be a subset of the language that can reflect different degrees of formality through elements such as syntax, lexis, etc. This
can possibly explain why several passive types are needed in Malay, despite their overlapping passive functions –
intentionality, intensiveness, formality, and a syntactic motivation for the bare form.
In this section, particular attention will be focused on the analysis of different types of articles. The choice of a particular
passive form over all other forms in a particular genre can be seen as one of the indications of formality.
The distribution of the 59 instances of passive ter- that were found in the 24 articles is shown in Table 4. The types of
articles reflect the newspaper sections from which the instances of passive ter- were extracted.
From Table 4, it can be seen that most of the ter- constructions were found in ‘Family’ articles (25%), followed by ‘Feature’
articles (19%), and ‘Religion’ articles (17%). This shows that many of the ter- instances were found in contexts that may be
related to personal daily life (considering the high frequency in ‘Family’ and ‘Religion’ articles; ‘Feature’ articles may vary
according to topic, depending on the focus of the theme). This is possible because, as Goddard (2003) discovered, many of the
uses of ter- are perception-based (even though he was examining the active construction). In fact, Benjamin (1993:362)
found that the unintendedness of ter- may have surfaced through the ‘‘normative Malay view that the course of one’s life
depends on the will of God or of one’s rulers, and that one can do little to alter it.’’ This may also explain the frequent
occurrences of ter- in ‘Religion’ articles. Furthermore, the sense of unintendedness expressed by ter- is also strongly
associated with personal contexts.18
The results of formality show that passive ter- may relate closely to personal daily life. However, this cannot be stated
definitely since it is not certain where passive ter- falls on the continuum, as seen in (20) below.

(20) passive kena passive ter-?
Less Formal Daily Life

passive diMore Formal

Moreover, based on the analyses of the colloquial Internet use of kena reported in Chung (2005) (sometimes in the form of
[kena + an English participle], such as kena caught ‘was caught’), we noted a preliminary observation that passive ter- may
have a tendency to be used more formally than passive kena. Nevertheless, this still requires the support of further analyses.
6. Conclusion
The current work uses a corpus-based approach in examining the prefix ter-. First, all instances of ter- were compared in
terms of their distribution in two corpora (one modern and the other historical). Second, passive ter- was compared to
canonical passive di- and adversative passive kena in terms of frequency and formality. One difficulty encountered in
carrying out the second step arose from the fact, demonstrated in this paper, that in the case of ter- it is sometimes difficult to
differentiate between an active and a passive meaning. The current study has overcome this by presenting a criteria-based
method to identify passive ter- in Malay. These criteria use substitution and additive strategies – substituting ter- with diand/or by adding the agentive phrase oleh ‘by.’ These strategies are not new to linguistic research. However, they have not
previously been used systematically to analyze corpus data. This study has followed these criteria consistently throughout
18
In Chung (2005), di- showed a stronger tendency to appear in the newspaper sections ‘Economy’ (36%), ‘Forum’ (34%), and ‘National News’ (14%); kena
was highest in the sections ‘Forum’ (10%) and ‘Family’ (10%).
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the analyses and has sorted out the different uses of ter- in the two corpora. The results make it possible to address the
confusion between a ‘passive-like’ meaning of ter- and a ‘real’ passive meaning. Furthermore, since distributional data were
also obtained, possible language change processes can be postulated.
However, since the analyses targeted written texts, there might be limitations in terms of distributional data.
Furthermore, since the modern text corpus is small, a larger, more rigorous analysis could be carried out to confirm the
observations discussed herein. Despite these limitations, the study offers contributions in different forms to quantitative
research. For example, methodology-wise, this research has demonstrated a way to compare a particular sense of a
morpheme to its similar forms in written texts. Since all di-s are passive, there may be no need to separate their different
senses. Similarly, kena is easier to detect because it is a free form in running texts. The detection of ter-, however, returned
many senses that are not necessarily passive – this is only one of its uses. The proposed methodology can be applied to
studies of morphemes with multiple meanings, where some of the meanings must be removed in order to carry out a second
stage of research. It is clear that a comparison of ter- to di- and kena is made possible only through operationalized research
as discussed herein.
This paper has suggested a way to extract a particular sense relevant to the research question of the study and has further
compared this sense with its other forms, suggesting three possible grammaticalization developments for the functions of
ter-. These grammaticalization paths show that multiple developments are possible and that decreasing perfectivity is also
seen with a strongly perfected verb such as ter-. Grammaticalization patterns, such as the developments from ability to
possibility, from definite to superlative forms, and the relatedness of ability and passive forms, are also seen in ter-. Future
work aims at enlarging the current data and discovering the differences between the series of Malay passives (i.e., the
remaining ke-, -an, and ber- forms), which have not been examined so far in the literature.
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Observing After and its Collocations Through Corpora Data
藉由語料庫分析After及其搭配詞組1
Siaw-Fong Chung
National Chengchi University

中文摘要
英語介系詞的多義及多重使用方式已經引起許多認知語言學家的注意。本篇
論文將以介系詞 after 為例，探討其不同搭配詞組之用法，目的在呈現如何
運用語料庫分析英文之常見介系詞。本論文將包括以字典詞義之初步探究、
於各詞性之分佈模式，以及其相鄰動詞之分析。其研究內容亦會從單詞的分
析延伸至句型結構的分析，包括如 [*ly after] 結構及其衍伸的 [*ly after +
noun]結構之探討。
關鍵詞：After、介系詞、搭配詞組、語料庫
English Abstract
The polysemous meanings and multifunctional use of English prepositions have
interested many cognitive linguists. Using after as an example, this paper explores
the different collocations of this preposition, involving an initial inspection of its
dictionary senses, followed by an analysis of distributional patterns of parts-ofspeech and its co-appearing verbs. The ultimate goal is to display how corpus can
be utilized to analyze a general preposition which occurs frequently in English.
The next step to follow from the analysis of a single node word is pattern
analyses – extending to an analysis of the [*ly after] patterns, followed by the [*ly
after + noun] patterns.
Keywords: After, Preposition, Collocations, Corpus
Introduction
The preposition after is usually defined with a single function, i.e., to explain the
order of time and events. This single and less complex meaning causes its lack of
discussion in literature. In contrary to after, other prepositions have been
extensively covered by many studies. Examples are the most frequently cited
study of over by Brugman (1981) and Linder’s (1983) classic analysis of out and
up, both of which are among the first few studies of prepositions, as well as
Fernando and Tricker’s (2000) pedagogical study of at, in, and on. Lindstromberg
(1998), in the book English Prepositions Explained, contrasted after with before
in time (pg. 108) and in spatial location (pg. 102). Tyler and Evans (2003:173)
stated the following about after and before:
1
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After derives from a comparative form of af, which was apparent in Old
English and meant ‘off’ and ‘away’. Hence the comparative ‘af + ter’
meant ‘farther off’ or ‘farther away’. Unlike its contrast partner before,
which has a Location Sense as part of its polysemy network, after appears
not to have a Location Sense along the lines of ‘located at the back of the
LM [Landmark]’ [as in “*He knelt after the King”] […] Nevertheless,
after does have a spatial sense associated with it, which parallels some of
the in tandem uses of the proto-scene for behind.
This confirms that after, which possesses some similar meanings with behind, has
a less complex polysemy network and is usually contrasted as the direct opposite
of before.
The aim of this work is to inspect the collocations of after using corpora data.
Among many things, this paper will first examine the senses of after from
dictionaries to see how this preposition is defined. We will then inspect the partsof-speech distributions and collocation analyses of after. Part of the collocation
analyses involves an examination of the co-appearing verbs with after. However,
during the analysis, it was found that phrasal verbs like look after (to take care),
ask after (to be concerned), and go after (to pursue), albeit given a non-literal
meaning and are widely accepted entries in phrasal verb dictionaries (Oxford
Phrasal Verbs and Macmillan Phrasal Verbs Plus), are often used as counterexamples for defining verb-particle construction. One reason for this is because
look after fails some particle tests. For instance, the insertion of an object is
disallowed for look after but is usually found with a phrasal verb such as call up
(e.g., I called my father up versus *look a cat after), etc. 2 Lindstomberg
(1998:22) is of the opinion that such diagnostic test might not be as helpful as a
classification scheme with gradation of features such as perfectiveness. Dixon
(1982), too, has provided a five-class classification scheme which defines verbparticle constructions from completely literal (John walked on the grass) to fully
idiomatic (turn over a new leaf). Similar to Dixon, Patrick and Fletcher (2004)
also argue that verb-particle constructions can be measured using different levels
of literalness and of figurativeness. In that case, look after seems to be more
figurative than go after, which strongly indicates sequence or order. Thus, using
the term ‘verb-particle construction’ to refer to both the literal and idiomatic uses
of the phrasal verbs is perhaps a way to avoid the discrepancies between phrasal
verbs and prepositional verbs, as are defined by Quirk et al. (1985). Therefore, in
attempting to discover the verbs that co-appear with after, this paper does not
target to define what a preposition is or what a particle is.
2
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The steps and results to be discussed in the section below will serve as a
sample research demonstrating how a corpus linguistic study can be constructed
by starting from a single word, and extended to pattern analyses (cf. Hunston &
Francis, 1999).
Methodology and Results
We first searched in dictionaries for the meanings of after. As a preposition, after
has three senses in the Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary (http://www.merriamwebster.com), shown in (1) below.
(1) Sense 1: a: behind in place <people lined up one after another> b(1):
subsequent to in time or order <20 minutes after 6> (2): subsequent to and in
view of <after all our advice>
Sense 2: —used as a function word to indicate the object of a stated or implied
action <go after gold> <was asking after you>
Sense 3: so as to resemble: as a: in accordance with b: with the name of or a
name derived from that of <named after his father> c: in the characteristic
manner of : in imitation of <writing after the manner of Hemingway>
This dictionary summaries the ‘behind’ meaning in sense 1a and the ‘time or
order’ meaning in sense 1b(1), as well as an extension of the ‘order’ sense in
1b(2). Sense 2 is vague because after is termed as a ‘function word’ following the
verb. Sense 3 provides the semantics of some constructional combinations such as
named after and write after. In a learner’s version of the same dictionary, the
Merriam-Webster Learner’s Dictionary, the meanings of after are more
extensively covered, listed in Table 1 to follow. In this learner’s dictionary, after
is defined as ‘time order’ in sense 1, as ‘order of things or person’ in sense 3, and
as ‘an order of some events’ in sense 2. Senses 4 to 8 refer particularly to certain
combinations of words with after such as go after/BE after (sense 4), call
after/clean after (sense 5), name after/pattern after (sense 6), put something after
something (sense 7) and ask after/inquire after (sense 8).3
Like most dictionaries which aim to provide the most frequently seen
language patterns to their users, these two dictionaries list a selective, usually
frequent combinations of words with after as separate senses. In what follows, we
will show that the use of after with certain strings of words is also prominent and
they can be discovered through corpus data. In addition, we will also display the
kind of events usually collocated with after in a corpus.
3

Most dictionaries list look after under look, depending on the degree of idiomaticity, an issue
already mentioned in the introduction of this work.

Table 1: Meanings of after in the Merriam-Webster’s Learner’s Dictionary

In order to first see the parts-of-speech (POS) distributions of after in a
corpus, the British National Corpus was consulted through the BNCWeb platform
(Hoffman et al., 2008). The results are shown in Table 2 below.
Table 2: After and its Parts-of-Speech in the British National Corpus (BNC)
POS
Instances
Percentages
Prepositions
73,014
64.20%
Either Prepositions or Conjunctions
16,986
14.94%
Conjunctions
16,303
14.33%
Either Conjunctions or Prepositions
6,351
5.58%
Adverbs
936
0.82%
Adjectives
126
0.11%
Truncated speeches
13
0.01%
Total
113,729
100.00%
Note: PRP-CJS (either a preposition or a conjunction) is different from CJS-PRP because the one
with the stronger possibility will be listed first.

From Table 2, we can see that after as a general preposition constitutes a majority
of the instances (64.20%). After as a conjunction constitutes 14.33% of the total
113,729 instances. There are about 20% of the instances being either a preposition
or conjunction (or vice versa). (The examples can be seen in (2) to follow.) After
as an adverb or adjective each constitutes less than 1% of the total instances. The
final category is truncated speeches in the spoken part of the BNC.
(2) (a) Preposition
Isidro Caballero, a 33-year-old teacher, ‘disappeared’ after being detained
on 7 February 1989 by an army patrol. (A03 394)
(b) Preposition-Conjunction
Usually after one or two turns these gliders will unstall themselves and
build up speed rapidly in a spiralling dive. (A0H 875)
(c) Conjunction
They took what was left after the church schools had creamed off the more
academic pupils and the upper classes. (A07 1353)
(d) Conjunction-Preposition

It was a rather rickety affair that creaked embarrassingly when I sat down
in it and ever after when I moved. (A0F 859)
(e) Adverb
He refused to say whether seven or eight voting slips had been handed to
him, and said they were all destroyed soon after. (AHA 51)
(g) Adjective
Festivals aren’t only about fishing, most feature an after match disco and
for the less energetic there’s pool, darts competitions and singalongs in the
local bar. (A6R 652)
(h) Truncated Speech
…to give a real round of applause to these beautiful British people have
come, have come out this after-- this after-- th-- this afternoon. (K66 2)
The results in Table 2 show that after as a preposition still dominates the overall
instances of after, followed by conjunction. Adverb and adjective uses of after are
rare.4
In the next analysis, we extracted all the verbs that appear five words on the
left of after (thus, minus five position of after). By doing so, we ignored any
preposing constructions such as Up it rises and Up the tree it raises (cf. Cappelle,
2002) in which the verb comes after the preposition and the object.
Through using the designated parameter, the top twenty verbs, arranged in
descending T-score values (the last column of Table 3), are displayed. T-score
was used instead of the commonly used Mutual Information (MI) value because
we intended to measure the certainty of collocation, not the strength of it. (More
about these two values can be found in Hunston (2002).) The third column of
Table 3 shows the total frequency of each individual verb; the fourth column
shows the collocated frequencies; and the fifth column shows the number of texts
in which each collocated pattern is found.
From Table 3, look after (in different grammatical forms) seems to be the
most frequently appearing collocation. The following content words (thus
ignoring was as in She was after everything in trousers (A0D 1504)) are named
after, came after, left after, etc. By going through the list, we realized that after in
most combinations (e.g., died after, left after, went after, etc.) shows to be a
general preposition. In other words, after in these collocated patterns denotes a
literal temporal sequence more often than that of the more figurative ones such as
look after and name after, in which after in the latter two examples identify an
extended meaning of sequence.
4

It is worth noting that the BNC tagsets do not distinguish between a phrasal verb and a
prepositional verb. The adverbs uses are not necessarily phrasal verbs.

Table 3: The Verbs Appearing in the -5 Window Span of After
No.

Word

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

look
looking
looked
was
named
died
came
left
returned
were
arrested
went
looks
return
released
comes
resigned
called
sought
retired

Total No. in
whole BNC
41,524
25,130
32,194
881,425
4,272
13,585
44,701
31,981
9,818
313,113
3,380
45,738
9,947
7,533
4,934
15,662
2,014
32,288
5,182
1,809

Observed collocate
frequency
2355
1146
951
6508
649
670
901
612
303
2249
203
520
237
201
177
257
141
374
166
133

In No. of
texts
1084
674
601
1888
417
346
585
459
249
1079
115
386
198
165
118
192
92
301
134
96

T-score value
44.1879
30.0871
25.5427
25.2494
24.6249
23.2221
22.4626
18.1811
14.5458
13.9322
13.0444
12.6293
12.1173
11.4822
11.4229
11.0755
11.014
10.8701
10.8439
10.7369

From the results in Table 3, we can predict that the use of after in a phrasal verb
(or a verb-particle construction, despite the discrepancies of definitions) (except
look after) is far less frequent than that of a prepositional verb (or literal phrasal
verb in Dixon’s definition).
The results in Table 3 comply with our observation of senses in the
dictionaries – look after is listed separately under look in dictionaries because of
its high idiomaticity. Other uses of after, especially those in terms of time and
order, were also found among our top twenty collocates. However, with corpus
data, we also found additional information about the constructional use of after.
For instance, when we searched for *ly_AV0 after in the BNCWeb, we found the
results in Table 4, again, with the top twenty types are listed. In total, there are
3,109 (2.73%) such instances from the total 113,729 instances of after, excluding
only after.

Table 4: *ly After Construction
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Lexical items
shortly after
immediately after
especially after
particularly after
quickly after
Usually after
directly after
rapidly after
sharply after
really after
probably after
apparently after
certainly after
considerably after
dramatically after
possibly after
finally after
slightly after
significantly after
presumably after

No. of occurrences
1,210
781
210
108
42
37
36
34
17
16
16
16
15
13
11
9
9
9
9
8

Percent
31.60%
20.40%
5.48%
2.82%
1.10%
0.97%
0.94%
0.89%
0.44%
0.42%
0.42%
0.42%
0.39%
0.34%
0.29%
0.24%
0.24%
0.24%
0.24%
0.21%

From Table 4, we can see that shortly after (31.60%) appears on top, followed
by immediately after (20.40%). From here, some meanings of [*ly after]
construction can be derived: (a) the top two dominating collocated patterns
emphasize the swiftness of the follow-up event or action. Other uses with the
similar meanings are quickly after, rapidly after, sharply after, and dramatically
after; (b) some (especially after, particularly after) indicate manner or preciseness,
whereas (c) others (probably after, possibly after, and presumably after) indicate
prediction of sequence of event. Examples like directly after and significantly
after can be ambiguous in terms of being swiftness or to indicate manner. In order
to further understand the types of nouns that collocate with the [*ly after]
construction, the most frequently collocated nouns following this construction
were also inspected.
From the list of nouns in Table 5 (to follow), we can see that most of the
events denoted by after are either bounded events with a beginning and an ending
(e.g., war, election, period, meeting, appointment, event, etc.) or inchoative events
with a distinctive change of states (birth, arrival, take-off, revolution, etc.).

Table 5: Nouns Following *ly After Constructions in +3 Window Span
No.

Word

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

war
death
birth
world5
election
midnight
years
arrival
return
end
period
meeting
appointment
lunch
take-off
birthday
christmas
publication
event
revolution

Total No. in
whole BNC
27,205
19,856
5,115
57,446
9,662
1,792
88,571
3,339
9,522
42,947
24,108
15,931
4,382
4,873
337
3,165
8,603
3,695
10,296
4,554

Observed collocate
frequency
79
73
45
52
38
29
43
25
23
28
24
18
15
14
13
13
14
13
14
12

In No. of
texts
72
62
41
47
34
24
41
23
21
23
24
16
15
13
10
13
13
11
14
11

T-score value
8.5814
8.3111
6.6318
6.4126
6.0073
5.3518
5.2035
4.9331
4.5968
4.4779
4.4057
3.8662
3.7596
3.6111
3.5962
3.5176
3.5112
3.5028
3.4658
3.3323

It was found that war and death are two highly collocated nouns, both of which
have almost similar T-score values and they appear widely in more than 60 texts
collected in the BNC. Among all the 79 instances of [*ly after + war]
construction, about 50% are constituted by immediately after, and another 23% by
shortly after. Therefore, it appears that in the BNC, these two events are the most
prominent events after which significant changes had been noted. This explains
the reason why these nouns co-appear with after consistently in the corpus. From
here, the relatedness of the collocated terms can be explicated and their
motivation of co-appearance can also be explained.
Conclusion
Intended to provide a sample research using after, this paper has demonstrated
how a single word can be expanded to its collocations, and finally to its pattern
analyses. The results show that the meaning of a word may affect the kinds of
collocations it offers and this can be unveiled through corpus linguistic analysis.
5

*World is used as a modifier as in World War II. In order to make sure all these nouns are nonmodifiers, a second-level line-by-line analysis will be required but was not carried out at the
present stage.

The overall results display that the ‘time and order’ senses of after enable
modifying of the follow-up actions in speed, manner (precision), or probability.
This part of the analysis supports the recent corpus-based development from
lexical to pattern analysis.
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摘 要： 本文以 Huang et al. (2000) 提出的動詞語意表達模式（MARVS）分析「泡」
、
「浸」此
組多義近義詞。
「泡」與「浸」於「物體（長時間）放在液體中」的事件訊息結構，
「泡」為可指
涉過程或過程完成後的狀態的動態雙元複合事件，
「浸」為啟始狀態的簡單事件。
「泡」參與角色
的角色內部屬性，對象可為溫泉；而「浸」則不行。之後我們以「物體放入液體中」為基本義，
探討彼此的語義延伸關係，「泡」的語義延伸比「浸」要來得多。其中的隱喻延伸包含部分-全
體的轉喻（從「浸在水裡」到「紙浸了油」）、容器隱喻（如：水泡、沈浸）及 MASS-COUNT
隱喻（如：泡妞）。
關鍵詞：多義近義詞、MARVS、事件訊息結構、語義延伸、隱喻

A Corpus-based Lexical Semantic Study of Verbs of
PÀO 泡 and JÌN 浸 in Mandarin
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Master’s Program in Teaching Chinese as a Second Language, Taipei Municipal Universityof Education, Taiwan
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Abstract: We adopt the Module-Attribute Representation of Verbal Semantics (MARVS) proposed by
Huang et al. (2000) for the analysis of the polysemous near-synonymous pair of PÀO 泡 and JÌN 浸 in
Mandarin. The event structure of ‘soak objects in liquid’ was found for both verbs. However, PÀO 泡
is a composite event of dual process-state; JÌN 浸 is a simplex event of inchoative state. PÀO 泡 can
collocate with the goal of ‘hot spring’ but JÌN 浸 cannot. Focusing on the core sense ‘soak objects in
liquid’, we discuss the semantic extensions of PÀO 泡 and JÌN 浸 and discover some metaphorical
extensions, such as Part-Whole metonymy (from「浸在水裡」to「紙浸了油」) and CONTAINER
metaphors (e.g., 水泡 and 沈浸), as well as MASS-COUNT metaphor (e.g., 泡妞). It was also
discovered that PÀO 泡 has a wider semantic extension than JÌN 浸 does.
Key words: polysemous near-synonyms, MARVS, event structure, semantic extension, metaphor

一、前言
生活中我們常會用到「泡」與「浸」
，我們說「泡咖啡」
、
「氣泡」
、
「泡妞」，
卻不說「*浸咖啡」
、
「*氣浸」
、
「*浸妞」
。
「泡水」
、
「泡茶」
、
「泡影」
、
「事情泡湯」、
「泡夜店」和「泡妞」這幾個「泡」的意思全然不同；同樣地，
「浸在水裡」
、
「紙
浸了油」
、
「浸淫」的「浸」意思也不同。雖然這兩個動詞共同具有「物體（長時
間）放在液體中」此語義，但其用法卻不相同。本文藉由語料庫的檢索探究「泡」
、
「浸」此組多義近義詞各自的異同處、為何會有此差別，及其語義延伸關係。
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二、文獻回顧
蔡美智（1997）
、蔡美智等（1999）
、Chief, Lian-Cheng 等（2000）
、Liu, Mei-chun.
(2002)、黃郁純（2005,2006）等皆提及語料庫應用於分析近義詞的優點，也都
肯定了詞彙語意和句法功能間的密切關係。從近義詞的研究可確立詞彙語意和句
法結構間的關係。
Huang et al.（2000）提出一套分析方法：動詞語意表達模式“The
Module-Attribute Representation of Verbal Semantics (MARVS) ＂。「理想中每個
動詞的每個義項都有各自的一套由語義屬性所組成的事件訊息結構」(張麗麗等，
2000:3)，分析出語義屬性就可以推論出該動詞的使用情形，MARVS 模式即是用
來表達每一個動詞義項的事件訊息結構（event structure）
，見圖一（引自 Huang,
2000:24）。

圖一 事件訊息結構 (Huang,2000:24)
三、研究方法
本研究以「中央研究院現代漢語語料庫（Sinica Corpus）」4.0 版1為語料主
要來源，參考 MARVS 模式及前人研究，分析「泡」
、
「浸」的語義和語法之間的
互動關係，辨析此組近義詞的差異。首先分析二者的構詞形式，其次依實際語料
庫中的語料將中文詞彙網絡（Chinese Wordnet）2的釋義做增修，找出二者共同具
有的語義。接著討論其共同語義的句法功能與論元結構，判定其事件類型後整理
出二者的事件訊息結構。最後討論其語義延伸情形。
四、結果分析
（一）構詞形式
初步觀察 Sinica Corpus，「泡」原語料 363 筆資料（單純詞加複合詞），扣
除 5 條重複，1 條錯字語料，4 條節目名稱，1 條基金會名稱，16 條「浸泡」
，餘
336 條語料。
「浸」原語料 125 筆資料（單純詞加複合詞）
，扣除 3 條重複，13 條
3
機構名稱等專有名詞，16 條「浸泡」，餘 93 條語料 。
表 1 Sinica Corpus「泡」、「浸」語料數
泡
浸

單純詞
88
16

%
26.19
17.20

複合詞
248
77

1

%
73.81
82.80

合計
336
100％
93
100％

「中央研究院現代漢語語料庫」4.0 版可於網路上檢索（http://www.sinica.edu.tw/SinicaCorpus）。
中文詞彙網絡（Chinese Wordnet）可於網路上檢索(http://cwn.ling.sinica.edu.tw/)。
3
錯字語料：施早期作品如（約伯的後裔）等，已經延伸張一手泡製（應為「炮製」才對）的「女
性鬼話」
（Female Gothic）
。節目名稱：華視連環泡節目。基金會名稱：泡泡校園觀察基金會。
機構名稱：浸信會、浸會大學。
2
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從表 1 可看出「泡」
、
「浸」複合詞高達約七、八成的比例。我們參考 Chung
（2009）分析中文金、木、水、火、土五行元素構詞的方式，分析「泡」、「浸」
的構詞形式如表 2。
表 2 Sinica Corpus「泡」、「浸」複合詞形式4
雙字詞
三字詞
複
S?
?S
SS
SS？
??S
S??
?S?
合
如：泡
如：水
如：泡泡 如：泡泡 如：電燈 如：泡沫
如：發泡
詞
湯、浸水 泡、沈浸
糖
泡
化、浸出物
劑
形
種 總 種 總 種 總 種 總 種 總 種 總 種 總
式
類 數 類 數 類 數 類 數 類 數 類 數 類 數
泡
浸

17

143

57.66%
15

49

63.64%

10

74

29.84%
3

26

33.76%

1

10

4.03%
0

0
0

6

8

3.23%
0

0
0

1

5

2.02%
0

0
0

4

4

1.61％
1

2

4

4

1.61%
0

2.60％

合
計

248
100

0
0

77
100

從表 2 可進一步得知「泡」、「浸」的複合詞形式差異，「泡」、「浸」最多的
複合詞形式為「泡？」
（57.66％）
、
「浸？」
（63.64％）
，其次是「？泡」
、
「？浸」，
二者各佔了「泡」
、
「浸」雙字詞約九成的比例。另外，
「泡」還有「泡泡？」
、
「??
泡」
、
「泡??」
、
「?泡?」的三字詞種類共 15 種，總數 21 個，佔「泡」所有語料的
8.47％。而「浸」三字詞種類只有「浸??」一種，總數 2 個，佔「浸」所有語料
的 2.60％。
「泡」全部複合詞種類共 43 種，而「浸」有 19 種。從彼此構詞形式、
種類差異之大推想各自語義當大不相同。
（二）義項
在參考中文詞彙網絡的釋義與實際語料庫的語料後，將「泡」
、
「浸」的語義
增修如表 3。我們增加了中文詞彙網絡沒有的釋義，
「虛空及易幻滅」
、
「無結果、
白白受損」
，語料如：他的理想抱負化為泡影、計畫全都泡湯了。另外，
「泡」除
了計算尿液的單位之外，我們發現語料庫裡有「他的眼裡就溢出了兩泡熱水」的
語料，因此加了「眼淚」的單位。
表 3 實際語料中的「泡」、「浸」語義5
語 義
泡
1.以水調製後述飲料或食品
（336） 2.氣體在液體中將液體鼓起來所形成的球狀或
半球狀體，常用接尾詞
3.將物體（長時間）放在液體中
4.球狀或半球狀物的東西伸縮性的物質內充滿
氣體而鼓起所形成的球狀物，通常是吹製成的
5.虛空及易幻滅（如：他的理想抱負化為泡影）
6.無結果、白白受損（如：計畫全都泡湯了）
4
5

語料數（％）
141（41.97）
58（17.26）
39（11.61）
35（10.42）
24（7.14）
15（4.46）

S 表「泡」或「浸」，？表除「泡」、
「浸」以外的其他字。
加框的語義為中文詞彙網絡中沒有的釋義，粗體字為「泡」
、「浸」共有的語義。
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7.皮膚上內含液體的半球狀突出物
8.故意長時間待在特定地點消耗時間
9.形容（眼睛）看起來浮腫
10.計算尿液或糞便、眼淚的單位（如：他的眼
裡就溢出了兩泡熱水）
11.比喻男女在正式交往前追求對方
12.沖泡出來的飲料單位，通常是茶或咖啡
1.比喻情緒完全投入於後述境界中
浸
2.將物體（長時間）泡入液體中
（93）
3.液體滲入特定範圍

13（3.87）
4（1.19）
3（0.89）
3（0.89）
1（0.30）
0
40（43.01）
31（33.33）
22（23.66）

從表中可知「泡」所具有的義項數為「浸」的四倍。「泡」
、「浸」雖共同具
有「將物體（長時間）放在液體中」的語義([泡]有 39 筆語料，[浸]有 31 筆語
料)，但都不是各自最多比例的語義，分別是「浸」的第二多語義，
「泡」的第三
多語義。
「浸」最多比例的語義是「情緒完全投入於後述境界中」
，
「泡」則是「以
水調製後述飲料或食品」。
（三）句法功能、論元結構
從上述可知「泡」
、
「浸」二者共同具有的語義在各自的語料中所佔的比例高
低不同，除此之外表 4 句法功能表顯示「將物體（長時間）放在液體中」此共有
的語義，
「泡」
、
「浸」於 39、31 筆語料中約九成皆以謂語功能為主，其次是定語，
「浸」則還可為名物化，如例（1）至例（3）。
（1）謂語：我在泳池泡到凌晨兩點。腳浸在熱水裡。
（2）定語：民眾清運泡水的家具。趕至興建中的浸水垃圾掩埋場。
（3）名物化：牠的腸胃已吸收了浸出物。
表 4 「將物體（長時間）放在液體中」句法功能
謂語
定語
名物化
（泡杯茶）

泡

（泡水的家具）

37
2
（94.87％） （5.13％）
浸
27
3
（87.10％） （9.67％）

（浸出物）

合計

0

39
（100％）
1
31
（3.23％） （100％）

「泡」
、
「浸」句法功能上並無大差異，接下來討論其參與的論元角色方面。
「泡」
、
「浸」於「將物體（長時間）放在液體中」此語義為二價論元，參與角色
需包含「受事」（theme）與「對象」(goal)，被放置的物體為「受事」，物體被
放到什麼液體內的液體為「對象」。受事可以是部分或全部放在液體對象裡，表
5 中「受事」角色二者並無差別，都可以是有生命類（如：人、動物）、物品類
（如：家具、廢紙）
、食物類（如：米粉、黃瓜）
。
「泡」的液體對象除水類（如：
海水）
、洗澡類（如：洗澡水）
、其他（如：重金屬溶液）之外，還可以是溫泉，
而「浸」則只能是水類（如：浸到冷水裡）
、洗澡類（如：浸浴過久）
、其他（如：
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PVC 樹脂）
。可以說「泡溫泉」
，但不能說「浸溫泉」6。唯，
「浸」的對象雖可是
洗澡類，但只有 1 條語料（如：避免用太冷、太熱的水洗澡或浸浴過久）
，「泡」
搭配洗澡類對象的比例（10.26％）遠多於「浸」（3.23％）。
表 5 「物體（長時間）放在液體中」的論元結構
泡（39）
浸（31）
有生命：22（56.41％） 有生命：10（32.26％）
受
物品：12（30.77％）
物品：15（48.39％）
事
食物：5（12.82％）
食物：6（19.35％）
水類：27（87.09％）
水類：30（76.92％）
對 洗澡類：4（10.26％） 洗澡類：1（3.23％）
象 溫泉：4（10.26％）
其他：3（9.68％）
其他：1（2.56％）
從上述分析可知，
「泡」
、
「浸」雖共同為二價論元，且參與角色都為「受事」
與「對象」
，但其對象類的特質屬性卻有所差異，
「浸」的對象屬性不可是溫泉類
液體，而「泡」則可以。
（四）事件類型
表 6 顯示，就「物體（長時間）放在液體中」此事件而言，
「泡」為可延續
一段時間，可指涉事件端點的過程動作，而在動作完成後，還可以指持續的狀態，
因此其事件類型為動態雙元的複合事件。「浸」則是可延續一段時間，可指涉事
件端點，但無法使用進行式的啟始狀態。
表 6 「泡」、「浸」事件類型判定

延續時段
端點（了）
正（在）

泡

浸





（如：泡十分鐘的水）

（如：浸於鹽水二、三十分鐘）





（如：泡了一會）

（如：頭已經浸濕了）





（如：電鍍ＰＣ板正泡在重金屬溶液內）

持續的
狀態
事件類型



＊

將冰冷的腳正浸在熱水裡



（如：不明液體內卻泡著隱形眼鏡。在
7

寒風中，泡著暖呼呼的溫泉 ）

動態雙元
////─

（如：糖水中浸著幾個
小圓仔8）

啟始狀態
─

6

閩南語可使用「浸溫泉」
、「泡溫泉」和「洗溫泉」
。
Sinica Corpus 並無「泡著」的語料，此 2 條畫底線的語料出自 Sketchengine 語料庫
（http://the.sketchengine.co.uk/login/），下文畫底線的語料也是如此。
8
Sinica Corpus 和 Sketchegine 都無「浸著」語料。表內語料是筆者從 Sinica Corpus 選一句
語料加上「著」。
7
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五、討論
（一）事件訊息結構
經過上述結果分析，我們將「泡」、「浸」共同具有的語義「物體（長時間）
放在液體中」的事件訊息結構整理成表 7。「泡」、「浸」之事件類型一為動態雙
元的複合事件，一為啟始狀態的簡單事件。其參與角色的內部屬性，「泡」的對
象可為溫泉；而「浸」則不行。
表 7 「泡」、「浸」之事件訊息結構
屬性

事件類型

泡

動態雙元
////─

浸

參與角色
角色內部屬性
<受事,對象>
∣
[+溫泉]
<受事, 對象>

啟始狀態
─

從上述對「泡」
、
「浸」事件訊息結構之討論，我們可以清楚看出二者雖共同
具有「物體（長時間）放在液體中」之語義，但其實彼此的事件類型及角色內部
屬性具明顯區別。
（二）語義延伸
「泡」、「浸」除有重疊的語義「物體（長時間）放在液體中」，從先前的表
3 可以得知彼此也都還延伸出其他的語義。
我們將「泡」
、
「浸」的語義延伸關係以「物體（長時間）放在液體中」為基
本義來討論，說明如下：圖二中實線圓圈內含「泡」的所有語義，虛線圓圈內含
「浸」的所有語義，兩圓集合的粗實線部分為共有的基本義。「泡」延伸出「以
水調製後述飲料或食品」的語義（a）9，如：泡咖啡，其粉末狀的飲料類受事，
如茶、咖啡、牛奶等溶解、消失於液體，因此有可能延伸出「白白受損」的語義
10
(a´)，如：計畫全都「泡湯」了 。當主事沖泡飲料時會伴隨攪拌的動作，液體
會產生氣泡，因此延伸出「氣體在液體中將液體鼓起來所形成的球狀或半球狀體」
的語義(b)，如：氣泡、泡泡。通常泡泡會很快破掉，不會一直存在於液體中，
因此延伸出「虛空及易幻滅」的語義（c）
，如：他的理想抱負化為泡影、經濟泡
沫化。另外，從容器內將液體鼓起來的球狀或半球狀形體，有可能延伸出「人皮
膚上內含液體的半球狀突出物」的語義（c´），而有「水泡」、「泡瘡」等語詞。
此和萊科夫與強森（Lakoff and Johnson,1980）所提的「容器隱喻」(CONTAINER
metaphor)相符合。將人的身體視為容器，映射至人的皮膚表面鼓起的半球狀物。
鼓起的球狀或半球狀形體延伸出「浮腫」的語義（c"），如：泡眼皮。「泡」另
有量詞的功能，表沖泡出來的飲料、尿液、眼淚的單位，我們推想是從泡飲料的

9
10

我們將於正文和圖二以英文字母為代號來做語義延伸的說明。
「泡湯」的字面義是泡在溫泉裡，
「湯」在古漢語有「熱水」的意思，其白白受損的隱喻義是
否如我們所述來自「粉末狀的飲料消失、溶解於液體」
，還有待更進一步的驗證，因此我們於
圖二畫以虛線箭頭表不十分確定。
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液體延伸出來的，如：第二泡比較好喝11、灑泡尿12，尚須更進一步地驗證。
「泡」從「物體放入液體中」也延伸出「故意長時間待在特定地點消耗時間」
的語義（d），視實際具體空間、環境為容器，人和該環境接觸、互動，就像物
體泡在液體中，如：泡網咖。人和環境的接觸、互動又延伸成人和人的互動，因
此 說 「 泡 妞 」、「 泡 牛 郎 」 (e) ， 此 為 一 種 MASS-COUNT 隱 喻 ( 見
Lakoff,1987:442)13。
「浸」除了和「泡」共有的語義之外，另從「物體放入液體中」的基本義延
伸出「液體滲入特定範圍」的語義（f）
。原本是物體部分或全部浸在液體中，變
成以部分代替全體的轉喻（metonymy）
，如：紙浸了油、洞穴浸了水。又從「液
體滲入特定範圍」延伸出「情緒完全投入於後述境界中」(g)，具體的液體延伸
為抽象的情緒，特定範圍延伸為抽象的境界。如：沈浸在剛剛的感性和感動之中、
浸淫於管風琴天地。

圖二 語義延伸圖

六、結語
本文從「泡」與「浸」的事件訊息結構探討二者共有語義的事件類型、角色
內部屬性的差異。就共有語義「物體（長時間）放在液體中」此事件，「泡」為
可指涉過程或過程完成後的狀態的動態雙元複合事件，「浸」為啟始狀態的簡單
事件。
「泡」的對象可為溫泉；而「浸」則不行。之後我們以「物體放入液體中」
11
12

13

此語料來自中文詞彙網絡。
我們於「水泡」
、
「泡眼皮」
、
「灑泡尿」處畫虛線箭頭，表只是目前的推想，尚須更進一步地驗
證。
許多介系詞，如馬來語的' dalam '(「在」和「在裡面」的意思)，也有此 MASS-COUNT 隱喻
現象（參見 Chung, 2004）。
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為基本義，探討彼此的語義延伸關係，「泡」的語義延伸比「浸」要來得多。我
們推想因為「泡」的詞彙訊息指涉動作過程及持續狀態的事件類型，因此會延伸
出「調製飲料」、「故意長時間待在特定地點消耗時間」的語義，而又從此二義
項延伸出更多其他語義。但「浸」的詞彙訊息並未含動作過程而是狀態，因此語
義延伸情形和「泡」不相同。隱喻延伸包含部分-全體的轉喻（從「浸在水裡」
到「紙浸了油」）
、容器隱喻（如：水泡、沈浸）及 MASS-COUNT 隱喻（如：泡
妞）。
從本研究我們得出語料庫可運用於近義詞辨析，從中找出詞彙語意與句法功
能、論元結構間的關係，並可以此分析動詞的事件訊息結構。而我們又可從近義
詞共有的基本義所指涉的事件類型來說明語義延伸情形及其中隱喻概念的轉變
等。未來研究可再針對「泡」、「浸」其他語義各自的事件類型做分析，看其與
語義延伸間的關係，以驗證圖二的語義延伸。
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A Study on the Semantic Preference and Semantic Prosody of
“CHALLENGE”
Yen -Yu Lin and Siaw-Fong Chung
National Chengchi University

Abstract
Partington (1998, p.8) once said that it is crucial for ESL/EFL learners to
understand not only what is grammatically possible but also what is appropriate. By
‘appropriate,’ we refer to the correctness of connotations with the right speaker’s
attitude. These constitute the definition of ‘semantic prosody,’ referring to a node
word that is typically co-occurring with particular sets of lexical items of the same
semantic field, such that this word takes on connotations from that environment
(Stubb, 2001). This paper aims to investigate the word, CHALLENGE, which,
according to SYNONMY.COM (http://www.synonym.com/), is synonymous to the
words like difficult, dispute, quest, and object, all of which possess a negative
connotation. However, when resorting to dictionary definition, CHALLENGE was
found to also possess positive senses such as “stimulating, arousing competitive
interest, thought, or action.”
Using data from ukWaC1, a web-based corpus containing 1,565 million words,
the semantic profile of CHALLENGE as verb, noun and adjective was extracted. As a
preliminary study, the top forty collocates of CHALLENGE in each grammatical
relation (e.g. objects of CHALLENGE, subjects of CHALLENGE, etc.) were coded
and categorized into various sense-groups based on the shared semantic features.2
The percentage calculation of each group upon the accumulated frequency of the top
forty collocates clearly informs us of the sense-group ranking. Through interpreting
the statistics and the nature of each group, the semantic prosody of CHALLENGE
becomes apparent.
The results showed that CHALLENGE bears a mixed prosody. Neutral and
positive prosody occur much more frequently than negative prosody. When
CHALLENGE serves as a verb, the most frequent sense group of its objects was
found to possess a neutral sense (CHALLENGE+notion/perception/thinking) with the
percentage frequency of this top-ranking sense group reaching 48% upon all
collocates. When serving as a noun, CHALLENGE is more likely to collocate with
the
adjectives
with
positive
prosody
(e.g.big/major/key+CHALLENGE,CHALLENGE+is/are+immense/enormous/conside
1
2

(http://ca.sketchengine.co.uk/auth/preloaded_corpus/ukwac2/ske/first_form)
The threshold of top forty served as a trial in this preliminary analysis.

rable), which carry the sense of “extremely large in size or degree”. In addition, it was
found that CHALLENGE also reveals a strong positive prosody when connecting to
other words in the same part of speech by conjunction:
(1) use interactivity and games to stimulate, challenge , and absorb learners
(2) focused and looking for a career full of challenges , and rewards
(3) would like career opportunities which challenging , exciting, and rather,
well very cool
In addition, the verbs preceding CHALLENGE often indicate directionality (e.g., face,
pose, encounter).
Comparatively, negative prosody occurs less frequently. For example, when
CHALLENGE serves as a verb, its objects which portray an unfavorable meaning
(CHALLENGE+stereotype/preconcpetion/racism) account for merely 18.14% of the
accumulated frequency. Similarly, when CHALLENGE serves as a noun and when it
connects with other words with the same part of speech (cf. (1) (3) above), only about
one-fourth of the total occurrences of collocates were labeled with negative sense.
In summary, the corpus data show that, although CHALLENGE is treated in the
same category with words possessing negative senses, the prosody of it is found
positive or neutral. Pedagogic-wise, the findings herein can serve as the base for
language instructors to design teaching materials and help EFL/ESL learners to avoid
making overgeneralization in their use of semantic prosody.
Key words: semantic prosody, challenge, corpus
Reference:
Stubbs, Michael. (2001). Words and Phrases. Oxford:Blackwell.
Partington, A. (1998). Patterns and meanings: Using corpora for English language
research and teaching. Philadelphia, PA: John Benjamins.

Low-intermediate EFL writing assessment: Effects of topic and vocabulary
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Studies examining whether vocabulary variation, that is, the variety of
vocabulary used in speech or writing, makes a significant contribution to
second language writing quality have yielded conflicting results of limited
generalisability. Moreover, topic variation has been shown to sometimes affect
and others not essay scoring. Motivated by this research setting, the present
study has three aims. First, it probes into relevant research methodology issues.
Second, it examines the role of vocabulary variation in the holistic grades
given to paragraphs written in English by native speakers of Mandarin Chinese
in Taiwan, an underrepresented learner population in such studies. Third, it
examines whether topic variation affects the impact that vocabulary variation
has on the holistic grading of these paragraphs.
The data are 12,000 paragraphs written by low-intermediate learners of
English in Taiwan. Each group of 2,000 paragraphs was written on a different
topic. The data were produced in the context of the Intermediate Level General
English Proficiency Test (Intermediate GEPT), a proficiency examination for
low-intermediate learners of English in Taiwan. They form part of the LTTC
English Learner Corpus, which is currently under construction at National
Taiwan University.

A Comparison of HAPPEN and its Synonyms Based on
Native Speaker and Learner Corpora
Liang-Chun Wang
National Chengchi University
Siaw-Fong Chung
National Chengchi University
Abstract
Following Perlmutter’s (1978) syntactic hypothesis of
unaccustaive verbs (a type of intransitive verbs), Levin and Rappaport
Hovav (1995) provide integrated syntactic and semantic approaches to
interpret various subcategories of unaccusaitive verbs. ‘Verbs of
appearance/existence,’ e.g., HAPPEN or APPEAR, are unaccusative verbs
which possess a single argument with a thematic role. (cf. Zhang & Liu,
2007; Wang, 2008; Wang & Chung, 2009 for more examples).
The present study utilizes a native speaker corpus (BNC) and
three learner corpora (LTTC; ICLE; NCCU) to compare HAPPEN and its
synonyms (OCCUR, APPEAR, EXIST) through their grammatical forms
(-ed, -s, -ing, etc.) and error types (e.g., overpassivization error *What is
happened?) to identify the similarities and differences between native
speakers and L2 English learners. Our results are presented in the four
figures below.
As for erroneous rate, the most frequent grammatical choices of
these four verbs in the three learner corpora also display higher erroneous
rates (e.g., 25% from all uses of happened in ICLE; 66.66% from all uses
of occurred in LTTC; and 16.00% from all instance of the base for of
appear in NCCU). This shows that frequently used grammatical forms of
the verbs require more attention for teachers to distinguish the differences
in teaching.
This study gives rise to issues of L2 as a language variety. The
error rate analysis, for instance, provides statistical account of incorrect
usages yet widely used by L2 learners. With facilitation of corpora, the
change of attitudes toward learners’ language, as well as the status of L2 as
learners’ identity, could also be looked at in future research.
Key words: unaccusative verbs, HAPPEN/OCCUR/APPEAR/EXIST, BNC, learner
corpus, second language acquisition
1

1. Introduction
Understanding and identifying the differences among words with closely related
meanings would be of importance in language acquisition, including first language
acquisition (FLA) or second language acquisition (SLA). Unaccusative existence and
appearance verbs (e.g., HAPPEN, APPEAR, or EXIST),

1

a type of the intransitive

verbs, first hypothesized by Perlmutter (1978) and latter noticed in recent studies, are
one of the complicated verbs (Liu, 2000; Wu & Liu, 2002; Zhang, 2006), possessing a
simple syntactic structure (NP+V) but involving intriguing internal factors, such as
thematic roles.
Before discussing the unaccusative verbs, we would first present the four types
of verb structure in most languages, particularly in English in Table1.1.

Table1.1 Accusative, Ergative, Unaccussative, Unergative Verbs
Verb Types

Syntactic Structures

Examples
EAT, SEE, WIN in English

Transitive— NP + V+ NP
Accusative

a. I won the award.
Intransitive— NP + V
b. I won in the speech contest.

Ergative

BREAK, MELT, FLY in English
Transitive— NP + V+ NP

(or Alternating

c. I broke the window.
Intransitive— NP + V

Unaccusative)

Unaccusative
1

d. The window broke.

Intransitive— NP + V

HAPPEN, DIE, FALL, ARRIVE in English

The capitalized verbs refer to the four main verbs, i.e. happen, occur, appear, and exist, discussed in

this study to contrast the different grammatical forms of the four verbs, such as happen, happened,
happening, happens.
2

(Non-alternating

e. He has arrived.

Unaccusative)

f. The leaf fell.

TALK, LAUGH, RUN in English
Unergative

Intransitive— NP + V

g. The mother talked with me.
h. He laughed.

As can be seen in Table1.1, there are four types of verbs in terms of their
syntactic structures. As for accusative and ergative verbs, they can be either transitive
or intransitive structures, while ergative verbs possess a feature indicating that the
object (the window) in the transitive structure (1.1c) should be the same as the subject
in the intransitive one (1.1d). On the other hand, regarding the unaccusative and
unergative verbs, both possess intransitive structures, but the ‘volition control’,
referring to the willing to do the action or receive the action of the subject would be
different, which will be emphasized in detail in the following section.
Many studies (Balcon, 1997; Yip 1990, 1995; Yuan, 1999; Oshita 2000, 2001;
Yu, 2002; Hirakawa, 2001; Ju, 2000; Juffs, 1998; Chen, 2006; Park & Lakshmanan,
2007; Lozano & Mendikoetxea, 2008; Shan & Yuan, 2008) have pointed out the
difficulty to learn unaccusative verbs in a second language (L2). From the finding of
the studies, the existence and appearance verbs, with only a single argument in a
sentence, remained an unstable ‘all or nothing’ (Liu, 2000: 2) acquired result, which
indicates that L2 learners seem to completely acquire the L2 unaccusative existence
and appearance verbs but tend to frequently make some common errors in terms of
this verb type, including overpassivization (e.g., *The unforgettable experience was
happened.) and transitivization (or postverbal subject, e.g., *The shortage of fuels
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occurred the need for economical engine. (Ju, 2000:89)).
However, to take the overpassivization error (Kondo, 2005) type as an example,
neither L1 Mandarin Chinese, such as (*Shi qing bei fasheng. ‘The thing is
happened. ’) *事情被發生, nor L2 English, such as, *The unforgettable experience
was happened, all of which are erroneous in English and in Mandarin Chinese, can
have the correct language input to influence L2 learners to produce the erroneous
sentences in unaccusative existence and appearance verbs. Hence, decoding the
enigma of the frequent unaccusative errors has been investigated through syntactic
structure (Zobl, 1989; Yip, 1995; Oshita, 2000, 2001; Kuno & Takami, 2004),
thematic roles (Burzio, 1981, 1986; Zobl, 1989; Nakano et al., 2005; Park &
Lakshmanan, 2007), and the causative alternation (Levin & Rappaport Hovav, 1995;
Balcom, 1997). Other previous studies (Sorace, 2000) pointed out the two perfective
auxiliary selections (HAVE versus BE) in most Romance and Germanic languages,
while these auxiliary selections cannot be actually applied to the unaccusative verbs
of other languages, due to the fact that some languages, such as Chinese, focus on
semantic analysis in terms of distinguishing different verb types.
On the other hand, regarding the methods to investigate the causes and
relationship among the unaccusative errors in L1 and L2, some previous studies
adopted acceptability or grammatical judgment tasks in empirical studies (e.g., Keller
& Sorace, 2003; Cai, 1998; Hirakawa, 2001). Others (e.g., Montrul, 1999) utilized
picture judgment tasks, while still others adopted a corpus-based approach (e.g.,
Oshita, 2000; Lozano & Mendikoetxea, 2008). In recent corpus-based studies (Wang,
2008; Fu, 2007; Wang & Chung, 2009), they adopted a lexical semantic approach,
focusing on one or two unaccusative existence and appearance verbs with close
related meanings, and they aimed to analyze the collocation of these words. However,
this proposal suggests that comparing the native speaker corpus and different learner
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corpora will help display the whole facets of the unaccusative verbs.
From the previous studies, solving the problems of unaccusative existence and
appearance verbs and providing possible explanations from syntactic and semantic
properties of L1 or L2 would be of vital significance in language acquisition.
Therefore, inspired by Levin and Rappaport Hovav’s (1995) integrated syntactic and
semantic criteria, and based on parts of the results from Shei (2005),Wang (2008), Fu
(2007), and Wang & Chung (2009), the present study intends to take a
syntactic-semantic and quantitative approach, adopting native speaker corpora (the
British National Corpus (BNC) with approximately 112 million words for L1 English
and L2 English learner corpora (the LTTC with 261,562 words, ICLE 2.0 with
3753,030 words, and NCCU retrieved on Jan, 2010 with 204,945 words corpora). The
significance of the present study is to focus on a specific unaccusative existence and
appearance verb HAPPEN and then to compare its similarities as well as differences
with other three synonyms (OCCUR, APPEAR, and EXIST) through corpora.
Based on the research purposes of the study, the research questions bellow will
be particularly addressed:
(1) How do corpora help distinguish the similarities and differences among the four
unaccusative existence and appearance verbs (HAPPEN, OCCUR, APPEAR, and
EXIST)?
(2) How do L2 influence L2 learners’ acquisition of the four unaccusative existence
and appearance verbs?

2. L2 English Syntax-based Differentiation of Unaccusative
Existence and Appearance Verbs

In this section, unaccusative existence and appearance verbs will be reviewed
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from syntactic structures, thematic roles, and causative alternations based on the L2
English syntactic structures (transitive vs. intransitive structures) to understand and
distinguish the ways to analyze this verb type from the previous studies.

Syntactic Structure of Unaccusative Existence and Appearance Verbs
Unaccusative existence and appearance verbs are a type of unaccusative verbs,
belonging to the intransitive verbs with (break or melt) or without transitive
alternations (happen or appear), which has long been one of the most important issues
in previous studies of second language acquisition (SLA) in English (Zobl, 1989; Yip,
1995; Oshita, 2000, 2001), in Italian (Sorace, 2000), in Chinese (Yuan, 1999), or in
Japanese (Hirakawa, 2001).
Many scholars have proposed to investigate the syntactic structures of
unaccusative verbs. For instance, Perlmutter (1978) first proposed a syntactic
hypothesis of unaccusative verbs to discuss the different verb types of unaccusative
verbs. The author pointed out that there were two main categories of intransitive verbs,
which was called ‘split intransitivity’ developed by Burzio (1986).

(1)
a. __ [vp V NP] unaccusativity e.g., [Mary i [vp arrived ti]]
b.NP[vp V___] unergativity

e.g., [Mary i [vp laughed] ]
(Shan & Yuan, 2008: 165)

As can be seen in (1) given by Shan and Yuan (2008), though the syntactic
structures of both unaccusative verbs (1a) and unergative verbs (1b) take only one
argument as their subject, the trace of the argument are different. In (1a), the argument
Mary should be traced to the post position of the unaccusative verb arrived (arrived
Mary  Mary arrived), while, in (1b), Mary is fixed in the previous position of the
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unergative verb laughed without any syntactic transformation.
Concerning the syntactic structures of the subcategories in unaccusative verbs,
they vary with the verb meanings and the arguments selected by unaccusative verbs.
Two main subtypes of the unaccusative verbs can be categorized, including
alternating unaccusative verbs, (or ‘ergative verbs’ by Yip, 1995; Zobl, 1989; Kuno &
Takami, 2004), such as open, break, melt, roll, or stop, and non-alternating
unaccusative verbs, such as arrive, happen, exist, or die.

(2)
a. Jay opened the window.
b. The window opened.
c. The window is opened (by the man).
d. *The car happened the accident.
e. The car accident happened.
f. *The car accident is happened.

As can be seen in (2), sentence (2a), (2b), and (2c) represent the three possible
alternations of the alternating unaccusative verb open. (2a) is the transitive alternation,
while (2b) is the intransitive one. Particularly for (2c), the alternating unaccusative
verbs permit the passive alternation (NP+Be-V) with or without by+NP to indicate the
subject of the sentence doing the action. However, as for (2e), the non-alternating
unaccusative verb happen can only permit the intransitive alternation without
transitive (2d) and passive ones (2f), and therefore, in terms of the syntactic structure,
transitivized patterns or passivized ones are ungrammatical in non-alternating
unaccusative verbs.
On the other hand, Perlmutter (1978) pointed out the notion that the ‘predicates’
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(i.e. the verbs describing the actions or the states in a sentence) of the sentences will
determine initially unaccusative clauses, and the unaccusative existence and
appearance verbs were categorized in ‘the predicates of existing and happening’
including exist, happen, occur, take place, show up, disappear, vanish, etc. Most of
the unaccusative existence and appearance verbs belong to the non-alternating
unaccusative verbs, and later studies (e.g., Levin & Rappaport Hovav, 1995; Tang,
2005; Zhang, 2006) even shifted their focus to whether all of unaccusative existence
and appearance verbs contain the features of non-alternating unaccusative verbs (with
one argument and without transitivized or passivized alternations). For instance, from
Tang’s (2005) analysis, all of the verbs, no matter what verb types they are, will
become ‘temporary non-alternating unaccusative verbs’ within the locative existential
syntactic structure, such as In the park WALKED John’s father, in which the
unergative verb walk takes the unaccusativity within the locative existential syntactic
structure, while only with syntactic structures may be vague to identify the features of
the unaccusative existence and appearance verbs, and therefore, the thematic roles
were latter introduced to have profound analysis of the unaccusative verbs.

Thematic Roles of Unaccusative Existence and Appearance Verbs
Some studies (Burzio, 1981, 1986; Zobl, 1989; Nakano et al., 2005; Park &
Lakshmanan, 2007) assumed that the thematic roles may provide more apparent
features in the arguments of the verbs to distinguish the two types of verbs. From (3),
the four sentences with grammatical roles and thematic roles indicate that even the
grammatical roles are the same in two sentences (e.g., (3a) and (3b)), the thematic
roles are different.

(3)
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a. Transitive of alternating unaccusative:
John broke the window.
Subject

Direct object

<AGENT>

(Grammatical roles)

<THEME>

(Thematic roles)

b. Intransitive of alternating unaccusative:
The window broke.
Subject

(Grammatical roles)

< THEME >

(Thematic roles)

c. Intransitive of non-alternating unaccusative:
The car accident happened.
Subject

(Grammatical roles)

< THEME >

(Thematic roles)

d. Intransitive of unergative:
John laughed.
Subject

(Grammatical roles)

< AGENT >

(Thematic roles)
(Park & Lakshmanan, 2007: 329)

Moreover, the most distinctive feature among (3b), (3c), and (3d) is also the
thematic role of the sentence subjects (the window, the car accident, and John). As
mentioned previously, (3a) is the transitive alternation of the alternating unaccusative
verbs, with the subject John and direct object the window as the grammatical roles,
and the subject takes the thematic role of AGENT. Though all of the three sentences
are intransitive, (3b) and (3c) are unaccustaive verbs and (3d) is unergative verbs.
Since (3b) and (3c) take the thematic role of THEME (someone or something
receiving the action), but (3d) takes the AGENT (something or someone doing the
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action), the functions as well as co-occurred subjects may be contrasted between
unaccusative verbs and unergative verbs.
‘Volition control’ is the elementary distinctive feature for separative AGENT and
THEME thematic roles. According to Hawkins’s (2001) study, for AGENT subjects,
they usually have the will or the volition to do the action and are mostly collocated
with unergative verbs, such as laugh, sing, or swim. On the contrary, THEME subjects
usually accept the unwilled and unvolitional actions, such as appear, break, or
happen.
The unaccusative existence and appearance verbs are non-alternating
unaccusative verbs, and, therefore, the subjects in the verbs are THEME subjects with
no volition because of the unaccusativity and do not permit the transitive pattern.
However, one problem may emerge in differentiating the unaccusative existence and
appearance verbs from other alternating unaccusative verbs, for these alternating
unaccusative verbs (e.g., break) have the intransitive pattern as in (3b), and this may
make it similar to that of the unaccusative existence and appearance verbs as in (3c),
which makes the syntactic structure and thematic role of the two sentences become
indistinctive. Therefore, the causative alternations were later adopted to distinguish
the internal causative structures within the unaccusative verbs.

Causative Alternation of Unaccusative Existence and Appearance Verbs
In additional to either the syntactic or the thematic role of unacuusative
existence and appearance verbs, other scholars (e.g., Levin, 1986; Levin & Rappaport
Hovav, 1995; Balcom, 1997) proposed the causative alternations to distinguish these
verb types with or without transitive structures and discovery some causative features
within the lexicon itself. As for the causative alternations, they include two sections:
one is Lexical Semantic Representation (LSR) referring to the lexical semantic
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features of the verbs related to their syntax; the other is Argument Structure
Representation (ASR) referring to the features of syntactic arguments within the verbs.
Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995) used the LSR and ASR to analyze the causative
alternations among the unaccusative verbs.

(4)
a. Unaccusative with Transitive Counterpart (e.g., ‘break’ or ‘open’)
LSR

[[x DO-SOMETHING] CAUSE [y BECOME STATE]]


Lexical

Ø


Binding
Linking Rules
ASR

<y>

b. Unaccusative with no Transitive Counterpart (e.g., ‘happen’ or ‘fall’)
LSR

[ y BE/BECOME AT

Linking



z]


Rules
ASR

<y>

Ploc<z>

(*Ploc referring to the locative prepositional phrases)
(Balcom, 1997: 7)

From the example in (4) revised by Balcom (1997), we can first see the different
causative alternation structures between alternating (e.g., break or open) in (4a) and
non-alternating unaccusative verbs in (4b). The difference is that alternating
unaccusative

verbs

with

transitive

counterparts
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possess

an

external

[x

DO-SOMETHING] (AGENT) and internal causes [y BECOME STATE] (THEME) in
their LSR. Through the lexical binding linking rules, the external cause cannot be
projected to ASR (x Ø). On the contrary, the non-alternating unaccusative verbs
(e.g., happen or fall) only possess two internal causes [y BE/BECOME AT z ]
(THEME and LOCATION) without the external causes at any level.

(5)Verbs of existence
LSR: [y BE (Ploc z)]

(6)Verbs of appearance/disappearance or occurrence
LSR: [y BECOME (not) (Ploc z)]
(*Ploc referring to the locative prepositional phrases)

(7) LSR: [y BE (Ploc z)]
LSR: [y BECOME (not) (Ploc z)]


Existence Linking Rule


ASR (Ø<y>)
( Levin & Rappaport Hovav, 1995: 153)

The next step is to see the differences among the divisions of the unaccusative
existence and appearance verbs. From Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995) as well as
Wu and Liu (2002), they divided the unaccusative existence and appearance
unaccusative verbs into the two: verbs of existence in (5) and verbs of appearance in
(6). As previously mentioned, both of the two are included in non-alternating
unaccusative verbs so that they have only two internal causes (y and (Ploc z)).
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Although the LSR structures of the two subcategorized verbs are different ([y BE
(Ploc z)] vs. [y BECOME (not) (Ploc z)]), when they are projected to ASR through
the existence linking rule, they become indistinctive as in (7). This suggests that even
though the causative alternation structures of the verbs are different, it seems difficult
to be identified from the external level.
From the previous studies of L2 English syntax-based differentiation, we may
understand that distinguishing the unaccusative existence and appearance verbs
through only one single aspect would be insufficient. This indicates that analyzing the
enigma of unaccusative existence and appearance verbs should be based on the
syntactic analysis as well as the comparison of using this complicated verb type
between native speakers and L2 English learners.

3. Methodology

The methodology of the study was comparing the four unaccusative existence
and appearance verbs through the native speaker corpus and the other three learner
corpora. The ways to extract data are illustrated in the following section.

Native speaker corpus analysis
In order to analyze similar and different collocations of the unaccusative
existence and appearance verb of L2 English, we first utilized an English native
speaker corpus British National Corpus (BNC). Following a pilot study of HAPPEN
(Wang & Chung, 2009), and some previous studies advocating the relationship
between language acquisition and grammatical forms (Bardovi-Harlig, 1999; Housen,
2002), the specific unaccusative verb HAPPEN was focused on to find out the
distributions of the grammatical forms (happened, happen, happening, happens) and
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its synonyms through the BNC corpus.
Figure3.1 The thesaurus of HAPPEN in BNC and GW
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Figure3.2 The word sketch of HAPPEN in BNC
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To find out the most salient synonyms of HAPPEN, the thesaurus and word
sketch of the BNC corpus was adopted. As can be seen in Figure 3.1 and 3.2, the
synonyms with similar collocation construction can be identified. The most salient
three synonyms of HAPPEN are OCCUR, EXIST, and then APPEAR, which is the
reason why the study took the four verbs and regarded them as the synonyms terms of
the similar constructions.

Figure3.3 The grammatical forms of HAPPEN in BNC

The next step was investigating the differences in term of the grammatical forms
of every single unaccusative existence and appearance verb in BNC. In Figure 3.3, it
shows the example to analyze the different distributions of the grammatical forms as
for the verb HAPPEN. The other three synonyms will be analyzed in the same manner
so as to find out how English native speakers use these verbs and later compare the
similarities and differences in terms of the grammatical forms.
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Learner corpora analysis
As for the learner corpora, we utilize three L2 English learner corpora—the
LTTC, the ICLE, and the NCCU. Although all of the extracted data were produced by
L1 Chinese learners, the design and the organization of every corpus for different
purposes may show some advantages and defects. The following is the detailed
information of the three corpora.

The Language Training and Testing Learner Corpus (the LTTC)—This L2
English learner corpus was collected from an intermediate L2 English written texts
with 261,562 words collected from the General English Proficiency Test (GEPT), a
formal English standardized test in Taiwan. Therefore, the L2 English data also have
score metadata so that errors can be diagnosed according to the given scores. It has
the well-organized randomly-selected samples, while the data were designed for exam
purpose without classroom exercises (cf. Chung & Wu, 2009; Cheung et al., 2010).

International Corpus of Learner English (the ICLE; cf. Granger et al. 2002)—
This corpus contains 3753,030 words and is an L2 English learner corpus from a
variety of L1 backgrounds. The Mandarin Chinese subcorpus has been adopted in the
present study. Moreover, the samples of the language data are more numerous than
those of the LTTC, and most of the L1 Chinese learners are mainly from Mainland
China.

The National Chengchi University Corpus (the NCCU )—This L2 English learner
corpus was mainly collected in Taiwan with 204,945 words (retrieved on Jan, 2010)
and the L2 English data were selected from a variety of English learning materials,
such as classroom exams, take-home assignments, and blog writing, etc.
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The Tool of Extracting Learner Data
The tool to extract the learner data from the three learner corpora is the AntConc
3.2.1w (cf. Anthony, 2005), developed by Laurence Anthony in 2007. Some of the
extracted examples will be showed in the following sections.

Figure3.4 The grammatical forms of HAPPEN in Learner Corpora

As can be seen in Figure 3.4, every unaccusative existence and appearance verb
will be extracted from the three learner corpora through the AntConc 3.2.1w, and all
of the possible grammatical forms of each verb will be taken into account.

Grammatical Form and Erroneous Rate Analysis
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In order to compare the similarities and differences between the native speaker
corpus BNC and the three learner corpora, the grammatical form of the verbs will be
analyzed. In Figure 3.4 above, a way of the grammatical form analysis from the LTTC
corpus in terms of HAPPEN via the AntCont 3.2.1w is displayed. The four words
(HAPPEN, OCCUR, APPEAR, and EXIST) in the three corpora will all be
investigated and be elicited through the frequency of the four grammatical forms
(V-ed, V-base, V-ing, and V-s), and the data will be compared to those of the BNC
corpus.
In addition to the grammatical form analysis, the erroneous rate of each form
with respect to the four verbs in the three corpora will be taken into account so that L2
learners’ difficulty in learning unaccusative existence and appearance verbs can be
made clear.

Categorizing the Errors
The next step after the analysis will focus on the categories of the common
errors of the four verbs in the three corpora. Based on a part of the result from a pilot
study (Wang & Chung, 2009) of HAPPEN in the LTTC corpus, as shown in Table 3.1,
there are five types of errors. Using a similar methodology of the four verbs will be
investigated based on a refinement of these categories of errors.
TABLE 3.1
Error Type
Type 1-Mismatches in

Erroneous Sentence Examples
Why the 現象 happened?

subject-verb agreement or
tense marker (including
modal verb) problems
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Type 2- Mismatches in infinitive
usages
Type 3- Mismatches in present
participle usages

But you may say what is the reason cause this
happen?
To avoid this thing happen, we should always
keep clearly in a good range.
First problem is always happened. When you

Type 4-Overpassivization
eat noddles you will find glass bluring
Type 5-Transitivization

This situation I have never happened before!

As shown in Table 3.1, the five types of errors are categorized by the L2 English
syntactic structures, and they also include the overpassivization as well as
transitivization errors discussed in the previous studies.

4. General findings

The first section of the general finding from the native speaker corpus (BNC) and
the three different learner corpora (the LTTC, the ICLE, and the NCCU) are
illustrated from the grammatical form distributions to the erroneous rates of the four
unaccusative existence and appearance verbs (HAPPEN, OCCUR, APPEAR, and
EXIST). The second section is the result of error categories and its percentages in
terms of the four verbs among the three learner corpora.

Findings of Grammatical Form Analysis in the BNC Corpus
In order to discover the differences among the frequencies of the grammatical
forms in terms of the four verbs, we searched every grammatical form of each verb.
As can be seen in Table 4.1, the similarities and differences are displayed.
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TABLE 4.1

Grammatical Form Frequency of the Four Verbs in BNC

HAPPEN(BNC)

Fre.

Percentage

1. happened

13111

41.96%

2.

happen

8472

27.11%

4.

happening

3808

12.18%

3.

happens

5693

18.22%

other

161

0.51%

Total

31245

100%

OCCUR(BNC)

Fre.

Percentage

1. occurred

5360

34.63%

2. occur

5539

35.78%

3.

occurring

1253

8.09%

4.

occurs

3278

21.17%

other

47

0.30%

Total

15477

100%

APPEAR(BNC)

Fre.

Percentage

1. appeared

10186

34.00%

2. appear

10736

35.83%

3. appearing

1386

4.62%

4. appears

7579

25.30%

other

69

0.23%

Total

29956

100%

EXIST(BNC)

Fre.

Percentage

1. existed

2453

21.89%

2. exist

5351

47.76%
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3. existing

230

2.05%

4. exists

3155

28.16%

other

14

0.12%

Total

11203

100%

From Table 4.1, as for HAPPEN, OCCUR, and APPEAR, we can discover that
both of the –ed form and the base form account for the two most frequent
grammatical forms, while EXIST has the tendency to be used in the base form
(47.76% for exist) and the 3rd person –s form (28.16% for exists), which indicates that
native speakers of English tend to use the –ed form and the base form for HAPPEN,
OCCUR, and APPEAR, whereas they incline to use the base form and the –s form for
EXIST. However, even the three unaccusative existence and appearance verbs
(HAPPEN, OCCUR, and APPEAR) have higher percentages of the –ed form and the
base form, the most frequent one of the three are different. Among the three, OCCUR
and APPEAR possess the base form as the most frequent one (35.78% for occur and
35.83% for appear), though the base form of the two verbs is not extremely higher
than the –ed form (34.63% for occurred and 34.00% for appeared). On the other hand,
HAPPEN shows a great discrepancy between the most frequent grammatical form
(41.96 % for happened) and the second most one (27.11% for happen), which
suggests that the salient percentage of the –ed form may distinguish HAPPEN from
its three other synonyms (OCCUR, APPEAR, and EXIST) in terms of the feature in
the grammatical form.

Findings of Grammatical Form and Erroneous Rate Analysis in Learner Corpora
The second part of this section is comparing the similarities and differences
among the native speaker corpus (BNC) and the three learner corpora (the LTTC, the
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ICLE, and the NCCU). In order to clearly show the features of the four verbs among
the four corpora, we utilized the bar chart to present the percentages of HAPPEN,
OCCUR, APPEAR, and EXIST.
Figure 4.1BNC Frequency of the Four Verbs

Figure 4.2 LTTC Frequency of the Four Verbs

Figure 4.3 ICLE Frequency of the Four Verbs

Figure 4.4 NCCU Frequency of the Four Verbs

Regarding the grammatical form distributions, the four figures (from Figure 4.1
to 4.4), represent the percentages of the four frequent grammatical forms (V-ed,
V-base, V-ing, and V-s) possessed by the four unaccusative verbs among the four
corpora. As mentioned previously, the result shows that either –ed or the base form of
the four unaccusative verbs in BNC appears most frequently in the BNC (only exist
appears most frequently as the base and the 3rd person –s form). This corresponds to a
similar distribution of the other three learner corpora, except for occur which appears
only in –ed form with an outstanding percentage, particularly in the LTTC corpus.
However, some grammatical forms distributions, such as existing (35.86%) in the
ICLE corpus, show a great difference with that of BNC with only 2.05% of
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occurrences.
After the general analysis of the grammatical form among the four corpora, we
then respectively analyze the frequency of the four verbs as well as their erroneous
rates from the two dimensions (each learner corpus and each verb). The result is
displayed in the following seven tables.
TABLE 4.2 Grammatical Form Frequency and Erroneous Rate of the Four Verbs in LTTC
HAPPEN(LTTC)

Fre.(error)

Percentage

Erroneous Rate

1. happened

28(20)

45.16%

71.42% from 45.16%

2. happen

23(12)

37.09%

52.17% from 37.09%

3. happening

6(1)

9.67%

16.66% from 9.67%

4. happens

5(0)

8.06%

0% from 8.06%

Total

62(33)

100%

53.22%from 100%

Fre.(error)

Percentage

OCCUR(LTTC)
1.occurred

Erroneous

Rate

3(2)

75%

2. occur

0

0%

0%

3. occurring

0

0%

0%

4. occurs

1(0)

25%

0% from 25%

Total

4(2)

100%

Fre.(error)

Percentage

1. appeared

9 (1)

40.90%

11.11% from 40.90%

2. appear

8 (4)

36.36%

50.00% from 36.36%

3. appearing

2 (0)

9.09%

0% from 9.09%

4. appears

3 (2)

13.63%

66.66% from 13.63%

Total

22(7)

100%

APPEAR(LTTC)
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66.66% from 75%

50.00% from 100%
Erroneous

Rate

31.81% from 100%

EXIST(LTTC)

Fre.(error)

Percentage

Erroneous

Rate

1. existed

1 (0)

20%

0% from 20%

2. exist

4 (3)

80%

75.00% from 80%

3. existing

0

0%

0%

4. exists

0

0%

0%

Total

5(3)

100%

60.00% from 100%

The grammatical form frequency and the erroneous rate of each unaccusative
existence and appearance verb in the LTTC learner corpus are shown in Table 4.2. In
this table, we can discover that the distributions of the grammatical forms in terms of
the four verbs are more diverse than the data in the BNC corpus. For HAPPEN, it
displays a similar pattern of the discrepancy between the –ed form (45.16% for
happened) and the base form (37.09% for happen), and the erroneous rate of
HAPPEN is proportional to the grammatical form. That is, the erroneous rate of
the –ed form (71.42% with 28 instances) appears the most, and then the base form
(52.17% with 23 instances) appears the second most in the LTTC corpus. On the other
hand, the overall erroneous rate of HAPPEN in the LTTC corpus is more than 50%
(53.22% from 62 instances), which indicates that the L2 learners may have some
difficulty to acquire the unaccusative existence and appearance verb HAPPEN.
As for the other three synonyms of HAPPEN in the LTTC corpus, OCCUR has a
dominant percentage of –ed form (75% for occurred) with the most erroneous rate
(66.66 % with 3 instances) even though the frequency of OCCUR (4 instances) is
much lower than that of HAPPEN (62 instances). APPEAR also presents its
distributions on the –ed form (40.90% for appeared) and the base form (36.36% for
appear), while the two highest erroneous rates are on the base form (50.00% with 8
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instances) and the –s form (66.66% with 3 instances). The last synonym EXIST shows
its salient percentage of the grammatical forms on the base form (80% for exist) with
the most erroneous rate (75% with 4 instances), which may probably indicate that
EXIST tends to be used in the base form, whereas the overuse of a certain
grammatical form would cause more errors.

TABLE 4.3 Grammatical Form Frequency and Erroneous Rate of the Four Verbs in ICLE
HAPPEN(ICLE)

Fre.(error)

Percentage

Erroneous

Rate

1. happened

44(12)

35.20%

27.27% from 35.2%

2.

happen

45(15)

36.00%

33.33% from 36%

3.

happening

20(1)

16.00%

5.00% from 16.00%

4.

happens

16(1)

12.80%

6.25% from 12.8%

125(29)

100%

23.20% from 100%

Total
OCCUR(ICLE)

Fre.(error)

Percentage

Erroneous

Rate

1. occurred

13(10)

36.11%

76.92% from 36.11%

2. occur

19(1)

52.77%

5.26% from 52.77%

3.

occurring

2(0)

5.55%

4.

occurs

2(1)

5.55%

50% from 5.55%

Total

36(12)

100%

33.33% from 100%

Percentage

Erroneous Rate

APPEAR(ICLE)

Fre.(error)

0%

1.

appeared

14 (4)

26.92%

28.57% from 26.92%

2.

appear

31 (4)

59.61%

12.90% from 59.6%

3.

appearing

4.

appears
Total

0

0%

0%

7 (1)

13.46%

14.28% from 13.4%

52(9)

100%

17.30% from 100%
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EXIST(ICLE)

Fre.(error)

Percentage

Erroneous

Rate

1. existed

12 (8)

13.04%

66.66% from 13%

2. exist

36 (7)

39.13%

19.44% from 39.1%

3. existing

33 (0)

35.86%

0% from 35.8%

4. exists

11(7)

11.95%

63.63% from 11.9%

Total

92(22)

100%

23.91% from 100%

As for the data from the ICLE corpus, shown in Table 4.3, HAPPEN also
possesses the most percentages in terms of the grammatical forms on the –ed form
(35.20%) and the base form (36.00%) with the greater erroneous rate (27.27% from
35.2% for happened and 33.33% from 36% for happen respectively). With regard to
OCCUR, it shows the most frequent grammatical form on the –ed form (76.92% for
occurred) as well. However, the two highest erroneous rates are displayed on the
highly frequent –ed form (76.92% from 36.11%) and the –s form with low frequency
(50% from 5.55%). The third verb APPEAR in the ICLE corpus has its higher
frequent grammatical forms on the base form (59.61% for appear) and –ed form
(26.92% for appeared), while the two highest erroneous rates are on the –ed form
(28.57% from 26.92%) and the –s form (14.28% from 13.4%). The same pattern in
terms of the two highest erroneous rates can be found in EXIST, with 66.66% for
existed and 63.63% for exists, whereas the most frequent grammatical forms are the
base form (39.13% for exist) and the –ing form (35.86% for existing), which is the
most distinctive finding in the ICLE corpus.
In a nut shell, except for HAPPEN, its three other synonyms (OCCUR, APPEAR, and
EXIST) present a similar pattern in terms of the two highest erroneous rates on
the –ed form and –s form, which may be always possessed by one of the most
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frequent grammatical forms of the three verbs (occurred and occur for OCCUR,
appear and appeared for APPEAR, and exist and existing for EXIST).

TABLE 4.4 Grammatical Form Frequency and Erroneous Rate of the Four Verbs in NCCU
HAPPEN(NCCU)

Fre.(error)

Percentage

Erroneous Rate

1. happened

51(7)

36.61%

13.72% from 36.61%

2.

happen

58(9)

40.84%

15.51% from 40.8%

4.

happening

13(1)

9.15%

7.69%from 9.15%

3.

happens

20(0)

14.08%

Total

142(17)

100%

0%
11.97% from 100%

OCCUR(NCCU)

Fre.(error)

Percentage

1. occurred

6(1)

21.42%

16.66% from 21.42%

2. occur

13(2)

46.42%

15.38% from46.42%

0

Erroneous Rate

3.

occurring

0%

0%

4.

occurs

9(2)

32.14%

22.22%from32.14%

Total

28(5)

100%

15.38% from 100%

APPEAR(NCCU)

Fre.(error)

Percentage

Erroneous Rate

1.

appeared

7 (0)

16.27%

0% from 16.27%

2.

appear

25(4)

58.13%

16.00% from 58.13%

3.

appearing

2(0)

4.65%

0% from 4.65%

4. appears

9 (0)

20.93%

0% from 20.93%

Total

43(4)

100%

9.30% from 100%

EXIST(NCCU)

Fre.(error)

1. existed

3 (0)

8.82%

0%

2.

21(1)

61.76%

9.52% from 61.76%

exist

Percentage

28

Erroneous

Rate

3. existing

4(0)

11.76%

0%

4

exists

6(0)

17.64%

0%

Total

34(2)

100%

5.88% from 100%

As for the third learner corpus NCCU, from Table 4.4, HAPPEN, similar to the
previous two corpora, possesses the two most frequent grammatical forms on the base
form and the –ed form (40.84% for happen and 36.61% for happened), with higher
erroneous rates (15.51% from 40.8% for happen and 13.72% from 36.61% for
happened). On the other hand, OCCUR presents similar distributions in terms of the
two highest erroneous rates on the –ed form and the –s form (16.66% from 21.42%
for occurred and 22.22% from 32.14% for occurs), despite the fact that the base form
with the highest percentage (46.42% for occur) shows a near percentage (15.38%
from 46.42%) with the –ed form. The rest of the two verbs (APPEAR and EXIST)
have a similar tendency on only one grammatical form (the base form) with errors
(16.00% from 58.13% for appear and 9.52% from 61.76% for exist), which indicates
that the other three grammatical forms (–ed form, the –ing form, and the –s form) of
APPEAR and EXIST suggest less difficulty in the NCCU corpus.
After analyzing the four verbs across the three learner corpora, the next step is to
show the result of each unaccusative existence and appearance verb among the native
speaker corpus (BNC) and the three learner corpora in the following four tables.

TABLE 4.5 Grammatical Form Frequency and Erroneous Rate of HAPPEN in Corpora
HAPPEN(BNC)

Fre.

Percentage

1. happened

13111

41.96%

2. happen

8472

27.11%

3. happening

3808

12.18%
29

4. happens

5693

18.22%

other

161

0.51%

Total

31245

100%

HAPPEN(LTTC)

Fre.(error)

Percentage

Erroneous Rate

1. happened

28(20)

45.16%

71.42% from 45.16%

2. happen

23(12)

37.09%

52.17% from 37.09%

3. happening

6(1)

9.67%

16.66% from 9.67%

4. happens

5(0)

8.06%

0%

62(33)

100%

53.22%from 100%

Percentage

Erroneous Rate

Total
HAPPEN(ICLE)

Fre.(error)

from 8.06%

1. happened

44(12)

35.20%

27.27% from 35.2%

2. happen

45(15)

36.00%

33.33% from 36%

3. happening

20(1)

16.00%

5.00% from 16.00%

4. happens

16(1)

12.80%

6.25%from 12.8%

Total

125(29)

100%

23.20% from 100%

Percentage

Erroneous Rate

HAPPEN(NCCU)

Fre.(error)

1. happened

51(7)

36.61%

13.72% from 36.61%

2. happen

58(9)

40.84%

15.51% from 40.8%

3. happening

13(1)

9.15%

7.69%from 9.15%

4. happens

20(0)

14.08%

142(17)

100%

Total

0%
11.97% from 100%

As can be seen in Table 4.5, in general, HAPPEN has a similar pattern in terms of
the grammatical form distributions, from the native speaker corpus BNC (41.96% for
happened and 27.11% for happen) to the three learner corpora (45.16% for happened
and 37.09% for happen in the LTTC; 35.20% for happened and 36.00% for happen in
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the ICLE; 36.61% for happened and 40.84% for happen in the NCCU). On the other
hand, the erroneous rates of each grammatical form in HAPPAN show a consistent
distribution with the frequency of the grammatical forms, which means that the
grammatical forms with higher frequencies may possess higher erroneous rates in
terms of the verb HAPPEN cross the corpora.
Another phenomenon of HAPPEN is that the overall erroneous rates from the
LTTC (53.22% from 100%), the ICLE (23.20% from 100%), to the NCCU (11.97%
from 100%) is gradually decreasing, which may indicates some varieties of L2
learners in different learner corpora.
TABLE 4.6 Grammatical Form Frequency and Erroneous Rate of OCCUR in Corpora
OCCUR(BNC)

Fre.(error)

Percentage

1. occurred

5360

34.63%

2. occur

5539

35.78%

3.

occurring

1253

8.09%

4.

occurs

3278

21.17%

other

47

0.30%

Total

15477

100%

OCCUR(LTTC)
1. occurred

Fre.(error)

Percentage

Erroneous Rate

3(2)

75%

66.66% from 75%

2.

occur

0

0%

0%

3.

occurring

0

0%

0%

4.

occurs

1(0)

25%

0% from 25%

Total

4(2)

100%

50.00% from 100%

OCCUR(ICLE)
1. occurred

Fre.(error)

Percentage

13(10)

36.11%
31

Erroneous

Rate

76.92% from 36.11%

2. occur

19(1)

52.77%

3. occurring

2(0)

5.55%

4.

occurs

2(1)

5.55%

50% from 5.55%

Total

36(12)

100%

33.33% from 100%

Percentage

Erroneous Rate

OCCUR(NCCU)

Fre.(error)

5.26%from 52.77%
0%

1. occurred

6(1)

21.42%

16.66% from 21.42%

2. occur

13(2)

46.42%

15.38%from46.42%

3.

occurring

0

0%

0%

4.

occurs

9(2)

32.14%

22.22%from32.14%

Total

28(5)

100%

15.38% from 100%

From Table 4.6, the second unaccusative existence and appearance verb OCCUR
has a comparatively diverse distribution when it comes to the grammatical forms and
the erroneous rates. However, generally the highly frequent grammatical forms, such
as occurred (75%) in the LTTC and occurs (32.14%) in the NCCU, possess a greater
erroneous rate (66.66% from 75% for occurred in the LTTC and 22.22% from 32.14%
for occurs in the NCCU). Nonetheless, the rest of the erroneous rates are distributed
in the grammatical forms with lower frequency, such as occurred (76.92% from
36.11%) and occurs (50% from 5.55%) in the ICLE and occurred (16.66% from
21.42%) in the NCCU, while the –ed form cross the three learner corpora possesses a
higher erroneous rate (66.66% from 75% in the LTTC; 76.92% from 36.11% in the
ICLE; 16.66% from 21.42% in the NCCU), which corresponds to one of the
grammatical forms with the highest frequency in the native speaker corpus BNC
(34.63% for occurred in the BNC).
TABLE 4.7 Grammatical Form Frequency and Erroneous Rate of APPEAR in Corpora
APPEAR(BNC)

Fre.(error)

Percentage
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1. appeared

10186

34.00%

2. appear

10736

35.83%

3. appearing

1386

4.62%

4. appears

7579

25.30%

other

69

0.23%

Total

29956

100%

APPEAR(LTTC)

Fre.(error)

Percentage

Erroneous

Rate

1. appeared

9 (1)

40.90%

11.11% from 40.90%

2. appear

8 (4)

36.36%

50.00% from 36.36%

3. appearing

2 (0)

9.09%

0% from 9.09%

4. appears

3 (2)

13.63%

66.66% from 13.63%

Total

22(7)

100%

31.81% from 100%

APPEAR(ICLE)

Fre.(error)

Percentage

1.appeared

14 (4)

26.92%

28.57% from 26.92%

2. appear

31 (4)

59.61%

12.90% from 59.6%

0

0%

4. appears

7 (1)

13.46%

14.28% from 13.4%

Total

52(9)

100%

17.30% from 100%

3. appearing

APPEAR(NCCU)

Fre.(error)

Percentage

Erroneous

Rate

0%

Erroneous Rate

1. appeared

7 (0)

16.27%

0% from 16.27%

2. appear

25(4)

58.13%

16.00% from 58.13%

3. appearing

2(0)

4.65%

0% from 4.65%

4. appears

9 (0)

20.93%

0% from 20.93%

Total

43(4)

100%

9.30% from 100%

As shown in Table 4.7, concerning the grammatical form, the third unaccusative
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verb APPEAR displays a similar distribution in the LTTC and the ICLE with the
native speaker corpus BNC on appeared and appear (34.00% and 35.83% in the BNC;
40.90% and 36.36% in the LTTC; 26.92% and 59.61% in the ICLE), while, in the
NCCU corpus, the base form and the 3rd person –s form possess the highest frequency
(58.13% for appear and 20.93% for appears). As to the erroneous rate, each of the
three learner corpora has one highly frequent grammatical form, consistent with one
of the two in the BNC (34.00% for appeared and 35.83% for appear), with a greater
erroneous rate (50.00% from 36.36% for appear in the LTTC; 28.57% from 26.92%
for appeared in the ICLE; 16.00% from 58.13% for appear in the NCCU). By
contrast, two learner corpora have a tendency in terms of APPEAR to distribute a
higher erroneous rate into the 3rd person –s form with lower frequencies, such as
appears (66.66% from 13.63%) in the LTTC and appears (14.28% from 13.4%) in the
ICLE, which is partially similar to the –s form of OCCUR in the ICLE (50% from
5.55% for occurs).

TABLE 4.8 Grammatical Form Frequency and Erroneous Rate of EXIST in Corpora
EXIST(BNC)

Fre.(error)

Percentage

1. existed

2453

21.89%

2. exist

5351

47.76%

3. existing

230

2.05%

4. exists

3155

28.16%

other

14

0.12%

Total

11203

100%

EXIST(LTTC)
1. existed

Fre.(error)
1 (0)

Percentage
20%

Erroneous Rate
0% from 20%
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2. exist

4 (3)

80%

75.00% from 80%

3. existing

0

0%

0%

4. exists

0

0%

0%

Total

5(3)

EXIST(ICLE)

Fre.(error)

100%
Percentage

60.00% from 100%
Erroneous

Rate

1. existed

12 (8)

13.04%

66.66% from 13%

2. exist

36 (7)

39.13%

19.44% from 39.1%

3. existing

33 (0)

35.86%

0% from 35.8%

4. exists

11(7)

11.95%

63.63% from 11.9%

Total

92(22)

100%

23.91% from 100%

EXIST(NCCU)

Fre.(error)

Percentage

Erroneous

Rate

1. existed

3 (0)

8.82%

0%

2. exist

21 (1)

61.76%

9.52% from 61.76%

3. existing

4(0)

11.76%

0%

4. exists

6(0)

17.64%

0%

Total

34(2)

100%

5.88% from 100%

From Table 4.8, it shows the grammatical form distributions and erroneous rates
of the last unaccusative existence and appearance verb EXIST. The two highly
frequent grammatical forms in the native speaker corpus are the base form and the 3rd
person –s form (47.76% for exist and 28.16% for exists in the BNC), which conforms
to the grammatical for distributions in the NCCU corpus (61.76% for exist and
17.64% for exists in the NCCU) and partially comply with those in the LTTC corpus
(80% for exist in the LTTC) and in the ICLE corpus (39.13% for exist in the ICLE).
However, some particular highly frequent grammatical forms, such as existed (20%)
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in the LTTC and existing (35.86%) in the ICLE (contrasted by the rare percentage of
existing (2.05%) in the BNC ) reveal some differences between the uses of EXIST by
the native speakers and by the L2 English learners.
On the other hand, as for the erroneous rates of EXIST across the three learner
corpora, the result displays that the highly frequent grammatical form exist has a
greater erroneous rate in both of the LTTC and the NCCU corpora (75.00% from 80%
for exist in the LTTC; 9.52% from 61.76% for exist in the NCCU) , while a particular
tendency in the ICLE corpus is that the two less highly frequent grammatical forms
(66.66% from 13% for existed and 63.63% from 11.9% for exists in the ICLE) ,
indicating that L2 English learners may also make more errors in some specific
grammatical forms of EXIST. The overall erroneous rates of EXIST is also gradually
dropping from the LTTC (60.00% from 100%), the ICLE (23.91% from 100%), to the
NCCU (9.52% from 100%), revealing the different degree of mastering EXIST
among the L2 English learners in the three different corpora.

Findings of Categorizing the Errors
The second section of the methodology is to show the result of the distributions
of the error types among the four verbs based on Table 3.1. Each of the four verbs
(HAPPEN, OCCUR, APPEAR, and EXIST) is displayed according to the frequency
and the percentages of the five error types, including Type 1 (mismatches in
subject-verb agreement or tense marker), Type 2 (mismatches in infinitive usages),
Type 3 (mismatches in present participle usages), Type 4 (overpassivization), and
Type 5 (transitivization). As for the grouping of the four verbs, since HAPPEN and
OCCUR have closely related meaning, the two verbs are discussed as one group. The
other two unaccusative existence and appearance verbs (APPEAR and EXIST) with
similar constructions according to the thesaurus of the native speaker corpus BNC are
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sorted as the other group.

TABLE 4.9 Frequency of Error Types in HAPPEN and OCCUR
HAPPEN
Error type

LTTC

ICLE

NCCU

Type 1

15(45.45%)

13(44.82%)

2(11.76%)

Type 2

8(24.24%)

1(3.44%)

1(5.88%)

Type 3

5(15.15%)

4(13.79%)

4(23.52%)

Type 4

4(12.12%)

10(30.30%)

4(23.52%)

Type 5

1(3.03%)

1(3.44%)

1(5.88%)

Others
Total

5(29.41%)
33(100%)

29(100%)

17(100%)

ICLE

NCCU

2(16.66%)

2(40.00%)

Type 3

2(16.66%)

1(20.00%)

Type 4

8(66.66%)

1(20.00%)

OCCUR
Error type

LTTC

Type 1
Type 2

Type 5

2(100%)

Others
Total

1(20.00%)
2(100%)

12(100%)

5(100%)

From Table 4.9, it shows the distributions of the five error types in terms of
HAPPEN and OCCUR. As for HAPPEN, all of the five error types can be found
among the five errors, while the two most frequent error types vary with the corpora
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(45.45% for Type 1 and 24.24% for Type 2 in the LTTC; 44.82% for Type 1 and
30.30% for Type 4 in the ICLE; 23.52% for Type 3 the same as Type 4 and 29.41%
for other errors in the NCCU), revealing that even though HAPPEN among the three
learner corpora possesses consistent patterns of the five error types, the proportions of
these five error types among the three corpora may be diversified.
With respect to OCCUR, not all of the five errors can be found in the three
different corpora, particularly in the LTTC with only Type 5 (100%), which may be
partially due to the low frequency of the errors. On the other hand, compared with
HAPPEN, OCCUR has lower frequencies among the first three error types (Type 1, 2
and 3), except for the outstanding frequency of Type 1 in the NCCU, which may
indicate that L2 English learners of the LTTC and ICLE corpora seem to make less
errors, such as Type 1 (*Many family problems will occurs.), Type 2 (*Televisions
makes that incident occurred.), and Type 3 (*There is a different opinion occurs.).
However, this may also because of the asymmetric frequencies between the two verbs,
that is, the error frequencies of HAPPEN is usually approximately three times more
than those of OCCUR, while this also indicates that L2 English learners tend to
choose HAPPEN rather than OCCUR to illustrate the concept of the event becoming
to exist.
A specific angel to analyze HAPPEN and OCCUR is to focus on some particular
errors belonging to other types.

(8)
a.

*That earthquake occur just happen to happen at the same time. (NCCU)

b. *Whenever the old man ask the family what happened with his body, their
family members did not mention. (NCCU)
c. *All these friends may occur on different occasions. (NCCU)
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As shown in sentences (8), there are three errors extracted from the NCCU corpus,
in which the three sentences are inappropriate to be distributed to the five error types.
As in (8a), L2 English learners may have difficulty to choose a proper lexicon to
express the meanings so that the sequence of ‘*occur just happen to happen’ would
probably represent a cognitive dilemma in finding a suitable word. In addition, (8b)
may be due to the mismatches between ‘What is wrong with his body?’ and ‘What
happened to his body?’, and (8c) stands for the mismatches of the inanimate subject
for OCCUR.

TABLE 4.10 Frequency of Error Types in APPEAR and EXIST
APPEAR
Error type

LTTC

Type 1

1(14.28%)

ICLE

NCCU

Type 2
Type 3

2(28.57%)

1(11.11%)

Type 4

2(28.57%)

5(55.55%)

Type 5

1(14.28%)

2(22.22%)

Others

1(14.28%)

1(11.11%)

Total

7(100%)

9(100%)

4(100%)

ICLE

NCCU

3(13.63%)

1(50%)

4(100%)

EXIST
Error type

LTTC

Type 1
Type 2

1(50%)
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Type 3

1(33.33%)

2(9.09%)

Type 4
Type 5

12(54.54%)
2(66.66%)

3(13.63%)

Others
Total

2(9.09%)
3(100%)

22(100%)

2(100%)

In terms of the other two verbs (APPEAR and EXIST), Table 4.10 shows the
result of error distributions. As for APPEAR, it possesses an overlapping areas from
Type 3 to Type 5 across the three learner corpora when it comes to the two highly
frequent errors (28.57% for Type 3 and Type 4 in the LTTC; 55.55% for Type 4 and
22.22% for Type 5 in the ICLE; 100% for Type 5 in the NCCU), which indicates that
the three error types may be the major or typical errors of APPEAR for L2 English
learners. On the other hand, for EXIST, it has a similar error pattern in Type 5
(transitivization, such as ‘*Recycling of waste exists a few problems.’), even though
other error type, such as Type 4 (overpassivization) in the ICLE, accounts for 54.54%
as the most highly frequent error.
Furthermore, to display some peculiar errors between APPEAR and EXIST, three
interesting errors are selected for discussion to show some specific L2 English
features different from those of the native speakers.

(9)
a. *His doctor doesn't let him appear for a few months. (LTTC)
b. * It is not only appears the financial problems. (ICLE)
c. * The exists of country park has been blamed. (ICLE)

From sentences in (9), it appears that some errors cannot be completely placed in
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the five error types. In (9a), it reveals that though the grammaticality of the infinitive
usage ‘let + object + base verb’ is correct, yet APPEAR is not frequently used as the
object complement of the causative verb let and may probably be changed into
present by the native speakers. Additionally, for (9b), it refers to a combination of the
two error types (Type1 and Type 5) in this case. Lastly sentence (9c) indicates that L2
English learners may probably regard the unaccusative existence and appearance verb
EXIST as a noun and then attach the definite article the as well as the plural –s to the
verb. All of the three erroneous sentences, other than the five typical errors in this
present study, reveal that L2 English learners tend to make other types of errors, such
as word choices as in (9a), combination of the two errors as in (9b), and mismatches
between verbs and nouns as in (9c).

5. Conclusion and Pedagogical Implication

Based on the result from the general findings among the four corpora, we then
can answer the two research questions in this study. As for the first research question
concerning the ways to distinguish the four unaccusative existence and appearance
verbs (HAPPEN, OCCUR, APPEAR, and EXIST) via the native speaker corpus and
the three learner corpora, the result indicates that generally the most highly frequently
grammatical forms in the native speaker corpus, such as the –ed form and the base
form for HAPPEN, OCCUR, and APPEAR, exert some impacts on the grammatical
form frequency among the learner corpora, even the –s form of EXIST in the BNC,
having some similarities on the frequency of EXIST in the NCCU corpus. This
suggests that L2 English may have some influence on the uses of L2 English learners
in terms of the grammatical form choices.
However, this influence may not always help L2 learners acquire the target
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learned language, which will be related to the answer of the second research question
on how L2 learners acquire the four unaccusative existence and appearance verbs.
According to distributions of the errors, the overuses of highly frequent grammatical
forms in the native speaker corpus, particularly for the –ed form and the base form of
HAPPEN, would probably bring about higher erroneous rates, even though some
grammatical forms with lower frequencies, such as occurs in the ICLE corpus, may
also cause some difficulty in acquisition. This suggests that L2 English learners may
first acquire the four unaccusative existence and appearance verbs from their highly
frequent grammatical forms used by the native speakers, yet since the incompleteness
of acquisition, some frequent errors would occur to reflect on the language
proficiency of different L2 learners. From the overall erroneous rates among the three
learner corpora, the deceasing rates from the LTTC, the ICLE, to the NCCU corpus
reveals partially the different language proficiencies of the L2 learners. When
mapping the five error types to the overall erroneous rates, we may discover that the
frequency of the first three basic error types (Type 1—mismatches in subject-verb
agreement or tense marker, Type 2—mismatches in infinitive usages, and Type
3—mismatches in present participle usages) also drop from the LTTC, the ICLE, to
the NCCU, while, on the contrary, the percentages of the last two error types (Type
4—overpassivization and Type 5—transitivization) increase from the LTTC, the ICLE,
to the NCCU, which appears that the overpassivization and transitivization errors
would be still difficult for advanced L2 learners.
As for the pedagogical implications, language teachers, particularly in the EFL
contexts, should pay more attention to L2 learners’ awareness of highly frequent
grammatical forms in terms of the four unaccusative existence and appearance verbs.
From the result of this study, it suggests that L2 learners would probably make some
errors due to the mismatches of L2 English syntactic structures, and therefore,
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distinguishing the uses of grammatical forms for the four unaccusative existence and
appearance verbs and combining a suitable linguistic contexts with each grammatical
form of the four verbs may be crucial in English teaching.
On the other hand, other error types, such as ‘*His doctor doesn't let him appear
for a few months.’ in (9a), indicates that language teachers should notice the varieties
of L2 English as well as the different lexical concept between L1 Chinese and L2
English. The distinction between the two languages would be recommended to
display in the EFL contexts.
In conclusion, acquiring the four unaccusative existence and appearance verbs,
with overlapping similarities as well as subtle differences (e.g., animate subject, such
as the boy, can be collocated with APPEAR and EXIST rather than HAPPEN and
OCCUR) would be challenging for L2 learners, so do language educators. This study
presents a quantitative and corpus-based approach to identify the frequent
grammatical forms, the typical errors, and their erroneous rate to provide some points
of view, along with some implication, for the varieties of L2 English in the EFL
contexts so that language educators could attain some insights for enhancement of
their teaching as well as the design of teaching materials.
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Using Corpora to Motivate Vocabulary Learning and Acquisition
Liang-Chun Wang (National Chengchi University, Taiwan)
Siaw-Fong Chung (National Chengchi University, Taiwan,)

1. Introduction and Related Literature
Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) may benefit the language learning, and corpora are
one of the approaches to compare vocabulary across L1 and L2 in CALL. Nesselhauf (2004) also suggested
that corpora have the potential to motivate L2 learning and help enhance pedagogical materials in CALL
programs. In EFL contexts, motivating L2 vocabulary learning is often the goal for L2 learners. As for types
of vocabulary, verbs are regarded as one of the complicated words with nouns to serve as subjects or objects
in a sentence. Among the verbs, unaccusative existence/appearance verbs (e.g., HAPPEN, OCCUR,
APPEAR, or EXIST), 1 a type of intransitive verbs, draw much attention in previous language acquisition
studies.
Motivation to learn or to write a certain grammatical form has been taken into consideration largely
as part of the communicative approaches to language teaching. However, whether or not systematic analyses
can be undertaken, and under which conditions a grammatical form can best be acquired are perhaps the
main concerns of many educators and researchers. On the other hand, L1 transfer has been considered as the
cause for L2 learners’ learning difficulty. Odlin’s (1989) study provided the classification of language
transfer—positive transfer and negative transfer. Positive transfer refers to the positive effect brought by L1
in acquiring L2. Most of time, the degree of positive transfer would be determined by the similarities
between L1 and L2, in which L2 learners may have less difficulty in processing L2. By contrast, negative
transfer implies the negative influence and sometimes is also called ‘interference’ due to the fact that the
features of L2 induced greater degree of learning difficulty so that L2 learners would make more errors,
which made the data of L2 learners differ from those of native speakers.
Chinese grammatical patterns usually embed some L1 transfer patterns, such as transitivization
patterns (V+N, e.g., 發生意外 fāshēngyiwai ‘The accident happened’ versus N+V, e.g., 意外發生 yiwai
fāshēng ‘The accident happened’ ) or perfectivity patterns (Liu, 2007; Laws & Yuan, 2010) (V+–著 -zhe the
imperfective auxiliary versus V+–了 -le the perfective auxiliary). These L1 transfer patterns could influence
learners’ L2 uses and have some resemblance to L2 unaccusative errors, such as transitivization errors (e.g.,
*It happened a car accident.) or overpassivization errors (e.g., *A car accident was happened.)
In this study, we use both English (BNC) and Chinese native speaker corpora (Chinese Gigaword)
with L2 learner corpora to compare the different uses and collocations of this word. The use of corpora can
help identify L2 learners’ learning difficulty, in particular for the influence from L1 transfer, and what
motivates their choice of a particular form. This psycholinguistic experiments intend to find out L2 learners’
learning mechanism, and any misuses can be analyzed to help explain why L2 learners (mis)use a certain
form (e.g., *What is happened?). We take the highly frequent unaccusative verb HAPPEN and its synonyms
(OCCUR, APPEAR, and EXIST) as a case study and investigate learners’ motivation in using these verbs.
Based on the results of the two previous studies (Wang & Chung, 2009; 2010), we compared the uses of
HAPPEN and three synonyms to those of their Chinese counterparts (發生 fāshēn ‘happen’, 出現 chūxiàn
‘appear’, and 存在 cúnzài ‘exist’) through corpora to design a psycholinguistic acceptability task.

2. Methods and Subjects
Two questionnaires were adopted in this psycholinguistic acceptability task, and all of the stimuli
were sixteen sentences within four groups of Chinese collocation patterns. They were arranged and grouped
into different Chinese gramatical patterns, including Pattern 1—V+-zhe (e.g., 存 在 著 cúnzà-zhe
‘exist-imperfective auxiliary’), Pattern 2—V+ -le (e.g., 出現了 chūxiàn-le ‘appear- perfective auxiliary’),
Pattern 3—N+V (e.g., 意外發生 yìwàifāshēng ‘The accident happened’), and Pattern 4—V+N (e.g., 發生
意外 fāshēngyìwài ‘The accident happened’).
These sixteen stimuli were first adapted from the Chinese sentences in the Chinese native speaker
corpus (GW 2.0). Then the Chinese sentences are translated into English with the erroneous patterns found
in learner corpora. Take the first sentence 台灣正發生著複雜的變化 Táiwān zhèng fāshēngzhe fùzá de
biànhuà ‘Taiwan now happen-zhe complicated of change’ , for example, we translate it into the English
sentence The change is _____ in Taiwan now. (happening), for we found that the present participle in the
subject+be+Ving is frequently misused by L2 English learners.
In terms of the subjects and the procedure of this psycholinguistic acceptability task, there was one
college group of 49 subjects, who were distributed to accomplish Questionnaires A and B in a normal
1

The capitalized verbs refer to the four main verbs, i.e. happen, occur, appear, and exist, discussed in this study to
contrast the different grammatical forms of the four verbs, such as happen, happened, happening, happens.
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classroom of their college. They were in the freshman English course and their language proficiency was
roughly intermediate level. The subjects first finished Questionnaire A, and after a week, they did
Questionnaire D for fear that they might still remember how they did in Questionnaire B if the interval
between the two questionnaires would be too short. The total time span of the two questionnaires was the
same within thirty minutes, while the subjects were informed in Questionnaire B to pay attention to the
Chinese linguistic cues in bold type (e.g., 發生著 fāshēngzhe ‘happen-zhe’) before grammatical form
ratings. To analyze the questionnaires, three-way and one-way ANOVAs statistical measures as well as the
Tamhane post hoc test were utilized to compare the significant differences.

3. Main Findings
The result shows that a 2 (Chinese transfer) × 4 (Grammatical pattern) × 5 (Grammatical form)
mix-measures ANOVA revealed an significant effect among the three variables, F(39, 7690)= 28.976,
p<.001. Additionally, Table 1 displays a detailed analysis.
TABLE 1 Overall Three-Way ANOVA of Chinese Transfer, Grammatical Pattern, and
Grammatical Form in Questionnaires A & B
Source of variation
Chinese transfer(A)
Grammatical pattern(B)
Grammatical form(C)
A×B
A×C
B×C
A×B×C

SS
1.455
2.642
2017.194
.900
35.960
470.383
6.900

df
1
3
4
3
4
12
12

MS
1.455
.881
504.298
.300
8.990
39.199
.575

F
.648
.393
224.783***
.134
4.007**
17.472***
.256

P value
.421
.758
.000
.940
.003
.000
.995

**p<.005 ***p<.001
In Table 1, there was a main effect found in the grammatical forms, F(4, 7690)= 224.783, p<.001. A
2-way interaction effect can be found between the Chinese transfer and the grammatical forms, F(4, 7690)=
8.990, p<.01, as well as between the grammatical patterns and the grammatical forms, F(12, 7690)= 39.199,
p<.001. There was no main effect found in the Chinese transfer and the collocation patterns individually.
Also, the 3-way interaction effect among the three variables was not significantly different. From the result,
it appears that two of the three variables were significantly different, while all of the three were not, which
suggests that the two questionnaires would be indirectly influenced by the Chinese transfer and the effect
may be reflected on the grammatical forms across the four grammatical patterns.
While we have known that there are some interactions between the Chinese transfer and the
grammatical forms as well as the grammatical patterns and the grammatical forms, yet we still have little
knowledge of how the subjects rate the grammatical forms. In order to compare the grammatical form
ratings, one-way ANOVAs were also adopted to examine the differences among the five grammatical forms.
The result was displayed in Table 2, including the multiple comparisons of Tamhane tests, which will help
discover the differences among each grammatical form.
TABLE 2 Mean Rating (and Standard Deviation) of the Grammatical Form Rating in Questionnaires A & B
Grammatical Pattern
(Answer)
1.V+ -zhe
(happening, occurring,
appear, exists)
2.V+ -le
(happened, occurring,
appeared, existing)
3.N+V
(happened, occurring,
to appear, existing)
4.V+N
(happening, occurring,
appearing, existed)

Chinese Transfer
Without Chinese
With Chinese
Total
Without Chinese
With Chinese
Total
Without Chinese
With Chinese
Total
Without Chinese
With Chinese
Total

Grammatical Form Rating
To-V(a)
V-Base(b)
V-s(c)
V-ing(d)
V-ed(e)
1.84(1.300) 2.78(1.599) 2.47(1.507) 3.55(1.631) 2.49(1.518)
1.71(1.224) 2.79(1.515) 2.48(1.500) 3.67(1.572) 2.20(1.444)
1.78(1.263) 2.78(1.555) 2.48(1.502) 3.61(1.601) 2.34(1.487)
1.64 (1.141) 2.80(1.581) 2.08(1.273) 2.94(1.644) 3.58(1.606)
1.54 (1.036) 2.87(1.540) 2.34(1.363) 3.03(1.667) 3.27(1.705)
1.59(1.089) 2.84(1.559) 2.21(1.324) 2.98(1.654) 3.42(1.661)
2.18(1.561) 2.49(1.440) 2.39(1.399) 3.10(1.566) 3.15(1.712)
2.20 (1.549) 2.51(1.422) 2.48(1.444) 3.03(1.631) 2.90(1.711)
2.19(1.553) 2.50(1.429) 2.44(1.421) 3.06(1.597) 3.03(1.714)
1.54 (1.065) 2.79(1.559) 2.34(1.495) 3.36(1.637) 3.18(1.611)
1.59 (1.129) 2.84(1.547) 2.39(1.433) 3.40(1.558) 2.91(1.662)
1.57(1.096) 2.81(1.551) 2.37(1.463) 3.38(1.596) 3.05(1.640)

According to the result in Table 2, among the four grammatical patterns, the two grammatical patterns,
V+-zhe (e.g., 發生著 fāshēngzhe ‘happen-zhe’) and N+V(e.g., 風險存在 fēngxiǎncúnzài ‘The risk
exists.’), have less change of the grammatical form ratings between Questionnaire C (without Chinese) and
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Questionnaire D (with Chinese), since the three grammatical forms (V-base, V-s, and V-ing) as the expected
answers in the V+-zhe collocation pattern revealed no significant difference with the V-ed form in both
questionnaires, and the three correct grammatical forms (to-V, V-ing, and V-ed) of the N+V collocation
pattern showed no difference with the V-base form between Questionnaires A and B, indicating that the
Chinese linguistic cues did not significantly change the ratings of the five grammatical forms in these two
grammatical patterns. However, significant differences were found in the other two grammatical patterns—
the V+-le (e.g., 出現了 chūxiànle ‘appear-le’) and the V+N (e.g., 發生戰爭 zhànzhēngfāshēng ‘The war
occurred.’). A similar tendency found in both grammatical patterns that even though the expected answers of
the two grammatical forms (V-ing and V-ed) in either V+-le or V+N pattern showed no significant difference
with the V-base form between Questionnaires A and B, the ratings of two correct grammatical forms has
changed. The V-ed (M= 3.58) of the V+-le pattern in Questionnaire A were originally found significantly
more than the V-ing (M= 2.94), while, in Questionnaire B with Chinese, these two grammatical forms
become no difference. By contrast, in the V+N pattern, the V-ed and the V-ing forms were originally
insignificantly different, whereas the V-ing form (M= 3.40) become significantly more than the V-ed form
(M=2.91) in Questionnaire B, which suggests that the Chinese linguistic cues in Questionnaire D would
influence the grammatical form ratings, particularly in these two grammatical patterns.

4. Conclusion and Pedagogical Implications
Through this series of corpora analysis, psycholinguistic experiments, and the creation of
teaching materials, we demonstrate how to motivate the vocabulary teaching in EFL contexts with more
understanding of L2 learners’ uses as to a complicated English verb via corpora comparisons. This
preliminary study serves as the attempt to integrate corpora approaches into L2 vocabulary learning, which
could be applied to L2 learners’ motivation on the distinction of L2 English verbs.
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涵(一般型研究計畫) 主持人：鍾曉芳

Travel Grant
Chung, Siaw-Fong. 2010. “The Use of Verb-Particle Constructions with Engine,
Information and Data by EFL Students in Taiwan: A Corpus-based Study.” In the
Proceedings of the 2nd International Conference on the Role of Social Sciences and
Humanities in Engineering (ICoHSE). Universiti Malaysia Perlis, Penang. November
12-14. [CD Rom]
The PI attended the conference in Penang, Malaysia, from November 12 to 14, 2010.
The submission to this conference was motivated by the integration of knowledge
between linguistics and a genre-specific field (engineering) as one of the foci of the
project was to examine dissertation abstracts written in a specific field.
一、 參加會議經過
The conference theme was “Bridging the Gap Between theory and Practice.” The
conference lasted three days, held at the Bayview Beach Resort of Penang.
There were three consecutive sessions on the first day. The paper tracks were
“Communication and languages,” “Occupational Safety and Health,” and “Soft Skills
and Leadership/Civilization and Religions.” Only the first one was attended. The first
day started late in the afternoon as an opening ceremony was arranged in the morning
of the first day. Many of the talks in the humanities track focused on improving
learning or linguistic skills of engineering learners. Many of the papers were report of
development of programs in a particular university as well.
On the second day, the PI’s paper was arranged in the paper track of
“Communication and Languages” as well. It was the first presentation after the lunch
break. There were interesting questions about the use of corpus and exchanges with
several scholars. Two papers after my presentation were relocated, and the paper that
followed was a report on the writing skills of engineering students. The final paper of
the session was an interesting one as the presenters displayed journal writing of a
group of learners who initially had no interest in learning. This paper was an inspiring
one as the researchers made great effort in communicating with students through
journal writing. In the afternoon, the PI chaired the second session. Two papers were
presented, one of them investigated the effectiveness of group discussion, and the
other was a study of anxiety.
On the third day, four other paper tracks were arranged, namely “Papers in
Bahasa Melayu,” “Psychology and Sociology,” “Operation Management,” and
“Human Resource Management.” Several of the papers presented in Malay were more
social-science based – on motivation, responses towards smoking, etc. Most of the
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other papers were not linguistically-based. However, exchanges of ideas between
fields were taking place during the conference.
二、 與會心得
The conference was the most extraordinary one as the conference invited comments
from a high-ranked priest who attended many of the sessions. Academic
question-and-answer sessions were shortened due to the lengthy explanation of
biblical content to many presenters. Most communication, thus, took place after the
presentations. Lunches and snakes were free for all participants and many of the
organizing committee brought their family along.
三、 建議
The conference could have been organized in a more systematic way. Though
hospitability was shown, the entrance to the conference venue and access to light
meals could have been guarded better. The conference program was heavily relocated
on the days of presentation. The conference venue, however, was a good choice.
四、攜回資料名稱及內容
Program book, a collection of abstracts, full papers in CD-Rom and other materials
from publishers about books, as well as travel brochures were provided to all
registered participants. Two certificates were received – one on presentation and the
other on chairing conference session.
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The Use of Verb-Particle Constructions with Engine, Information and Data by EFL
Students in Taiwan: A Corpus-based Study
1.0 Introduction
This paper has two aims: First, it intends to investigate language used by graduate students
from a specific knowledge background and to compare it to general use of the same
keywords produced by native speakers. For this purpose, this paper has selected three
keywords for investigation, namely ENGINE, INFORMATION and DATA, and their occurrences in
academic dissertation written by students from the information science background are
compared to their occurrences in a general corpus. Second, this paper aims to construct a
preliminary study on verb-particle constructions used by native-speakers with regard to these
three keywords. The results will then be contrasted to the specific genre under investigation.
2.0 Genre-specific Writing and Verb-Particle Constructions
Dissertation writing is a type of academic writing that is scientific. It possesses specific
features that are believed to display objectivity and accuracy. That is, facts and arguments are
highlighted while individual opinion is minimized. Anderson and Poole (1994:6) have
postulated that “[s]cientific writing is not of a personal or conversational nature and for this
reason the third person is commonly is used.” Therefore, it is believed that comparisons of a
genre-specific writing to a general one will yield a certain level of differences.
As for verb-particle constructions, they have been defined by Balwin (2005: 399) as
phrases “consist[ing] of a head verb and one or more obligatory particles, in the form of
intransitive prepositions (e.g., hand in), adjectives (e.g., cut short) or verbs (e.g., let go).”
Fraser (1976), Dikken (1995), Cook and Stevenson (2006) and Bannard (2005) have all
addressed issues in verb-particle constructions in different ways. The term ‘verb-particle
constructions’ has been proposed by Quirk et al.’s (1985) to constitute three types – phrasal
verbs (come in, crop up, etc.), prepositional verbs (come with, come across, etc.) and
phrasal-prepositional verbs (run away with, come up with, etc.). Therefore, it is also possible
to investigate these uses in the two types of genres selected for this work.
3.0 Methodology and Results
This study examines the use of the words ENGINE, INFORMATION and

in British National
Corpus (BNC) (100 million words) and compares them to their uses in 8,368 dissertation
abstracts (1,894,299 words) produced by graduate students from the Management and
Information Science (MIS) departments from fifty-five universities in Taiwan.1 Table 1
below shows the number of hits found with each of these words and their derived forms.
Their frequency per thousand and per million words is shown in the last two rows.
1

DATA

Capitalized words are used to refer to lemma or words representing all their derived forms (-s, -ed, etc.)
2

Table 1: The Number of Instances for ENGINE, INFORMATION and DATA used in Dissertation Writing vs.
BNC
Word

Theses

BNC

Word

Theses

BNC

Word

Theses

BNC

12,753

38,270

7,931

18,037

(99.53)

(99.70)

(99.61)

(99.67)

20

15

7

1

(0.16)

(0.04)

(0.09)

(0.01)

40

101

24

59

(0.31)

(0.26)

(0.30)

(0.33)

12,813

38,386

7,962

18,097

(100.00)

(100.00)

(100.00)

(100.00)

324.30

0.00038

Per

201.52

0.00018

386

thousand

390.45

Per

420313

million

7.94

(%)
Engine

Engines

Engined

Engineer

Engineered

Engineers

Engineering

Total

Per

280

4,831

(29.82)

(41.94)

108

1,836

(11.50)

(15.94)

0

20

(0)

(0.17)

45

2,224

(4.79)

(19.31)

1

181

(0.11)

(1.57)

93

2,403

(9.90)

(20.86)

412

23

(43.88)

(0.20)

939

11,518

(100.00)

(100.00)

23.74

0.00011

Per

518

thousand

117.16

Per

676397

million

9.71

thousand
Per

495697.

million

88

Information

Informations

Informational

Total

Data

Datas

Datum

Total

407
184.07

From Table 1, we can see that ENGINE appears most often (43.88%) as engineering in the
theses, whereas in a general corpus like BNC, it occurs most often (41.94%) as engine. For
and DATA, the results do not differ greatly between the theses corpus and BNC.
For all three words, the theses corpus shows to return more instances of ENGINE, INFORMATION
and DATA when calculated in per thousand and per million words. In order to see further how
these three keywords can be used in verb-particle constructions, all constructions comprising
a verb plus a particle when used with ENGINE, INFORMATION and DATA are extracted through
BNCWeb, a platform used to access BNC (Hoffmann, Evert, Smith et al., 2008). The results
display that in BNC, based on native-speakers’ data, engine and its lemma appear 48 times
after a verb-particle construction, indicating a small percentage of 0.42 from the total 11,518
instances of ENGINE. For INFORMATION, its verb-particle constructions return 735 instances,
INFORMATION
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also indicating a 1.91% from the total 38,386 instances of INFORMATION. DATA returns 1.51%
of verb-particle constructions from its total 18,097 instances. These percentages show that
verb-particle constructions are rare when they are used with ENGINE, INFORMATION and DATA.
In order to observe what kinds of verb-particle constructions are found with the three
keywords, the following Table 2 from BNC is presented. Table 2 displays the top twenty
results for all occurrences of verbs, followed by any particles (including prepositions), which
precede the three keywords of interest.2
Table 2: Instances of Verb+Particle+Keyword in BNC
Lexical Items

Lexical Items

Freq.

Freq.

%

2

4.17% based on information

50

6.8% based on data

27

9.47%

comes to engines

1

2.08% asking for information

26

3.54% used for data

10

3.51%

quit with engine

1

2.08% pass on information

17

2.31% derived from data

9

3.16%

1

2.08% according to information

15

2.04% According to data

9

3.16%

depending on engine

1

2.08% asked for information

14

1.9% follow up data

6

2.11%

ran into engine

1

2.08% passing on information

14

1.9% supported by data

5

1.75%

used by engines

1

2.08% appealed for information

12

1.63% draws on data

4

1.4%

say about engine

1

2.08% ask for information

12

1.63% treated as data

4

1.4%

Switch off engine

1

2.08% looking for information

10

1.36% compiled from data

3

1.05%

depends on engine

1

2.08% packed with information

10

1.36% combined with data

3

1.05%

take over engine

1

2.08% offered for information

9

1.22% compared with data

3

1.05%

1

2.08% appealing for information

9

1.22% relate to data

3

1.05%

been in engine

1

2.08%

8

1.09% known as data

3

1.05%

do on engine

1

2.08% searching for information

8

1.09% used as data

3

1.05%

looking after engines

1

2.08% search for information

7

0.95% taken from Data

3

1.05%

sitting with engine

1

2.08% look for information

7

0.95% qualify as data

3

1.05%

tinkering with
engines

concentrated on
engines

surrounded by
engine

2

Freq.

%

provided with
information

%

Lexical Items

Table 1 shows all verb+particle constructions which include all occurrences of a particle after a verb. A
automatic extraction of them from corpora may return noise such as the unwanted ones (e.g., been in engine).
4

appearing about

bombarded with

1

2.08%

knew about engines

1

2.08% finding out information

are in engine

1

2.08%

used as engine

1
1

engine

finished with
engines

7

0.95% locking for data

2

0.7%

6

0.82% spent in data

2

0.7%

6

0.82%

2

0.7%

2.08% refer to information

6

0.82% picks out data

2

0.7%

2.08% seek out information

5

0.68% do with data

2

0.7%

information

FOLLOW UP
INFORMATION

associated with
data

From all the uses in Table 2, only a few (shaded) are found to be phrasal verbs. Most of the
uses are prepositional verbs, i.e., the combination of the verb and the preposition is
decomposeable. When we investigate the theses, only a less than 5% of verb-particle
constructions are found. Most of them are highly collocated with based on, according to,
search for, etc., which are mostly prepositional verbs.
In addition, for the theses corpus, we also found that engine (including engineer and
engineering) and information are often used to differentiate different types of nominals such
that in differentiating types of engineers (software engineers, system engineers and
knowledge engineers) and types of information (enterprise information, medical information).
In contrast, data is more often used when a particular action carried out towards the data (e.g.,
collect data, data mining, data exchange). When we examine data versus information in a
web-based language collected in a corpus called UKWac 1.0 (Bailey & Thompson, 2006), the
results further confirm our observation. For instance, only data can be used with observed or
observational, while only information can be used with travel, tourist, health, etc. Our
findings show that some terminologies in engineering are preferred to refer to the types of
things while some terms are used to refer to the actions (even through these terms might be
nouns).
4.0 Conclusion
With one of the aims to investigate verb-particle constructions in English through using
corpora data, this paper has compared a specialized corpus constituted by academic
dissertation abstracts written by EFL students of Taiwan to a native-speaker corpus. The
results discussed in this work serve as a pilot study and the topic deserves greater discussion.
The findings herein will become important to advisory work when directing students’
dissertation writing. Despite the fact that Jackendoff (1997) has claimed phrasal lexicon is
about the same size as the simplex (i.e., single-word) lexicon used by an average native
speaker of English, this study found that verb-particle constructions are probably used less in
learners’ writing, when compared to native speakers’. Therefore, it is worth pondering
5

whether or not their importance should be emphasized further, as mastering idiomatic
expressions, of which verb-particle constructions are one type of them, has been said to be
crucial to becoming native-speaker like in language proficiency. This study shows that,
linguistic use of words, when taught to students from the information science background,
will help raise the students’ awareness in writing. This study, therefore, calls for the attention
towards specific use of lexis in the writing process of non-humanity students.
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計畫主持人的主要專長為語料庫語言學、詞彙語意學及認知語言學。這五年期間，計畫主
持人的研究範疇均可分別以以下四個重點各別敘述：（一）檢視馬來語的語意使用、（二）
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